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ECR4Kidsis committed to developinganddistributing the
highest quality classroom furnitureand equipment; ensuring these
products represent themaximumvaluein today’smarketplace.
Our focusandcommitment continues to becenteredonvalue-
added features, functionality andperformancewhileproviding
optimal service.

FamilyOwned andOperated
Quick Ship -Most OrdersProcesswithin 2-5
BusinessDaysWhen inStock
ExcellentCustomer Service
PremierPackaging
EverydayValueManufacturer

Orders typicallyprocesswithin 2-5 business days 10
months out of the year and 3-7 days duringBTSwhen
products are instock. Inventory levelsare basedon
historical sales experience.Changes in current/future
salesdemands may create limited on-hand quantities
while inventories are rebalanced. If a customer is able to
provide an item forecast, we can help ensure, although
not guarantee, itemavailabilityto meet your expectations.
Without a forecast, unusual changes in orderingmay cause
brief delays.
All items ship parcel (UPS/FEDEX)unlessnotated with a
truck symbol. Theseitemsmust ship LTL.

Our Commitment Our Quick Ship



It is our goal to offer thestrongest, safest andmost sustainable
products in themarket. ECR4KidshasachievedGREENGUARD
[GOLD]Certification for avarietyof our products including
tables, chairs, furniture, cots, SoftZone®, activeplay, and
more. GREENGUARDCertifiedproducts meetor exceed
GREENGUARDstandards for low chemical emissions into indoor
air duringproduct usage. Formoreinformation, visit ul.com/gg.
Bychoosing ECR4Kidsproducts, youarepromoting asafeand
healthyenvironment for you andyour children.

Look for our GREENGUARD
[GOLD]Certified products.

ECR4Kids' goal isto provide safeand reliableproducts to our
customers. Manyof our itemshavegone through rigorous
BIFMAtesting. ECR4KidsChairsandstools meetor exceed
theapplicable test requirements fromANSI/BIFMAX6.1-2012
EducationalSeating–Testsand our Activity Tablesmeetor exceed
theapplicable test requirements fromANSI/BIFMAX5.5-2014
Deskand TableProducts –Tests.ThegoalofBIFMAis to provide
healthy,comfortable, andproductive workspaces with highmaterial
standards. BIFMAfocusesonsafety, ergonomics, and sustainability
to thebest of their knowledge.

BIFMATesting

GREENGUARDCertificationECR4Kids is a leader in highquality, Ready-To-Assemble
(RTA)school furniture. WhyRTA?
• Low cost alternativeto assembled furniture
• Reduced freight cost
• Less freight damage
• Instructionswritten with teachers inmind
• Pre-assembled kick platesmakes table assembly simpler
• Easyto use tools provided

Adult SupervisionRecommended
All itemsaremadewith little ones inmind, but aswith any
product, adult supervisionis recommended.

Our Products Our Responsibility

B Look for our BIFMACertifiedproducts.



FOLLOW US
For themost up to date information onECR4Kidsprod-
ucts and promotions, follow us on Facebook, LinkedIn,
Pinterest, Twitterand our blog at blog.ecr4kids.com.

For theconvenience ofour Dealerswehavecreated theECR4Kids
onlineDealerPortal.This robust tool allowsyou to placeorders,
check inventory,get freight quotes, viewyour price list, andmuch
more.Available24/7 atwww.ecr4kids.com/dealerportal. LiveChat
isalsoavailable foryour convenience.

Loveour items, tell usabout it! ECR4Kidsnowcollects product
reviewsonourwebsite. Simply search for your itemand click
‘Write aReview.’ You can also leavea reviewon the site you
purchased yourproduct.

Products, images, descriptions, dimensionsandmore canbe
found on ourwebsiteat www.ecr4kids.com.

PRODUCT REVIEWS

WWW.ECR4KIDS.COM

DEALER PORTAL

WATCH PRODUCT VIDEOS
ON YOUR SMARTPHONE
Look forQRCodes through out the
catalog to view videos instantly.

Let's get connected
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Actual colors may vary. ©2017 ECR4KIDS

Clover
48” Dia

Rectangle
24” x 36”

Rectangle
30” x 48”

Square
30” x 30”

Rectangle
30” x 60”

Rectangle
30” x 72”

Rectangle
36” x 72”

Rectangle
24” x 48”

Rectangle
24” x 60”

Rectangle
24” x 72”

Flower
60” Dia

Horseshoe
60” x 66”

Kidney
48” x 72”

T-MOLD: ELR-14102
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14202
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14602
CONTOUR: ELR-14702
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: N/A

T-MOLD: ELR-14106
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14206
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14606
CONTOUR: ELR-14706
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: ELR-14506

T-MOLD: ELR-14107
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14207
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14607
CONTOUR: ELR-14707
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: ELR-14507

T-MOLD: ELR-14108
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14208
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14608
CONTOUR: ELR-14708
BOOK BOX: ELR-14908

WOOD: N/A

T-MOLD: ELR-14109
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14209
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14609
CONTOUR: ELR-14709
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: N/A

T-MOLD: ELR-14113
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14213
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14613
CONTOUR: ELR-14713
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: N/A

T-MOLD: ELR-14122
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14222
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14622
CONTOUR: ELR-14722
BOOK BOX: ELR-14922

WOOD: N/A

T-MOLD: ELR-14127
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14227
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14627
CONTOUR: ELR-14727
BOOK BOX: ELR-14927

WOOD: N/A

T-MOLD: ELR-14103
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14203
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14603
CONTOUR: ELR-14703
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: N/A

T-MOLD: ELR-14104
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14204
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14604
CONTOUR: ELR-14704
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: N/A

T-MOLD: ELR-14110
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14210
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14610
CONTOUR: ELR-14710
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: ELR-14510

T-MOLD: ELR-14111
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14211
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14611
CONTOUR: ELR-14711
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: ELR-14511

T-MOLD: ELR-14112
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14212
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14612
CONTOUR: ELR-14712
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: ELR-14512

T-MOLD: ELR-14116
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14216
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14616
CONTOUR: ELR-14716
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: ELR-14516

T-MOLD: ELR-14123
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14223
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14623
CONTOUR: ELR-14723
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: ELR-14523

T-MOLD: ELR-14101
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14201
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14601
CONTOUR: ELR-14701
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: N/A

Square
36” x 36”

NEW
Rectangle
36” x 60”

NEW

Rectangle
18” x 60”

NEW
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Adjustable ActivityTable Shapes



NEW
Square
60” x 60”

Trapezoid
30” x 60”

Learning
18” x 30”

Half Moon
36” x 72” Half Round

24” x 48”

Round
60” Diameter

Round
30” Diameter

Trapezoid
24” x 48”

Cog
48”

Crescent
48”

NEW NEW NEW

Bowtie
48”

Round
48” Diameter

Round
36” Diameter

Square
48” x 48”

T-MOLD: ELR-14124
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14224
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14624
CONTOUR: ELR-14724
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: N/A

T-MOLD: ELR-14118
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14218
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14618
CONTOUR: ELR-14718
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: N/A

T-MOLD: ELR-14128
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14228
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14628
CONTOUR: ELR-14728
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: N/A

T-MOLD: ELR-14114
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14214
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14614
CONTOUR: ELR-14714
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: ELR-14514

T-MOLD: ELR-14115
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14215
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14615
CONTOUR: ELR-14715
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: ELR-14515

T-MOLD: ELR-14117
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14217
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14617
CONTOUR: ELR-14717
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: ELR-14517

T-MOLD: ELR-14126
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14226
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14626
CONTOUR: ELR-14726
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: ELR-14526

T-MOLD: ELR-14119
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14219
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14619
CONTOUR: ELR-14719
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: ELR-14519

T-MOLD: ELR-14120
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14220
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14620
CONTOUR: ELR-14720
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: ELR-14520

T-MOLD: ELR-14125
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14225
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14625
CONTOUR: ELR-14725
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: ELR-14525

T-MOLD: N/A
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14229
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14629
CONTOUR: ELR-14729
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: N/A

T-MOLD: N/A
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14230
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14630
CONTOUR: ELR-14730
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: N/A

T-MOLD: N/A
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14231
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14631
CONTOUR: ELR-14731
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: N/A

T-MOLD: ELR-14121
THERMO-FUSED: ELR-14221
DRY-ERASE: ELR-14621
CONTOUR: ELR-14721
BOOK BOX: N/A
WOOD: ELR-14521

*Tablesabove are paired with 12” chairs. Additional configurations will vary based on chair size.
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Adjustable ActivityTable Shapes

www.ecr4kids.com (855) ECR-4KIDS
(855)327-4543



Actual colors may vary. ©2017 ECR4KIDS
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Adjustable ActivityTable Packaging

TABLE FEATURES
TableTop: 1.125” thick
Easylegassemblywith pre-installed receivingbrackets (not availableon ELR-14118)
Steelstability bars pre-installed onHorseshoe, Kidney,Half-Moon, and 72” length
tables.Colorful edge banding matches ECR4KidsSchool Stack Chairs. TableTops
feature stain-resistant and easy-to-clean laminate.Thermo-fused melaminesurface
that resistsscratches, scuffing, and chemicals

T-Mold edgebanding isaprotectivestrip
shaped like the letter "T" that is inserted
into thetable topand secured. This
attractivemolding is applied tocreatea
finished lookandprotect the table from
the wearand tear of everydayuse.

Thermo-Fusededgebandingusesheat
tobond aprotectivestrip tothe table
topcreatingaseamlessappearance.
Thisedgebanding preventsagainst
germgrowthandprovides anattractive
professional lookthatwillkeepit's
quality for yearstocome.

LEGFEATURES
Adjustable legs featuredual set screws to ensurestable connection
Lower legs arechrome plated and adjustable in 1” increments
Upper leg is powder coated tubular steel
Glide options: nylon swivel for hard surface or ball glides ideal for carpet

ADJUSTABLE TABLEHEIGHTS
Standard Legs adjust table height from19”–30”
Toddler Legs adjust table height from15”–23”
Chunky Legs adjust table height from15”–24”
Super Legs adjust table height from19”–30”

T-Mold Thermo-Fused

VS

10-Year LimitedWarranty 12-Year LimitedWarranty



www.ecr4kids.com (855) ECR-4KIDS
(855)327-4543
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Adjustable ActivityTables: Leg Styles

GLIDES

Swivel Glide - Ideal for hardfloors,maynot be
suited for all carpet types. Glides self-levelto
create an evenworkspace.

Ball Glide - Ideal for carpeted floors,maynot
be suited for all hard floor surfaces.

Casters - Includedwith the Super Legformobility.

Four types of adjustable table legs areavailable:Toddler (15”-23”), Chunky (15”– 24”), Standard (19”-30”) and the brand newSuper
Leg (19”-30”). Upper table legs arepowder coated tubular steel and lower legs arechrome plated and adjust in 1” increments.

LEG STYLES

1. CHOOSE TABLECOLLECTIONANDSHAPE
Thermo-Fused: 60" x 66" Horseshoe =ELR-14203
Dry-Erase:48" Bowtie =ELR-14629
Contour: 24" x 48" Rectangle=ELR-14707

2. CHOOSETABLETOP COLOR ANDEDGE BANDING
Thermo-Fused:Greytop, Greenedge banding =ELR-14203-GYGN
Dry-Erase:Dry-Erasetop, Black edge banding =ELR-14629-DEBK
Contour: Maple top, Seafoamedge banding =ELR-14707-MPSF

3. CHOOSELEGCOLOR
Thermo-Fused:GreenLeg=ELR-14203-GYGNGN
Dry-Erase:Black Leg= ELR-14629-DEBKBK
Contour: SilverMist Leg= ELR-14707-MPSFSV

4. CHOOSELEG STYLE
Thermo-Fused:Toddler Swivel Leg=ELR-14203-GYGNGNTS
Dry-Erase:Chunky Leg= ELR-14629-DEBKBKCH
Contour: Super Leg= ELR-14707-MPSFSVSL

Standard Leg
19"-30"

ChunkyLeg
15"-24"

Toddler Leg
15"-23"

Casters Included-
Super leg can be used with the four
casters as a mobile table, two casters
and two levelerswheelbarrow style, or
with four levelers; all included.

C
TB
TS
SB
SS
SL

Chunky
Toddler Leg, BallGlide
Toddler Leg,SwivelGlide
Standard Leg,BallGlide
Standard Leg,SwivelGlide
Super Leg, SwivelGlide+Caster

NEWSuper Leg
19"-30"

BallGlide SwivelGlide

NEWSuper Leg
Caster and Glide, all included

ChunkyLeg

B

Howto Order NewCollections

Add$50to MSRP

Add$50to MSRP



Actual colors may vary. ©2017 ECR4KIDS
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Adjustable ActivityTables: T-Mold

CHOOSE YOURTABLESIZE ANDSHAPE

T-MOLD

Trapezoid Tables
ELR-14118-XX 18” x 30” Trapezoid $150
ELR-14126-XX 24” x 48” Trapezoid $160
ELR-14119-XX 30” x 60” Trapezoid $220

SquareTables
ELR-14116-XX 30” x 30” Square $145
NEWELR-14123-XX 36” x 36” Square $175
ELR-14117-XX 48” x 48” Square $230
NEWELR-14128-XX 60” x 60” Square $300

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

Rectangular Tables
NEWELR-14127-XX 18” x 60” Rectangle $175
ELR-14106-XX 24” x 36” Rectangle $145
ELR-14107-XX 24” x 48” Rectangle $160
ELR-14108-XX 24” x 60” Rectangle $200
ELR-14109-XX 24” x 72” Rectangle $220
ELR-14110-XX 30” x 48” Rectangle $200
ELR-14111-XX 30” x 60” Rectangle $220
ELR-14112-XX 30” x 72” Rectangle $245
NEWELR-14122-XX 36” x 60” Rectangle $230
ELR-14113-XX 36” x 72” Rectangle $275

RoundTables
ELR-14121-XX 30” Diameter Round $145
ELR-14114-XX 36” Diameter Round $175
ELR-14115-XX 48” Diameter Round $230
ELR-14124-XX 60” Diameter Round $300

ELR-14101-XX 48” Diameter Clover $230
ELR-14102-XX 60” Diameter Flower $300
ELR-14103-XX 60” x 66” Horseshoe $400
ELR-14104-XX 48” x 72” Kidney $310
ELR-14120-XX 36” x 72” HalfMoon $275
ELR-14125-XX 24” x 48” HalfRound $160

ShapeTables

ELR-14118-MMYE-TB

ELR-14116-GBL-TB

ELR-14121-MRD-C

ELR-14103-MGN-SS

ELR-14106-OKNV-SB

B



www.ecr4kids.com (855) ECR-4KIDS
(855)327-4543
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Adjustable ActivityTables: T-Mold

CHOOSE YOURCOLOR ANDLEG CONFIGURATION

BLACK EDGE BANDING LEG OPTIONS

COLORFUL EDGE BANDING LEG OPTIONS

MAPLE TOP MAPLE EGDE BANDINGLEG OPTIONS

NEW SAND LEG OPTIONS

Oak/Black Maple/Black Grey/Black
OKBK MBBK GBK

Grey/Blue
GBL

Grey/Red
GRD

Grey/Green
GGN

Grey/Yellow
GYE

Grey/Navy
GNV

Maple/Maple
MM

Maple/Blue
MBL

Maple/Red
MRD

Maple/Green
MGN MYE

Maple/Navy
MNV

Oak/Navy
OKNV

Maple/Black
MBKSD

Maple/Maple
MMSD

Maple/Navy
MNVSD

Maple/Red
MRDSD

Maple/Yellow
MYESD

Maple/Blue
MBLSD

Maple/Green
MGNSD

BLACKLEGS:
TODDLERBALL (-TB)
TODDLERSWIVEL(-TS)
STANDARDBALL (-SB)
STANDARDSWIVEL(-SS)
CHUNKY (-C)
ORCHOOSE:
NEWBLACK SUPERLEG(-SL)
NEWSILVERSUPERLEG(SV-SL)

LEGSMATCHEDGE BANDCOLOR:
TODDLERBALL (-TB)
TODDLERSWIVEL(-TS)
STANDARDBALL (-SB)
STANDARDSWIVEL(-SS)
CHUNKY (-C)
ORCHOOSE:
NEWBLACKSUPERLEG (BK-SL)
NEWSILVERSUPERLEG(SV-SL)

CHOOSELEGCOLOR:
BLUE (MMBL)
GREEN (MMGN)
NAVY (MMNV)
RED (MMRD)
YELLOW(MMYE)
BLACK (MMBK)
OR
NEWBLACKSUPERLEG (BK-SL)
NEWSILVERSUPERLEG (SV-SL),

CHOOSE LEGSTYLE:
TODDLERBALL (-TB)
TODDLERSWIVEL(-TS)
STANDARDBALL (-SB)
STANDARDSWIVEL(-SS)
CHUNKY (-C)

CHOOSE LEG STYLE:
TODDLERBALL (-TB)
TODDLERSWIVEL(-TS)
STANDARDBALL (-SB)
STANDARDSWIVEL(-SS)
CHUNKY (-C)

Maple/Yellow

NEW
SandLeg

NEW
Super Leg

Add$50to MSRP



Actual colors may vary. ©2017 ECR4KIDSActual colors may vary. ©2017 ECR4KIDS
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Adjustable ActivityTables: Thermo-Fused

THERMO-FUSED

Trapezoid Tables
ELR-14218-XX 18” x 30” Trapezoid $170
ELR-14219-XX 30” x 60” Trapezoid $250
ELR-14226-XX 24” x 48” Trapezoid $180

Collaboration Tables
NEWELR-14229-XX 48” Bowtie $135
NEWELR-14230-XX 48" Cog $260
NEWELR-14231-XX 48" Crescent $260
ELR-14215-XX 48” Diameter Round $260

RoundTables
ELR-14221-XX 30” Diameter Round $165
ELR-14214-XX 36” Diameter Round $195
ELR-14215-XX 48” Diameter Round $260
ELR-14224-XX 60” Diameter Round $340

ELR-14201-XX 48” Diameter Clover $260
ELR-14202-XX 60” Diameter Flower $340
ELR-14203-XX 60” x 66” Horseshoe $450
ELR-14204-XX 48” x 72” Kidney $350
ELR-14220-XX 36” x 72” HalfMoon $310
ELR-14225-XX 24” x 48” HalfRound $180

ShapeTables

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

CHOOSE YOURTABLESIZE ANDSHAPE

ELR-14118-MPMPYETB

ELR-14116-GYBLBLTB

ELR-14121-MPRDRDCH

ELR-14103-MPGNGNSS

ELR-14106-OKNVNVSB

ELR-14229-MPBKBKSS

ELR-14231-MPBKBKSSELR-14230-MPBKBKSS

SquareTables
ELR-14216-XX 30” x 30” Square $165
NEWELR-14223-XX 36” x 36” Square $195
ELR-14217-XX 48” x 48” Square $260
NEWELR-14228-XX 60” x 60” Square $340

Rectangular Tables
NEWELR-14227-XX 18” x 60” Rectangle $195
ELR-14206-XX 24” x 36” Rectangle $165
ELR-14207-XX 24” x 48” Rectangle $180
ELR-14208-XX 24” x 60” Rectangle $225
ELR-14209-XX 24” x 72” Rectangle $250
ELR-14210-XX 30” x 48” Rectangle $225
ELR-14211-XX 30” x 60” Rectangle $250
ELR-14212-XX 30” x 72” Rectangle $275
NEWELR-14222-XX 36” x 60” Rectangle $260
ELR-14213-XX 36” x 72” Rectangle $310

B



www.ecr4kids.com (855) ECR-4KIDS
(855)327-4543
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Adjustable ActivityTables: Thermo-Fused

CHOOSE YOURCOLOR ANDLEG CONFIGURATION

BLACK EDGE BANDING LEG OPTIONS

COLORFUL EDGE BANDING LEG OPTIONS

MAPLE TOP MAPLE EGDE BANDINGLEG OPTIONS

NEW SAND LEG OPTIONS

Oak/Black Maple/Black Grey/Black
OKBK MPBK GYBK

Grey/Blue
GYBL

Grey/Red
GYRD

Grey/Green
GYGN

Grey/Yellow
GYYE

Grey/Navy
GYNV

Maple/Maple
MPMP

Maple/Blue
MPBL

Maple/Red
MPRD

Maple/Green
MPGN MPYE

Maple/Navy
MPNV

Oak/Navy
OKNV

Maple/Black
MPBKSD

Maple/Maple
MPMPSD

Maple/Navy
MPNVSD

Maple/Red
MPRDSD

Maple/Yellow
MPYESD

Maple/Blue
MPBLSD

Maple/Green
MPGNSD

BLACKLEGS:
BLACK TODDLERBALL (BKTB)
BLACK TODDLERSWIVEL(BKTS)
BLACKSTANDARDBALL (BKSB)
BLACK STANDARDSWIVEL(BKSS)
BLACKCHUNKY (BKCH)
ORCHOOSE:
NEWBLACK SUPERLEG(BKSL)
NEWSILVERSUPER LEG(SVSL)

LEGSMATCHEDGE BANDCOLOR:
TOORDERADDCOLOR PREFIX:BL, GN,
NV,RD, YEBEFORELEGSTYLE
TODDLERBALL(TB)
TODDLERSWIVEL (TS)
STANDARDBALL (SB)
STANDARDSWIVEL(SS)
CHUNKY (CH)

CHOOSELEGCOLOR:
BLUE (BL)
GREEN(GN)
NAVY (NV)
RED(RD)
YELLOW (YE)
BLACK (BK)
OR
NEWBLACK SUPERLEG(BKSL)
NEWSILVERSUPER LEG(SVSL)

CHOOSE LEGSTYLE:
TODDLERBALL (TB)
TODDLERSWIVEL (TS)
STANDARDBALL (SB)
STANDARDSWIVEL(SS)
CHUNKY (CH)

CHOOSE LEG STYLE:
TODDLERBALL (TB)
TODDLERSWIVEL (TS)
STANDARDBALL (SB)
STANDARDSWIVEL(SS)
CHUNKY (CH)

Maple/Yellow

NEWCOLOR
SandLeg

NEW
Super Leg

Add$50to MSRP

ORCHOOSE:
NEWBLACK SUPERLEG(BKSL)
NEWSILVERSUPER LEG(SVSL)



Actual colors may vary. ©2017 ECR4KIDS
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Dry-Erase Tables

Trapezoid Tables
ELR-14618-DEBKBKXX 18” x 30” Trapezoid $190
ELR-14619-DEBKBKXX 30” x 60” Trapezoid $280
ELR-14626-DEBKBKXX 24” x 48” Trapezoid $220

RoundTables
ELR-14621-DEBKBKXX 30” Diameter Round $190
ELR-14614-DEBKBKXX 36” Diameter Round $230
ELR-14615-DEBKBKXX 48” Diameter Round $290
ELR-14624-DEBKBKXX 60” Diameter Round $390

ELR-14601-DEBKBKXX 48” Diameter Clover $290
ELR-14602-DEBKBKXX 60” Diameter Flower $390
ELR-14603-DEBKBKXX 60” x 66” Horseshoe $490
ELR-14604-DEBKBKXX 48” x 72” Kidney $400
ELR-14620-DEBKBKXX 36” x 72” HalfMoon $350
ELR-14625-DEBKBKXX 24” x 48” HalfRound $220

ShapeTables

Black Thermo-Fused Edge -
Protects against germ growth.

DEBKBK -
Dry-Erasetable tops with black
Thermo-Fused edging and black legs.

NEWDRY-ERASE TABLES
TheECR4KidsDry-EraseAdjustable ActivityTable provides an interactiveworkspace for any classroom, playroom, home, or office environment.Table tops feature
awhiteboard top, eliminatingthe need for pens and paper, allowing students to collaborate on projects. When the group has solved the problemat hand, table tops
wipe easilyto clean. Ablack heat-sealed thermo-fused edge banding is applied to prevent against germgrowth and provide an attractive professional look that will
hold up against everydayuse. Four types of black adjustable table legs are available:Toddler (15”-23”), Chunky (15”– 24”), Standard (19”-30”), andSuper Leg (19”-
30”). Upper table legs arepowder coated tubular steel and lower legs arechrome plated and adjust in 1” increments.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

SquareTables
ELR-14616-DEBKBKXX 30” x 30” Square $190
NEWELR-14623-DEBKBKXX 36” x 36” Square $230
ELR-14617-DEBKBKXX 48” x 48” Square $290
NEWELR-14628-DEBKBKXX 60” x 60” Square $390

Rectangular Tables
NEWELR-14627-DEBKBKXX 18” x 60” Rectangle $230
ELR-14606-DEBKBKXX 24” x 36” Rectangle $220
ELR-14607-DEBKBKXX 24” x 48” Rectangle $210
ELR-14608-DEBKBKXX 24” x 60” Rectangle $250
ELR-14609-DEBKBKXX 24” x 72” Rectangle $280
ELR-14610-DEBKBKXX 30” x 48” Rectangle $250
ELR-14611-DEBKBKXX 30” x 60” Rectangle $280
ELR-14612-DEBKBKXX 30” x 72” Rectangle $310
NEWELR-14622-DEBKBKXX 36” x 60” Rectangle $290
ELR-14613-DEBKBKXX 36” x 72” Rectangle $350

Collaboration Tables
NEWELR-14629-DEBKBKXX 48” Bowtie $145
NEWELR-14630-DEBKBKXX 48" Cog $290
NEWELR-14631-DEBKBKXX 48" Crescent $290
ELR-14615-DEBKBKXX 48” Diameter Round $290

Select your favorite black leg:
Toddler Ball (TB)
Toddler Swivel (TS)
Standard Ball (SB)
Standard Swivel (SS)
Chunky (CH)
Super Leg (SL)

Dry-Erase Table Top -
Encourages collaboration and eliminates
the need for pencils, pens, and paper!

B

ELR-14615-DEBKBKSS



Ergonomic Design-
For both right and left
handed students.

Four Collaboration Shapes-
Feature an innovative design
intended for interactive learning.
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Collaboration Tables

www.ecr4kids.com (855) ECR-4KIDS
(855)327-4543

NEWCOLLABORATION TABLES
TheECR4KidsCollaborationTables are perfect for the classroom, playroom, home, or office. Table tops feature aneasy to clean laminatewith rounded edges for safety. A
heat-sealed thermo-fused edge banding is applied to prevent against germgrowth and provide an attractive professional look thatwill hold up against everyday use.This
sleek edging also allows for a better connection between tables, eliminating gaps. Four types of adjustable table legs are available:Toddler(15”-23”), Chunky (15”– 24”),
Standard (19”-30”), andSuper Leg (19”-30”). Upper table legs are powder coated tubular steel and lower legs arechrome plated, adjustable in 1” increments. Tables are
availablein a variety of attractive colors with your choice of ball or swivel glides.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

Dry-EraseTables
NEWELR-14629-DEBKBKXX 48” Bowtie $145
NEWELR-14630-DEBKBKXX 48" Cog $290
NEWELR-14631-DEBKBKXX 48" Crescent $290
ELR-14615-DEBKBKXX 48” Diameter Round $290

Thermo-Fused Tables
NEWELR-14229-XX 48” Bowtie $135
NEWELR-14230-XX 48" Cog $260
NEWELR-14231-XX 48" Crescent $260
ELR-14215-XX 48” Diameter Round $260

Contour Tables
NEWELR-14729-XX 48” Bowtie $135
NEWELR-14730-XX 48" Cog $260
NEWELR-14731-XX 48" Crescent $260
ELR-14715-XX 48” Diameter Round $260

48" BOWTIE
THERMO-FUSED:ELR-14229-XX
DRY-ERASE:ELR-14629-DEBKBKXX
CONTOUR:ELR-14729-XX

48" COG
THERMO-FUSED:ELR-14230-XX
DRY-ERASE:ELR-14630-DEBKBKXX
CONTOUR:ELR-14730-XX

48"CRESCENT
THERMO-FUSED:ELR-14231-XX
DRY-ERASE:ELR-14631-DEBKBKXX
CONTOUR:ELR-14731-XX

48" ROUND
THERMO-FUSED:ELR-14215-XX
DRY-ERASE:ELR-14615-DEBKBKXX
CONTOUR:ELR-14715-XX

Select your favorite leg style:
Toddler Ball (TB)
Toddler Swivel (TS)
Standard Ball (SB)
Standard Swivel (SS)
Chunky (CH)
Super Leg (SL)

Color Combinations:
For availablecolor combinations, please
visit the corresponding table page.

B
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Tables with Book Boxes and Interactive Tables

NEWTABLEWITHBOOK BOX
TheECR4KidsRectangularAdjustable ActivityTablewithBook Boxes is perfect for the classroom, playroom, or homeenvironment.
The greybook boxesmount to the underside of the table to provide storage for textbooks and other school supplies. Tabletops feature
a laminatewith rounded edges for safety.A Thermo-fused edge banding is applied to create a finished look and protect the table from
thewear and tear of everydayuse. Two types of black adjustable table legs areavailable:Standard Swivel (BKSS),Standard Ball (BKSB)
(19”-30”) andSuper Leg (BKSL)(19”-30”). Upper table legs are black powder coated tubular steel and lower legs are chromeplated and
adjust in 1” increments. Tables areavailablein a varietyof attractive colors with your choice of ball or swivel glides. ECR4KidsTableswith
BookBoxes are not recommendedwith usewith 18" chairs due to the suggested leg clearancefrom the bottom of the book box.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

Must order in case pack quantities of 2
19.25"W x 15.25"D x 5.5"H
ELR-14900-GY Replacement BookBoxes $60

ELR-14927-XX 18”x 60" Rectangle 2Boxes $223
ELR-14908-XX 24”x 60" Rectangle 2Boxes $255
ELR-14922-XX 36”x 60" Rectangle 4Boxes $320

Actual colors may vary. ©2017 ECR4KIDS

Replacement Book Boxes -
The ECR4KidsBook Boxes mount to the underside of Activity Tables
(ELR-14908-XX, ELR-14922-XX, ELR-14927-XX)to provide storage
for textbooks and other school supplies. Replacement book boxes
sold as a 2-pack.

NEWINTERACTIVECHILDREN'S TABLE
Engagemultiple children at once during snack timeor while doing anexciting activity on the ECR4Kids InteractiveChildren'sTable. Tables provide a safe space for
infants and toddlers ages 5 – 24 months, nomore than 30 pounds. Childrenshould be placed in the bucket seat and secured using the attached safety seat belt.When
lunch time is over, cleanup is a breeze.Simply remove thebucket seats andwipe clean.Theattractive stain-resistant laminate table top features aheat-sealedTher-
mo-Fused edge banding to prevent against germgrowth with rounded edges for safety. If seats or safetystraps become damaged or go missing, remove the item from
use; replacement straps andbuckets seats availablefor purchase.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Seat Colors: Blue (BL), Red (RD), or Sand (SD)

Available Color Combinations

Oak/Black
OKBK

Maple/Black
MPBK

Grey/Black
GYBK

Maple/Maple
MPMP

42"x48" Table,4-Seats

48"x72" Table,4-Seats

48"x72" Table,6-Seats

48"x72" Table,8-Seats

ELR14409P4-XX Maple/Black $520
ELR14410P4-XX Grey/Black $520

Replacements
ELR-15513-XX ToddlerSeats, 2-Pack $50
ELR-15513A SafetyStraps, 2-Pack $10

ELR14411P4-XX Maple/Black $560
ELR14412P4-XX Grey/Black $560

ELR14413P6-XX Maple/Black $600
ELR14414P6-XX Grey/Black $600

ELR14415P8-XX Maple/Black $640
ELR14416P8-XX Grey/Black $640

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Seat Colors: Blue (BL), Red (RD), or Sand (SD)

B

ELR-14908-MPBKBKSS

NEW
Super Leg

Add$50to MSRP
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(855)327-4543

CONTOUR CHAIR ASSESSMENT
BY: DR.STEVEN WEINIGER
THECONTOUR CHAIR, A STACKABLE CHAIR FOR SCHOOL
CHILDREN DESIGNEDTOPROACTIVELY ADDRESSPOSTURE.

Whilewe may not think of sitting in a classroom as athletic training,
growing kids are training their body alignment for a lifetime. Muscles
physiologically strengthen in the ways they’re used and, along with other
soft tissue like ligaments and tendons, mold to what becomes that
person’s habitual position.

Currently, better bucket chairs (the stacking variety as well as many
labeled “ergonomic”) are designedwith a curve to support the low back,
primarily the lumbar spine. Their goal is to be comfortable, especially
when you first sit in them. With time low leveldiscomfort from bucket
chairs results in frequent positional changes.

Thebigger problem is that supporting the lumbar spine takes the load off
of muscles that should be working, and unusedmuscles get weak. Over
time, posture breaks down.

TheContour’s vertical seat back stacks the Torso directly over the
Pelvis.Plus, the unique “Torso-Lift Ridge” angles the torso up to open
the chest, and allowing the shoulders to drop back reflexively,reducing
stress on the neck. It’s like aparent’s thumb in your mid-back, cueing
you to sit taller. Simultaneously, the rounded seat pan cradles the pelvis
backwards, opening the lumbar spine.

TheContour is designed to train posture to be strong by encouraging
children to sit well naturally at school and at home. The secret of our
posture strengthening design is that, unlike the “supportive” design
of many “ergonomic” chairs, Contour is designed to engage, not just
support. By positioning the Head-Torso-Pelvis PostureZones® to
balance vertically, you reflexively use the muscles essential for good
posture. Thesedeep postural muscles stabilize the torso on the pelvis,
and are also known as the inner core muscles.

15

Contour Collection

Internationally renowned posture expert, Dr. StevenWeiniger,has trained thousands of doctors, therapists, trainers, and other health and wellness
professionals to first rehab injuriesand then help their patients and clients keep moving well as they age with StrongPosture® exercise protocols.

Dr. Weinigergraduated from NewYork Chiropractic College and is a postgraduate instructor for University of Western States. Dr. Weinigeris
the lead instructor for the posture specialist certification, CPEP(CertifiedPosture ExerciseProfessional)setting the clinical standard for posture
improvement protocols with clinicians worldwide.

A resident of Atlanta, Georgia, Dr. Weinigerfocuses on posture rehab, biomechanics and the importance of integrating exercise into every lifestyle.

DR. STEVEN WEINIGER | POSTURE EXPERT
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Unlike other stackable chairs, Contour is
designed to mold young bodies by training
muscles to engage ”
“

.



Actual colors may vary. ©2017 ECR4KIDS
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Contour Collection

STANDARDCOLORS

Red
(RD)

Burgundy
(BY)

Blue
(BL)

Grey
(GY)

Navy
(NV)

Black
(BK)

NEWCONTOUR CHAIRS
TheECR4KidsContour Chair is designed to create positive posture habits starting with children up to adults. The contoured
shell encourages children andadults to sit well naturally as the vertical seat back stacks the torso directly over the pelvis.
The uniquetorso-lift ridge angles the torso up to open the chest, allowing the shoulders to drop back reflexively,ultimately
reducing stress on the neck. Simultaneously, the rounded seat pan cradles the pelvis backwards, opening the lumbar side.
Availablein sizes12-18 inches, chairs come in your choice of 12 attractive colors. Legs are powdercoated with a silvermist
for a sleekappearance andself-leveling swivel glides, ideal for useonhard surfaces.

Must order in casepack quantitiesof: 12” = 4, 14” = 4, 16” = 4, 18” = 4
Colors: Black (BK), Blue (BL), Burgundy (BY), Eggplant (EP), Grey (GY),Light Grey (LG), Navy (NV), Powder Blue (PB), Red (RD),Seafoam (SF),
Squash (SQ), and Tangerine (TG)

ELR-25112-XX 12” Contour Chair Shell:11”W x 11”D x 10.5”H; Seat Height: 12” $58
ELR-25114-XX 14” Contour Chair Shell:11”W x 11”D x 10.5”H; Seat Height: 14” $60
ELR-25116-XX 16” Contour Chair Shell:12.5”W x 12”D x 12”H; Seat Height: 16” $70
ELR-25118-XX 18” Contour Chair Shell:12.5”W x 12”D x 12”H; Seat Height: 18” $74

Nylon Swivel Glides- Idealfor hardfloors, may not be
suited for all carpet types. Swivel glides self-levelto create
an even workspace.

Torso-Lift Ridge -
Anglesthe torso up to open the chest,
and allowing the shouldersto drop back
reflexively,reducing stress on the neck.

Chair Frame-
The durable polypropylene seat is attached
to a steel frame with both vertical and
horizontalribs for added strength.

Contemporary Design-
The one-piece contemporary shell has
concealed rivets to prevent clothing and
hair from snagging.

Handle-
Located on the chair
shell is a convenient
handle to move chairs
from room to room.

Silver Mist Legs-
All Contour Chair legs
feature an attractive
Silver Mist finish.

Eggplant
(EP)

Seafoam
(SF)

Powder Blue
(PB)

Tangerine
(TG)

Squash
(SQ)

LightGrey
(LG)

NEWEXCLUSIVE
CONTOURCOLORS

B



www.ecr4kids.com (855) ECR-4KIDS
(855)327-4543

Eggplant
(EP)

Seafoam
(SF)

Powder Blue
(PB)

Tangerine
(TG)

Squash
(SQ)

LightGrey
(LG)

SquareTables
ELR-14716-XX 30” x 30” Square $165
NEWELR-14723-XX 36” x 36” Square $195
ELR-14717-XX 48” x 48” Square $260
NEWELR-14728-XX 60” x 60” Square $340 Ta
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Contour Collection

CHOOSEYOURCOLOR

NEWCONTOUR TABLES
TheECR4KidsContour Adjustable Activity Tables providea
contemporary feel for anyclassroom, playroom, home, or office
environment.Table tops feature aneasy to clean laminate table top
with rounded edges for safety.Aheat-sealed thermo-fused edge
banding is applied to prevent against germgrowth and provide an
attractive professional look that will hold up against everydayuse.
Two types of adjustable table legsareavailable ina sleekSilverMist
color: StandardSwivel (19”-30”) andSuper Leg (19”-30”). Upper ta-
ble legs are powder coated tubular steel and lower legs are chrome
plated and adjust in 1” increments. CombineContour tables with
ECR4KidsContourChairs in your choice of a variety of colors for a
complete set; sold separately.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

Maple/Blue
MPBL

Maple/Eggplant

Grey/Eggplant

Oak/Eggplant

Maple/Seafoam

Grey/Seafoam

Oak/Seafoam

Maple/Powder Blue

Grey/Powder Blue

Oak/Powder Blue

Maple/Tangerine

Grey/Tangerine

Oak/Tangerine

Maple/Squash

Grey/Squash

Oak/Squash

Maple/Light Grey

Grey/LightGrey

Oak/Light Grey

MPEP

GYEP

OKEP

MPSF

GYSF

OKSF

MPPB

GYPB

OKPB

MPTG

GYTG

OKTG

MPSQ

GYSQ

OKSQ

MPLG

GYLG

OKLG

Maple/Burgundy
MPBY

Maple/Grey
MPGY

STANDARDCOLORSARE
ALSOAVAILABLE WITH
OAKORGREYTOPMaple/Black

MPBK
Maple/Maple
MPMP

Maple/Red
MPRD

Maple/Navy
MPNV

ELR-14701-XX 48” Diameter Clover $260
ELR-14702-XX 60” Diameter Flower $340
ELR-14703-XX 60” x 66” Horseshoe $450
ELR-14704-XX 48” x 72” Kidney $350
ELR-14720-XX 36” x 72” HalfMoon $310
ELR-14725-XX 24” x 48” HalfRound $180

ShapeTables

Trapezoid Tables
ELR-14718-XX 18” x 30” Learning $170
ELR-14726-XX 24” x 48” Trapezoid $180
ELR-14719-XX 30” x 60” Trapezoid $250

RoundTables
ELR-14721-XX 30” Diameter Round $165
ELR-14714-XX 36” Diameter Round $195
ELR-14715-XX 48” Diameter Round $260
ELR-14724-XX 60” Diameter Round $340

NEWEXCLUSIVECONTOUR COLORS

Oak
(NV)

Grey
(GY)

NEWEXCLUSIVE
CONTOURCOLORS

STANDARDCOLORS

Red
(RD)

Burgundy
(BY)

Blue
(BL)

Grey
(GY)

Navy
(NV)

Black
(BK)

CHOOSE YOURTABLESIZE ANDSHAPE

Silver Mist Legs-
All Contour Table legs
feature an attractive
Silver Mist finish.

Rectangular Tables
NEWELR-14727-XX 18” x 60” Rectangle $195
ELR-14706-XX 24” x 36” Rectangle $165
ELR-14707-XX 24” x 48” Rectangle $180
ELR-14708-XX 24” x 60” Rectangle $225
ELR-14709-XX 24” x 72” Rectangle $250
ELR-14710-XX 30” x 48” Rectangle $225
ELR-14711-XX 30” x 60” Rectangle $250
ELR-14712-XX 30” x 72” Rectangle $275
NEWELR-14722-XX 36” x 60” Rectangle $260
ELR-14713-XX 36” x 72” Rectangle $310

Collaboration Tables
NEWELR-14729-XX 48” Bowtie $135
NEWELR-14730-XX 48" Cog $260
NEWELR-14731-XX 48" Crescent $260
ELR-14715-XX 48” Diameter Round $260

STANDARDCOLORS

Super Legs (SVSL)-
Come with both
casters and glides.

NEWSuper Leg

Standard Swivel Legs (SVSS)-
With a Silver Mist finish are the perfect
complement to ECR4Kids Contour Chairs.

Grey/Grey
GYGY

OAK/Grey
OKGY

NEWCOLORCOMBOS!

B



Actual colors may vary. ©2017 ECR4KIDS

Premier TablePackaging
ECR4Kidsis committed to superior quality in everydetail of our itemsand that includes the safe transport
of our products. We know the value in exceptional product packaging to ensurea secureand smooth
deliveryandapositive buying experience for customers.

Because of this commitment, ECR4Kidshas developed the best ActivityTable packaging in the industry.
WhatmakesECR4KidsActivityTable packaging stand apart from the rest?Superior edge protection.
We surround all Activity Table edges in heavy-duty and resilientEPEfoam “U” channels alongwith
specially engineeredEPEfoamcorners and over 1” of high density protection on all edges.

Whencompared to our competitors, many of whomoffer little to no protection, ECR4Kidsgo the extra
mile to safeguard our products so they arrive readyto use.

18
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www.ecr4kids.com (855) ECR-4KIDS
(855)327-4543

CLASSROOMSEATCOMPANION
Keep students organized and school supplieswithin reachwith theECR4KidsSeat
Companion. Personalizeeach storage unit with the 3” x 6” clear namepocket. Simply
slip the seat companion on to the back of a chair and journals, pencils andmorewill
be accessible during class time. The largepocket is reinforced to hold items such as
notebooks and individual journals. Thesmallerpocket is perfect for classroomsupplies
like crayons, pencils, scissors, andmore. Constructed using durable and attractive
denimwith a blue trim, seat companions are easyto clean (machinewashable, lay flat
to dry). Designed for usewith all types of ECR4Kids chairs; sold separately

Must order in case pack quantities of 6

ELR-15912 Standard 13.5”W x 14.5”D $11
ELR-15914 Large 15.5”W x 15”D $13

19

School StackChairs
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SeatCompanionCompatibility

10" 12" 14" 16" 18"

BENTWOOD

LADDERBACK

RESIN

STACKCHAIR

CONTOUR

KEY

STANDARD

LARGE

NOTAPPLICABLE
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Steel Support -
Steel lower back support and
reinforced ribbing in back and
under seat for added strength.

Nylon Swivel Glides- Idealfor hardfloors, may
not be suited for all carpet types. Swivel glides
auto-level to create an even workspace.
Available in all school stack chair sizes.

Felt Glides -
Designed for use with swivel
glides, felt prevents scratching
and other floor damage. Reduces
sounds and noise for a better
learning environment. (ELR-15102)

Molded Seat With Vented Back -
School stack chairs feature
a molded seat with vented back
for added comfort and support.

Stackability -
ECR4Kids School Stack Chairs
can safely stack eight high.

Matching Powder Coated Legs -
Legs are availablein sizes10” - 16”
to add a fun twist to your environment.
Add a ball or swivel glide depending on
your floor.

Composite Ball Glides -
Made of polypropylene and nylon for
durability, great for carpeted floors. Fun
colors for earlychildhood environments;
availablein 10” - 16” chairs.

School StackChairs

20

Actual colors may vary. ©2017 ECR4KIDS

RECOMMENDED TABLEANDCHAIRSIZES

PRESCHOOL KINDERGARTEN 1ST- 2ND
GRADES

3RD - 6TH
GRADES 6THGRADE+

AGERANGE 2-5 3-7 6-9 8-12 12+

TABLEHEIGHT 15” - 20” 18” - 22” 20” - 24” 22” - 26” 24” - 30”

CHAIRHEIGHT 10” 12” 14” 16” 18”



www.ecr4kids.com (855) ECR-4KIDS
(855)327-4543
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RED(RD) YELLOW (YE) GREEN (GN) BLUE (BL) SAND(SD)

PURPLE (PU) BURGUNDY (BY) HUNTERGREEN (HG) NAVY(NV) GREY (GY) BLACK (BK)

SCHOOL STACKCHAIRS
SpecifyColor and Glide

Chrome and matching legs availablewith ball or swivel glides. For nylon swivel glides
pleaseadd “G” to the item number.
Example: ELR-0192-BLG = 10” Blue Stack Chair with Nylon Swivel Glide

Must order in case packquantitiesof: 10” = 6, 12” = 6, 14” = 6, 16” = 6, 18” = 5

Chrome Legs
Colors: Blue (BL), Green (GN), Red (RD), Yellow (YE),Hunter Green (HG), Navy (NV), Burgundy (BY), Purple (PU), Sand (SD)

ELR-0192-XX 10” StackChair - ChromeLegs Shell:11”W x 11”D x 10.5”H; Seat Height: 10” $44
ELR-0193-XX 12” StackChair - ChromeLegs Shell:11”W x 11”D x 10.5”H; Seat Height: 12” $47
ELR-0194-XX 14” StackChair - ChromeLegs Shell:12.5”W x 12”D x 12”H; Seat Height: 14” $49
ELR-0195-XX 16” StackChair - ChromeLegs Shell:12.5”W x 12”D x 12”H; Seat Height: 16” $60

18” Stack Chairs are available with chrome legs and swivel glides in the following colors: Blue (BL), Green (GN),Red (RD),
Yellow (YE),Hunter Green (HG), Navy (NV), Burgundy (BY), Sand (SD), Black (BK), Grey (GY)

ELR-15104-XX 18” StackChair - ChromeLegs Shell:14.5”W x 14.5”D x 13”H; Seat Height: 18” $70

Matching Powder Coated Legs

Colors: Blue (BL), Green (GN), Red (RD), Yellow (YE)

ELR-2192-XX 10” StackChair -Matching Legs Shell:11”W x 11”D x 10.5”H; Seat Height: 10” $42
ELR-2193-XX 12” StackChair -Matching Legs Shell:11”W x 11”D x 10.5”H; Seat Height: 12” $46
ELR-2194-XX 14” StackChair -Matching Legs Shell:12.5”W x 12”D x 12”H; Seat Height: 14” $49
ELR-2195-XX 16” StackChair -Matching Legs Shell:12.5”W x 12”D x 12”H; Seat Height: 16” $57

Assorted Packs
Chrome and matching legs availablewith ball or swivel glides. For nylon swivel glides please add “G” to the item number.
Includes 2 Blue, 2 Red, 1 Yellow, 1 Green

ELR-15141-AS 10” StackChair - ChromeLegs $264
ELR-15110-AS 12” StackChair - ChromeLegs $282
ELR-15111-AS 14” StackChair - ChromeLegs $294
ELR-15112-AS 16” StackChair - ChromeLeg $360
ELR-15140-AS 10” StackChair -Matching Legs $252
ELR-15107-AS 12” StackChair -Matching Legs $276
ELR-15108-AS 14” StackChair -Matching Legs $294
ELR-15120-AS 16” StackChair -Matching Legs $342

Accessories

ELR-15102 Snap onFelt Glides- 96 ct $30
For use on hard surfaces.

NEW18" MOBILE CHAIR
Perfect for any classroomor office space, the inno-
vativeECR4KidsMobileChair is built for comfort and
durability in a collaborative environment. Students and
teachers canmove from the science table to thewhite
board in abreeze.Thechair shell featuresamolded
seat with vented back for comfort, reinforcedribbing
in back and under the seat for added strength, and
steel lowerback support.
Must order in case pack quantities of 2

Colors: Blue (BL), Green (GN), Red (RD), Yellow (YE),Hunter
Green (HG), Navy (NV), Burgundy (BY), Black (BK), Sand (SD)
Shell:14.5”W x 14.5”D x 13”H; Seat Height: 18”

ELR-26118-XX 20”W x 19”D x 31”H $100
ELR-261 4-Piece, replacement Casters $20

B
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OPENFRONTDESKS
Sayhello to the classic open front desks you remember using in school! The ECR4KidsOpen Front Desks havea proven design perfect for today’s classrooms and
homes. Students need a place to learn and grow, and the open front desks provide that environment. Thebook boxes arealso outfitted with an indented groove to keep
pencils, pens, and the like from sliding around and from falling on to the floor. Let’s keep our desks nice and tidy! The sleek chrome legs are adjustable inone inch incre-
ments. Start them off early with the desk at 24”H and watch as it grows along with your sprouting students. Desks can adjust from 24”H to 30.5”H. Each legis equipped
with a nylon swivel glide to keep the ECR4KidsOpen Front Deskwell-adjusted under less than ideal flooring conditions. The glides help to self-leveldesks, providing an
easy solution for uneven flooring.

NEWOPENFRONTDESKWITH METAL
BOOKBOX - READYTOASSEMBLE
Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Surface Area: 24” x 18”
ELR-24103 MetalOpen FrontDesk $95 Perfect for a homeschool environment, children’s

room, classroom or home.

The individual desk is ready-to-
assemble with a crisscross frame
and support bars for stability.

The single desk provides an excellent solution
for a small group, pairing or individual child.

Desks can adjust from
24”H to 30.5”H.

Actual colors may vary. ©2017 ECR4KIDS
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23OPENFRONTDESK WITHMETALBOOKBOX

ELR-SPC-24004 6OpenFront Desks and 6 - 12” NavyChairs $894
ELR-SPC-24005 6OpenFront Desks and 6 - 14” NavyChairs $906
ELR-SPC-24006 6OpenFront Desks and 6 - 16” NavyChairs $972
ELR-SPC-24007 10OpenFront Desks and 10 - 18” NavyChairs $1720
ELR-SPC-24008 20OpenFront Desks and 20 - 18” NavyChairs $3440
ELR-SPC-24001 24OpenFront Desks and 24 - 12” NavyChairs $3576
ELR-SPC-24002 24OpenFront Desks and 24 - 14” NavyChairs $3624
ELR-SPC-24003 24OpenFront Desks and 24- 16” NavyChairs $3864

OPENFRONTDESK WITHCHROME BOOKBOX

ELR-SPC-24012 6OpenFront Desks and 6 - 12” NavyChairs $1182
ELR-SPC-24013 6OpenFront Desks and 6 - 14” NavyChairs $1194
ELR-SPC-24014 6OpenFront Desks and 6 - 16” NavyChairs $1260
ELR-SPC-24015 10OpenFront Desks and 10 - 18” NavyChairs $2200
ELR-SPC-24016 20OpenFront Desks and 20 - 18” NavyChairs $4400
ELR-SPC-24009 24OpenFront Desks and 24 - 12” NavyChairs $4728
ELR-SPC-24010 24OpenFront Desks and 24 - 14” NavyChairs $4776
ELR-SPC-24011 24OpenFront Desks and 24 - 16” NavyChairs $5040
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OPENFRONTDESKWITHCHROMEBOOK BASKET
Must order in case pack quantities of 2
Surface Area: 24” x 18”
ELR-24102 ChromeOpen FrontDesk $150

OPENFRONTDESKWITHMETALBOOK BOX
Must order in case pack quantities of 2
Surface Area: 24” x 18”

ELR-24101 MetalOpen FrontDesk $102

Book Box Inner Dims:
21.5” W x 12.5” D x 4.5” H

24.0” Desktop width 18.0” Desktop depth
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23.5” frame width 16.5” frame depth

Open Front Desks

OPENFRONTDESKANDSCHOOL STACKCHAIRPACKAGES

Receivethe appropriate amount of desks and chairs for your classroom spacewith the convenient ECR4KidsOpenFrontDesk andSchool Stack Chair Packages.
Bundles are availablewith your choice of the traditionalOpenFrontDeskwithMetal Book Box or ChromeBookBasket and the corresponding number of School Stack
Chairs inNavy.Both desks and chairs feature chrome legswith self-levelingnylon swivel glides to keep furniturewell-adjusted under less than ideal flooring conditions.
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23.5” frame width

24.0” Desktop width

Book Box Inner Dims:
22.0” W x 15.0” D x 4.75” H

18.0” Desktop depth

16.5” frame depth
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ENHANCEDBENTWOODCHAIRS
Perfect for class time or play time, ECR4KidsBentwood Chairsmarryformwith function. Thesecomfortable, lightweight chairs are easyfor little ones to pick up on their
own, so you canmove quickly from musical chairs tomath lessons.Andwhen it’s time for the hokey-pokey, Bentwood Chairs stack away easilyto save spacewhen
not in use. Chairs of the same size stack four high.Made of multi-ply birch, chairs featurea uni-body design contoured for healthy posture, smooth rounded edges, and
non-scuff boots to reduce noise and protect flooring. Beautifullydesigned, Bentwood Chairs featurea natural wood finish and require proper care.

Cleanand care: check for loose orworn parts periodically and tighten or replace as necessary.Use a clean, damp cloth or sponge withmild soap, non-bleach
detergent, or general purpose cleanser.Abrasive cleanersor powders should not be used as theymaypermanently dull or scratch the surface.Wipe dry thoroughly.
Remove chairs fromuse if boots become loose or fall off.

Must order in case pack quantities of 2

NEWELR-15710-NT 10” Bentwood Chair 11.8”W x 11.8”D x 18.9”H $85
NEWELR-15712-NT 12” Bentwood Chair 13.25”W x 15.25”D x 23”H $90
NEWELR-15714-NT 14” Bentwood Chair 14”W x 16.75”D x 26”H $100
NEWELR-15716-NT 16” Bentwood Chair 15.5”W x 17.25”D x 29”H $120
NEWELR-15700-NT 12” TeacherBentwood Chair 15.5”W x 17”D x 26”H $120

Accessories

NEWBENTWOODMULTIPURPOSE TABLEANDCHAIR SET
TheBentwood Multipurpose Table andChairSet is just the place for little ones to meet
up for story time, manipulative play,andmore. Perfect for home, daycare, or school use,
the contemporary design includes one large piece that can be used as a bench, desk
or traditional table and two smaller pieces idealfor use as chairs, stools, side tables, or
shelves. Both the table and chairs feature anattractive natural finishwith built-in handles
to change the configuration ormove from room to room. The chairsslide under the
table or desk for storagewhen not in use.With rounded edges for safety. The table and
chairs are fullyassembled and shipped in a single box for convenience. Intended for use
by children ages2 andolder.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Table:26.6”W x 16”D x 20”H; Stools: 12”W x 12”D x 12”H

ELR-22202 $220

SlantedBoot-
Theboots on the rear legs are
slanted to prevent rocking and
improve overall safety.

Brace-
Theupdated leg brace is larger
and stronger to improve overall
chair stability.

Thickness-
The redesignedBentwood
Chair's feature a thicker ply to
increase strength anddurability.

NEWREPLACEMENTBOOTS
The set includes eight angled boots intended for use
on the back legs and eight straight boots for the front
legs. If chair boots become loose or aremissing,
remove chairs fromservice and replace. Intended for
usewith ELR-15700-NT - ELR-15716-NT.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-23105 Replacement Boots $20

B
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BENTWOODTABLE ANDSTOOLS SET
TheBentwood TableandStools Set is just the place for little ones tomeet up for story
time,manipulative play,andmore. Perfect for home or school use, the contemporary
design includesone durable round Bentwood table pairedwith four 12” Bentwood
stools for quality timewith a buddy and a puzzle. Both the table and stools feature an
attractive natural finishand stools come completewith four colorful tops so little ones
can pick their favorite. Red is forRebecca, Blue is for Bryce, and so on. Stools slide
under the table for storagewhennot in use.The table and stools set has rounded
edges for safety. Easy to assemble.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Table:27.5”W x 27.5”D x 20.5”H; Stool: 10”W x 10”D x 12”H

ELR-22201-AS $180 25

Wood Tablesand Stools
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BENTWOODLINKINGSTOOLS
Little oneswill love helping youmakea learning circlewith theBentwood Linking
Stools fromECR4Kids. Safe and easy to link together and pull apart, stools
transformquickly from single seats to benches to amphitheater-style rowswhen
it’s time for show-and-tell. 20 stools link together to form a perfect circle with
plenty of room for everyone—multiple configurations provide endless classroom
possibilities! Comfortable stools feature a uni-body designmadeofmultiply birch,
with smooth rounded edges. Designedas a complement to the Bentwood
collection, stools stack four high to save space.

Must order in case pack quantities of 4

ELR-15326 Bentwood Linking Stools 22”W x 17”D x 12”H $85

ELR-14523MPMGWD20
MP:Maple Top
MG:Maple GrainEdge
WD:WoodLeg
20: LegHeight

Brackets -
Pre-installed sand
bracket for convenient
wood leg assembly.

PerfectCircle -
20 stools link together to
createa 10'x10' spaceand
forma perfect circle for story
time and show-and-tell.

NEWALL-PURPOSE PLAY ANDWORK ACTIVITYTABLES
TheAll-Purpose Play&Work Activity Table providesa versatile and funwork-space. The
attractivemaple laminate top features a heat-sealed thermo-fusedmaple grain edge band-
ing to prevent against germgrowth and provide a cohesive look that will hold up against
everydayuse. Durableroundwood legs come in your choice of 18", 20", 22", 24", and 26".
The laminatetable top is easy to clean and sanitize between crafts and snack time, with
rounded corners and edges for safety. Combinewith ECR4KidsBentwood Chairs for the
perfect table and chair set.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-14506MPMGWDXX 24” x 36” Rectangle $210
ELR-14507MPMGWDXX 24” x 48” Rectangle $210
ELR-14510MPMGWDXX 30” x 48” Rectangle $275
ELR-14511MPMGWDXX 30” x 60” Rectangle $300
ELR-14512MPMGWDXX 30” x 72” Rectangle $325
ELR-14514MPMGWDXX 36" Round $230
ELR-14515MPMGWDXX 48" Round $310
ELR-14516MPMGWDXX 30" Square $210
ELR-14517MPMGWDXX 48" Square $310
ELR-14519MPMGWDXX 30” x 60” Trapezoid $300
ELR-14520MPMGWDXX 36” x 72” HalfMoon $360
ELR-14521MPMGWDXX 30" Round $210
ELR-14523MPMGWDXX 36" Square $245
ELR-14525MPMGWDXX 24” x 48” Half Round $230
ELR-14526MPMGWDXX 24” x 48” Trapezoid $230

ELR-14523MPMGWD20ELR-14526MPMGWD20ELR-14520MPMGWD20
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North American Oak Chairs

NEW3RUNG LADDERBACKCHAIRS ,NORTH AMERICANOAK
ThepremiumNorth AmericanOak3Rung Ladderback Chairs fromECR4Kidsare agreat
addition to your home, daycare or classroomsetting. The solid hardwood chairs are sturdywith
curved back legs to help reduce tipping and leg rails along allfour sides for strength and stability.
The seat hasa contour design for added comfort and legs include a glide to help prevent dam-
age on floors. ECR4Kids 3Rung Ladderback Chairs areconstructed usingmortise and tenon
and feature a beautiful natural finishwith rounded corners and edges for safety. Combinewith the
ECR4KidsNorth American Ladderback TeacherChairto create the perfect learning environment.

Must order case pack quantities of 2

ELR-15330 10” OakChair 12.2”W x 13.3”D x 22.3”H $105
ELR-15332 12” OakChair 14”W x 13.3”D x 24.3”H $115
ELR-15334 14” OakChair 14”W x 13.5”D x 28.5”H $125
ELR-15336 16” OakChair 15.9”W x 15.8”D x 29”H $150
ELR-15338 18” OakChair 17.4”W x 16.6”D x 33”H $165
ELR-15343 12” TeacherLadderbackChair 18”W x 16.5”D x 28”H $160
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Glides-
North AmericanOak Ladderback
Chairs feature glides to prevent
damage to floors.

ContouredSeat-
TheNorth AmericanOak
chairs features a contoured
seat for added confort.

NEWCLASSIC NORTHAMERICANOAK ROCKINGCHAIR
TheClassicOakRockingChair fromECR4Kids offers a comfortable seating option to read
a favorite book in a library, classroomor early learningenvironment.The solid hardwood
North AmericanOak rocker provides a cozy place to sit with a sturdy backrest built using
slats and two extra-wide arm rests for added support. Constructed using attractiveNorth
AmericanRedOak, the commercial qualityECR4KidsRocking Chair features abeautiful
natural finishwith rounded corners and edges for safety. Adult assembly required.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-15340 Child 24.2”W x 15”D x 26.4”H $150
ELR-15341 Adult $300

AttractiveNorth American Oak-
Chairs areconstructed fromapremium
North AmericanOakwood that has a
rich natural finish.
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HARDWOODTABLES
Everyonewill want to sit at the kids’ table! Deluxesolid Hardwood Tables areperfect for
art projects, games, or decadent lunchtime feasts. The table top features an attractive
natural finish that is easy-to-clean. Availableinmultiple heights and sizes, tables are
versatileand convenient for use in school or at home. Hardwood tables feature a 0.75”
bull-nose edge and sturdy 1.75” square legs.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-060 30” RoundWood Tablewith 18” Legs $170
ELR-061 30” RoundWood Tablewith 22” Legs $170
ELR-063 24” x 36” RectangularWoodTablewith 18” Legs $170
ELR-064 24” x 36” RectangularWoodTablewith 22” Legs $170
ELR-065 24” x 48” RectangularWoodTablewith 18” Legs $200
ELR-066 24” x 48” RectangularWoodTablewith 22” Legs $200
ELR-067 30” x 48” RectangularWoodTablewith 18” Legs $220
ELR-068 30” x 48” RectangularWoodTablewith 22” Legs $220
ELR-069 24” SquareWoodTable with 18” Legs $150
ELR-070 24” SquareWoodTable with 22” Legs $150
ELR-071 30” SquareWoodTable with 18” Legs $170
ELR-072 30” SquareWoodTable with 22” Legs $170

30” ROUNDTABLE&CHAIR SET
Won’t you joinme for tea?Deluxesolid 30” RoundHardwood Table andChairSet is just
the place for little ones to read a book, build a spaceship out of blocks, or host a tea party.
Perfect for homeor school use, the table comeswith two hardwood chairs for quality time
with a best friend or favorite stuffed panda bear. Table featuresa 0.75” bull-nose edge and
sturdy 1.75” square legs, and aneasy-to-clean natural finish. 3-rung ladderback chairs are
made of durable hardwoodwith curved back legs to help reduce tipping.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

Comes with (2)12” RTA Chairs
Table: 30”Diameter x 22”H;
Chair: 14.1”W x 13.5”D x 24.3”H; ChairSeat: 12”H

ELR-22101 30” RoundTable&Chair Set $240

STACKABLEWOODEN TODDLERCHAIRS

Toddlerswill love sittingwith the big kids in this chair! Durable hardwood chair is the perfect
place for toddlers to sit and sharea snack or read a book. Handles on the back and both sides
make it easy to pick up, and fun for little ones to help, too. Chairs featurean easy-to-clean natu-
ral finish and roundededges for safety. Easy to assemble, and stackable to save space.

Must order in case pack quantities of 2

ELR-18005 6” RTAToddler Chair,13.75”W x 11”D x 12”H $60
ELR-18006 8” RTAToddler Chair,15.25”W x 12”D x 15.75”H $64
ELR-18007 10” RTAToddler Chair,18”W x 14.5”D x 18”H $68
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Hardwood Tablesand Chairs

3RUNGLADDERBACKCHAIRS
Availablein six different sizes, this is the perfect chair for everyone!Solid hardwood 3RungLadderback
Chairsare sturdy and comfortable, with curved back legs to help reduce tipping. Ladderback design
makes chairs easy to pick up and move, and leg rails along all four sides add strength and stability.
Assembled chairs featuremortise and tenon construction.

Must order case pack quantities of 2

ELR-15316 10” Ladderback Chair 12.2”W x 13.3”D x 22.3”H $75
ELR-15318 12” Ladderback Chair 14”W x 13.3”D x 24.3”H $80
ELR-15320 14” Ladderback Chair 14”W x 13.5”D x 28.5”H $85
ELR-15322 16” Ladderback Chair 15.9”W x 15.8”D x 29”H $110
ELR-15324 18” Ladderback Chair 17.4”W x 16.6”D x 33”H $125
NEWELR-15342 12” TeacherLadderbackChair 18”W x 18”D x 27.5”H $120
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Resin Tables and Chairs

RESINTABLES
Designed to complement theResinChairs, colorful ResinTables providea versatile
and fun space forwork or play. Availablein a variety of shapes to create an ideal
group learning environment, tables are easy to cleanand sanitize between science
experiments and snack time. Tables feature a sturdy, reinforced steel frameand
fade-resistant polyethylenesurface that will not crack, chip or peel. Legs adjust in 1”
incrementsfrom 13.25” to 22.25”.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

Colors: Blue (BL), Green (GN), Red (RD), Yellow (YE)or Sand (SD)

ELR-14405-XX 48” RectangularResinTable 48”W x 24”D $120
ELR-14406-XX 45” RoundResinTable 45” Diameter $150
ELR-14407-XX 65” KidneyResinTable 65”W x 35”D $180

RESINSTACKCHAIRS
Chairs in cheerful primary colors will brighten up your classroom, playroom, or outdoor space!Comfortable and sturdy, ResinChairsare availablein a variety of sizes
to accommodate kids of all ages.Complementary colorsmix and match to coordinate withResinAdjustable ActivityTables. Chairs areeasy to clean and sanitize, and
feature a one-piece design that requires no hardware or tightening—aclassroom favorite!Made from fade-resistant polypropylene that won’t chip or peel, with rounded
edges for safety.

Sizes 10” - 16” - Availablein Blue(BL), Red (RD),Green (GN),
Yellow (YE),Sand (SD)and Assorted (AS)packs of six.

Size 18” - Availablein Black (BK), Navy(NV),and
Sand (SD) Sold in case packs of five.

Must order in case pack quantities of 6
Colors: Blue (BL), Green (GN), Red (RD), Yellow (YE), or Sand (SD)

ELR-15410-XX 10” ResinChair 12.5”W x 13.4”D x 20.0”H $16
ELR-15412-XX 12” ResinChair 12.8”W x 14.8”D x 21.6”H $18
ELR-15414-XX 14” ResinChair 13.75”W x 16”D x 22.75”H $26
ELR-15416-XX 16” ResinChair 16”W x 17.3”D x 27.5”H $36

Must order in case pack quantities of 4
Colors: Black (BK), Navy (NV), Sand (SD)

ELR-15418-XX 18” ResinChair 18.25”W x 20.5”D x 31.5”H $50

Assorted Packs
Includes: 2 Blue (BL), 2 Red (RD), 1 Green (GN) and 1 Yellow (YE).

ELR-15134-AS 10” ResinChair $96
ELR-15135-AS 12” ResinChair $108
ELR-15136-AS 14” ResinChair $156
ELR-15137-AS 16” ResinChair $216



ELR14406P4X12-BL
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RESINTABLEANDCHAIR PACKAGES

ECR4KidsResinTableandChair Packages, wepredetermine the correct size,
coordinating color, and appropriate quantity of ResinChairs perResinTable.No
guesswork, no broken carton fees, just the perfect solution for your classroom,
day-care, or home!
Colors: Blue (BL), Green (GN), Red (RD), Yellow (YE), or Sand (SD)

Adjustable Legs - Legs adjustin
1” incrementsfrom 13.25” to 22.25”,
giving our resin tables a lot of of
options for height.

KIDNEYTABLES
ELR14407P6X10-XX 65” KidneyTable,6 x 10” Chairs $276
ELR14407P6X12-XX 65” KidneyTable,6 x 12” Chairs $288
ELR14407P5X14-XX 65” KidneyTable,5 x 14” Chairs $310
ELR14407P4X16-XX 65” KidneyTable,4 x 16” Chairs $324

Resin Tables and Chair Packages

29

SeatCompanion -
The ECR4Kids Seat Companion
is the perfect complement to
Resin Chairs (sizes10"-14"). See
page 19 for more information.

ELR14407P4X16-RD

ELR14405P4X16-SD

ROUNDTABLES
ELR14406P8X10-XX 45” RoundTable, 8 x 10” Chairs $278
ELR14406P4X12-XX 45” RoundTable, 4 x 12” Chairs $222
ELR14406P4X14-XX 45” RoundTable, 4 x 14” Chairs $254
ELR14406P4X16-XX 45” RoundTable, 4 x 16” Chairs $294

RECTANGULARTABLES
ELR14405P6X10-XX 24” x 48” Rectangular Table,6 x 10” Chairs $216
ELR14405P6X12-XX 24” x 48” Rectangular Table,6 x 12” Chairs $228
ELR14405P6X14-XX 24” x 48” Rectangular Table,6 x 14” Chairs $276
ELR14405P4X16-XX 24” x 48” Rectangular Table,4 x 16” Chairs $264

www.ecr4kids.com (855) ECR-4KIDS
(855)327-4543

ELR14406P4X16-GN

ELR14405P4X16-YE
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ACESTOOL: ACTIVECOREENGAGEMENT

Designed to complement Resin,Adjustable ActivityTables, and desks, theECR4KidsACEStools provide versatile seating options for work or play. ACEstands for
‘Active Core Engagement’ - stools encourage proper posture whilestrengthening coremuscles.Kids and adults can rock 360° to work out their wiggles with the
innovativedesign. The lightweight polypropylene stool comes fully assembled and is availablein four sizes: 12”, 15”, 18” and 20”. TheECR4KidsACEStoolmeets
or exceeds all applicable test requirements fromANSI/BIFMAX6.1-2012 AmericanNational Standard forOffice and Institutional Furnishings - Educational seating -
Tests.
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AceStools

SeatDesign-
The seat has a cozy dipwith
a non-slip surface to keep
fromsliding off.

SIZE SUGGESTED
AGERANGE

SUGGESTED
WEIGHTLIMIT

12” ACESTOOL 3 - 7 YEARS 75POUNDS
15” ACESTOOL 6 -10 YEARS 165POUNDS
18” ACESTOOL 9 YEARS+ 253POUNDS
20” ACESTOOL 12 YEARS+ 253POUNDS

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Colors: Blue (BL), Green (GN), Red (RD) , Grey (GY), Navy (NV), and Black (BK)

ELR-15612-XX 12” Ace Stool $85
ELR-15615-XX 15” AceStool $95
ELR-15618-XX 18” AceStool $100
ELR-15620-XX 20” Ace Stool $110

Mobility-
The lightweight stool can
easilymove from the class-
room to the reading room.

Posture-
Encourages proper posture for the back and head, helps
thosewith lowmuscle tone strengthen their coremuscles.

Contemporary design
features anattractive
decagon shape top.

360°Motion-
Convex base allowsyou to rock 360° - a great
alternative to a traditional classroomchair.

Floor UseOnly-
Stools are intended for use
asa seat on the floor only.

B



A Scotchguard® stain protector
is applied for soil resistance

All ECR4Kids Carpets
are made in the USA!

Class 1 flammability rating

Printed using
state-of-the-art digital
technology at 645 dpi
(others use 256dpi)
with 16 color print
capability, ECR4Kids
rugs feature the richest,
most vibrant, and crisp
images in the industry.

Constructed
using the highest

density nylon fiber
(100 invista type
6.6, continuous
filament nylon)

Permanent anti-static
treatment to guard
against shock

ActionBac woven
polypropylene
secondary backing

Commercial quality -
great for home or

educational environ-
ments. 100% nylon,

24 oz. weight

Edging is tightly bound and
double-stitched with nylon
edge yarn for maximum
strength and durability

CRI Green Label Plus Certified
The lowest emitting carpet,
adhesive and cushion
products on the market!

Rugs are treated with Force 5™ a
permanent anti-microbial agent to

shield against odor, mildew and mold

Carpets & Rugs

Carpet &Rugs Features

31
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Alphabet &Numbers

NEWOLIVETHEOCTOPUS ACTIVITYRUG
Hop from Ato B or 1-2 and 3 aroundOlivetheOctopus on this
playfulActivityRug. Practice the alphabet and numberswhile
using it as a fun and comfortable seating rug.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-FE905-34A 6' x 9' Rectangle $290
ELR-FE905-54A 9' x 12' Rectangle $480

NEWPIS FORPARACHUTE ACTIVITYRUG
Flythrough the sky fromAto Z on the colorful Parachute
Alphabet Activity Rug.Children can go fromone letter to the
next as they practice theirABCs.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-FE906-34A 6' x 9' Rectangle $290
ELR-FE906-54A 9' x 12'Rectangle $480

NEWTICK-TOCK CLOCK ACTIVITYRUG
Circle time iseducational and funwith the Tick-Tock Clock
ActivityRug fromECR4Kids. Practice numberswith
corresponding names using the 1-12 numberwheel.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-FE908-27A 6' Round $220
ELR-FE908-71A 12' Round $650

Actual colors may vary. ©2017 ECR4KIDS

NEWCOUNT THEFARMACTIVITYRUG
Childrenwill enjoy learningas they count the farm!One
rooster, two cows, three pigs, and somuchmore. Practice
numbers, colors, learn animals, fruits and vegetables.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-FE904-34A 6’ x 9’ Rectangle $290
ELR-FE904-54A 9’ x 12’ Rectangle $480
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Alphabet &Numbers

NEWA-Z CIRCLE TIMESEATINGRUG
Practice letter recognition while havinga fun and comfortable
place to sit on the A-ZCircleTimeSeatingRug.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

RECTANGLE
ELR-FE909-34A 6' x 9' $290
ELR-FE909-54A 9' x 12' $480

ROUND
ELR-FE909-27A 6' Round $220
ELR-FE909-71A 12' Round $650

NEWALL AROUNDCARSALPHABETRUG
Identify letters and numbers as you follow cars around town on
this colorful activity rug. Children can practice their ABCswhile
having a comfortable and fun place to sit.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-FE911-35A 6' x 9' Oval $280
ELR-FE911-55A 9' x 12' Oval $470

NEWOUTOFTHISWORLDALPHABET RUG
Learn the planets, the sun, and play in the solar systemon theOut of
ThisWorldAlphabet Rug.Practice the alphabet while using it as a fun and
comfortable seating rug.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-FE912-35A 6' x 9' Oval $280
ELR-FE912-55A 9' x 12' Oval $470

www.ecr4kids.com (855) ECR-4KIDS
(855)327-4543
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Seating/Geography

NEWLOTSOF SHAPESRUG
Great for identifyingshapes, the6’ x 9’ Lots of Shapes Rugalsoprovides
a fun seating space for a classroom of 30
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-FE902-34A 6' x 9' Rectangle $290
ELR-FE902-54A 9' x 12' Rectangle $480

NEWROBINSEGGSALPHABET SEATINGRUG
Explorethe alphabet and practice letter recognition on the Rob-
insEggsAlphabet SeatingRug.The colorful robins eggs provide
a fun seating space for up to 26 children.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-FE903-34A 6' x 9' Rectangle $290
ELR-FE903-54A 9' x 12' Rectangle $480

NEWANIMALS OFTHEWORLD ACTIVITYRUG
Introduce geography by exploring continents, animalsof the
world, and bodies of water on this fun and playful rug.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-FE907-34A 6' x 9' Rectangle $290
ELR-FE907-54A 9' x 12' Rectangle $480

NEWA-Z ACTIVITYSEATINGRUG
Ais for apple, B is for bee,C is for car! Children can
practice letter recognition for both capital and lower
casewhile playingwithword association.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-FE910-34A 6' x 9' Rectangle $290
ELR-FE910-54A 9' x 12' Rectangle $480

Actual colors may vary. ©2017 ECR4KIDS
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Birch
CASTERS
HardRubber Wheels,NoMarring

ZincPlatedSteel

60lbCapacity per Caster

PIANOHINGES
Full-LengthHinges for Added Safety andDurability

EASYTOCLEAN
StainResistant

ROUNDED EDGES
ForAdded Safety

Birch Features

PRE-ASSEMBLEDKICK PLATES
Simpler Assembly

Sturdier Construction

ADULTASSEMBLY REQUIRED

CARB CERTIFIED

CPSIACOMPLIANT

GREENGUARDCERTIFIED

NEWBIRCH
IMAGE

Birch Features
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Coat Lockers

COATLOCKERS
Nomoremissingboots, lost coats, or classroom clutter! Birch hardwood coat lockers
are the perfect place for children to store jackets, galoshes, lunch boxes, backpacks,
andmore. Cubbies hold hats,mittens, and special treasuresbrought fromhome.

Constructed using durable birch hardwood, coat lockers are availablewith or without a
bench in the following versions:corner, 2-section, 5-section, or 10-section. Thehard-
wood birch units feature an attractive natural finishwith rounded edges for safety. For an
attractive and functional addition to any coat locker, utilizeECR4KidsScoop Front Bins
(ELR-0482-XX).Bins sold separately.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Compartments: 12” deep

ELR-17230 2-Section Locker 19.5”W x 13.5”D x 48”H $240
ELR-17231 2-Section Locker with Bench 19.5”W x 13.5”D x 48”H $240
ELR-17232 Corner Section Locker 26”W x 26”D x 48”H $350
ELR-17233 Corner Section Locker with Bench 26”W x 26”D x 48”H $350
ELR-0425 5-Section Coat Locker 54”W x 13”D x 48”H $490
ELR-0453 5-Section Coat Locker with Bench 54”W x 13”D x 48”H $490
ELR-17300 10-SectionDouble-Sided Locker 54”W x 26”D x 48”H $750
ELR-17301 10-SectionDouble-Sided Locker with Bench 54”W x 26”D x 48”H $750
ELR-SPC-22201 5-Section, 2-Section, andCorner Coat Lockers with Bench $1,080

ELR-SPC-22201

ELR-0425
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16-SECTION STREAMLINECOATLOCKER
The16-Section StreamlineCoat Locker is designed formaximum storage in a
minimal space! Each levelfeatures coat hooks andeight tall thin cubbies to allow
children to store their backpacks, jackets, umbrellas, boots, andmore. The sleek
design can accommodate the belongings for up to 16 children. Thehardwood birch
unit features anattractive natural finishwith rounded edges for safety.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-17305 60”W x 13”D x 48”H $550

ELR-17306 48" Coat Locker 48”L x 15”W x 50.5”H $550
ELR-17307 60" Coat Locker 60”L x 15”W x 50.5”H $630

Coat Lockers

NEW8-SECTION STREAMLINECOATLOCKER
The8-Section StreamlineCoat Locker fromECR4Kids is designed formaximum
storage in aminimal space. Each locker features double coat hooks in thin
cubbies to allow children to store their backpacks, jackets, umbrellas, andmore.
Resting above the lockers are eight cubbies, four on each level, to keep shoes,
books, homework, and lunch boxes stored neatly away.The sleekdesign can
accommodate the belongings of up to 8 children. Combinewith ECR4Kids
Scoop Front Bins, ELR-0482-XX (sold separately)for the perfect storage solution.
The hardwoodbirch unit features an attractive natural finishwith rounded edges
for safety.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

10-SECTIONHANGING COATLOCKER
Add this unit to yourwall for extra storage space at school, or use it on its
own at home!The10-section hanging coat locker keeps coats, sweaters,
andmore off the floor and stored awaynicely. Each unit features 10 hooks
and 10 cubbies to accommodate the belongings for up to ten children.
ECR4KidsScoop Front Bins fit cubbies to keep smaller items fromgetting
lost. Bins included where notedwith an -XX.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1
48”W x 13”D x 20”H
Choose Bin colors: Assorted (AS),Clear (CL), or Sand (SD)

ELR-17304 HangingCoat Locker $280
ELR-17304-XX HangingCoat Locker with 10 Bins $320

ELR-17304-AS

ELR-17306
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TRAYCABINETS
Afavorite for classroomand home organization!Birch hardwood cabinets keep toys, art
supplies, gamesandmore neatly organized and stored awaywhennot in use.Cubbies
accommodate ECR4KidsScoop Front Bins for easyaccess to smaller items and button
collections. Bins not included, except where noted with -XX.Cabinets are availablein a
variety of sizes,with casters included for optionalmobility.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Compartments: 12” deep
Choose Bin colors: Assorted (AS),Clear (CL), or Sand (SD)

ELR-17215 10 TrayCabinet 19.5”W x 13”D x 36”H $260
ELR-17215-XX 10TrayCabinet with 10Bins 19.5”W x 13”D x 36”H $310
ELR-17252 12 TrayCabinet 38.5”W x 13”D x 24”H $290
ELR-17252-XX 12TrayCabinet with 12Bins 38.5”W x 13”D x 24”H $350
ELR-17209 15 TrayCabinet 48”W x 13”D x 24”H $360
ELR-17209-XX 15TrayCabinet with 15Bins 48”W x 13”D x 24”H $435
ELR-0426 20 TrayCabinet 48”W x 13”D x 30”H $390
ELR-0426-XX 20TrayCabinet with 20Bins 48”W x 13”D x 30”H $490
ELR-0427 25 TrayCabinet 48”W x 13”D x 36”H $450
ELR-0427-XX 25TrayCabinet with 25Bins 48”W x 13”D x 36”H $575
NEWELR-17257 30 TrayCabinet 58”W x 13”D x 36”H $500
NEWELR-17257F-XX 30TrayCabinet with 30Bins 58”W x 13”D x 36”H $650

ELR-17257

ELR-17215-AS
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Storage

NEW10-SECTION STORAGELOCKER
Each locker featuresdouble coat hooks in rows of four to allow children
to store their backpacks, jackets, umbrellas, andmore. Resting above
each rowof lockers are four trays to keep personal belongings stored
neatly away.Theefficient design can accommodate the belongings of up
to 10 children. Combine the 10-Section Storage Locker with ECR4Kids
StorageBins for the perfect storage solution. The hardwood birch unit
features anattractive natural finishwith rounded edges for safety.

Must order in quantities of 1

ELR-17254 60.5”L x 15”W x 50.5”H $600

NEWORGANIZEAND PLAY STORAGECABINET
TheOrganizeandPlayStorageCabinet from ECR4Kids is designed formaximum
storagewith six openbins and three shelves for display.Threeopen cubbies on
each side of the unit feature a lower edge to hold toys securely inplace. In between
are three storage shelves at the perfect height for children to organize their own
toys, games, books andmore.Combine theOrganize andPlayStorageCabinet
with ECR4KidsStorageBins for the perfect storage solution. The hardwood birch
unit features anattractive natural finishwith rounded edges for safety.

Must order in quantities of 1

ELR-17256 48”L x 17.8”W x 35”H $390

Combinewith Large
StorageBins ELR-0722-XX;
SoldSeparately.

Combinewith Small
StorageBins ELR-0724-XX;
SoldSeparately.
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MULTI-SECTION STORAGECABINETS
Versatilebirch hardwood cabinet has room for everything—paper, books, art supplies,
tools and more! Cubbies accommodate Scoop Front Bins for easystorage, and smaller
shelvesare perfect for keeping papers organized. Bins not included, except where noted
with -XX.Casters included for optional mobility..

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Compartments: 12” deep
Choose Bin colors: Assorted (AS),Clear (CL), or Sand (SD)
48”W x 13”D x 36”H

ELR-0428 Multi-SectionStorage Cabinet $480
ELR-0428-XX Multi-Section StorageCabinetwith 15Bins $555

Storage

ELR-0428-SD

NEW5+5 STORAGEAND TRAYCABINET
TheBirch storage unit is the perfect height for children to organize their own
toys, game, books andmore.Resting aboveare five trays to keep smaller items
stored neatly away.Combine the 5+5 Storageand TrayCabinetwith ECR4Kids
Scoop Front Bins and LargeStorageBins and lids for the perfect storage solu-
tion. The hardwoodbirch unit features an attractive natural finishwith rounded
edges for safety. ww
Must order in quantities of 1
48”L x 13”W x 29.5”H
Choose Bin colors: Assorted (AS),Clear (CL), or Sand (SD)

ELR-17255 TrayCabinet $300
ELR-17255F-XX TrayCabinet - with 5Bins $325

ELR-0722-XX LargeStorageBin $10
10.25”W x 13.75”D x 8.25”H, Case pack of 6
ELR-0723-XX LargeStorageBinwith Lid $12
10.25”W x 13.75”D x 8.25”H, Case pack of 4

ELR-0482-XX Scoop FrontBins $5
8”W x 11.8”D x 5.3”H, Case pack of 10

FOLD&LOCK TRAYCABINETSWITHSTORAGE
Versatileunits displaywhenopen, and close easily forweekendor summertime storage! Birch hardwood units swing open and shut on casters and feature a full-length
piano hinge,making it easy to keep your classroomsupplies organized and secure.Traycabinets on one side accommodate ECR4KidsScoop Front Bins to contain
art supplies and loose items, shelveson the other side hold books, games, toys and more! Dimensionsshown represent each side. Bins not included, except where
noted with -XX.Casters included for optionalmobility.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

Compartments: 12” deep
Choose Bin colors: Assorted (AS),Clear (CL), or Sand (SD)
48”W x 13”D

ELR-17216 15 TrayCabinet&Storage 24” $610
ELR-17216-XX 15TrayCabinet &Storage 24” with Bins $680
ELR-17217 20 TrayCabinet&Storage 30” $660
ELR-17217-XX 20TrayCabinet &Storage 30” with Bins $740
ELR-17218 25 TrayCabinet&Storage 36” $770
ELR-17218-XX 25TrayCabinet &Storage 36” with Bins $870

ELR-17216-CL

ELR-17255F-AS

ELR-0724-XX Small StorageBin $8
10.25”W x 13.75”D x 4.25”H, Case pack of 8
ELR-0725-XX Small StorageBinwith Lid $10
10.25”W x 13.75”D x 4.25”H, Case pack of 6
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CORNERSTORAGECABINETS
Theperfect complement to the ECR4KidsStorageCabinets ELR-0419,
ELR-0420, andELR-0421!TheCorner StorageCabinet connects two storage
units to maximize your tidying capabilities by utilizing unused space. The
hardwood birch unit features an attractive natural finishwith rounded edges for
safety. Thecabinet is availablein your choice of 24”, 30”, or 36” height to com-
plement the five or eight compartment ECR4KidsStorageUnits. Four casters,
two locking, are include formobility.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Compartments: 12” Deep

ELR-17206 24” Corner StorageCabinet 30”W x 30”D x 24”H $240
ELR-17207 30” Corner StorageCabinet 30”W x 30”D x 30”H $260
ELR-17208 36” Corner StorageCabinet 30”W x 30”D x 36”H $300

Storage

8-COMPARTMENTBACKPACKCUBBYUNIT
Keep backpacks, sheets, blankets and toys organized and off the floor!Great for a
classroomor daycare,the 8-Compartment BackpackCubby Unit accommodates a
variety of ECR4KidsStorageBins to keep smaller items fromgetting lost. Thehard-
wood birch unit features an attractive natural finishwith rounded edges for safety. Bins
sold separately.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Compartments: 12” deep

ELR-17253 48”W x 13”D x 30”H $250

STORAGECABINETS
Birch hardwood storage cabinets are just the place to keep books, toys and games
organized—perfect for use in school andat home!Units are availablewith either five or
eight compartments, which accommodate ECR4Kidsstorage bins for easy storing of
odds and ends. Casters included formobility. Bins not included.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Compartments: 12” deep

ELR-0419 5Compartment 48”W x 13”D x 24”H $260
ELR-0420 5Compartment 48”W x 13”D x 30”H $280
ELR-0421 8Compartment 48”W x 13”D x 36”H $330

40

Combinewith Large
StorageBins ELR-0722-XX;
SoldSeparately. Seepg39

ELR-0422 5Compartment Open: 48”W x 13”D x 24”H Closed: 48”W x 26”D x 24”H $550
ELR-0423 5Compartment Open: 48”W x 13”D x 30”H Closed: 48”W x 26”D x 30”H $590
ELR-0424 8Compartment Open: 48”W x 13”D x 36”H Closed: 48”W x 26”D x 36”H $680

FOLD&LOCK CABINETS
Folding cabinets keep toys, games, books and supplies organized and ready
to go! Birch hardwood units have fiveor eight compartments on each side, and
accommodate our storage bins for holding loose items. Cabinets swing open
and shut on casters for easy and secure storage, and feature a full-length piano
hinge.Dimensions shown represent each side. Bins not included. Casters includ-
ed formobility.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Compartments: 12” deep
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Storage

SEE&STOREACTIVITYTABLE
Theperfect combination of form and function! See&StoreActivity Table is just the
place for building and playing, and sixmobile storage binswith acrylic windows
will keep toys and blocks right at hand. When it’s time to clean up, bins slide under
the table and out of theway. Casters on bins included formobility.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Bins: 14.75”W x 16”D x 12.5”H

ELR-0697 46”W x 33.5”D x 17.5”H $650

SEETHROUGHSTORAGE
Little ones can keepaneyeon their favorite toys evenafter they’re put away in
this hardwood storage unit. Three deep compartments with sturdy, clear acrylic
windows keep games and toys organized. Side handles and optional casters
make it easy to move the unit across the room or across the hall—wherever
toys are needed!

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0699 32”W x 16”D x 16”H $170

SEE&STOREBENCH
Haveaseat!TheSee&StoreBench features three mobile storage binswith acrylic
windows for easy access to games and toys, and a soft cushion seat for reading
or playing.Multi-purpose bench is perfect for use at homeor in school. Casters on
bins included formobility.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Bins: 13.25”W x 14.5”D x 16”H

ELR-0698 14.75”W x 16”D x 12.5”H $400

SEE&STORESHELF
At homeor at school, theSee&StoreShelfstands out as a favorite! Sturdy birch
hardwood unit keeps toys, games, and clutter organized and out of the way, with
three deep shelves and three storage bins tucked neatly below.Clear acrylicwindows
on the bins let little ones seewhat’s inside, and binsmoveeasily in andout of cubbies
so everyone can help put the toys away at the end of the day.Casters on bins includ-
ed formobility.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Bins: 14.75”W x 16”D x 12.5”H

ELR-0696 48”W x 17.75”D x 28.5”H $500

2SHELF STORAGECABINETS
Birch hardwood shelving unitmakes it easy to organize your classroomor child’s room.
Sturdy, 12” deep compartments areperfect for books, toys, games, andmore! Thiscabinet
comeswith your choice of a back for use against awall or without to see contents from
both sides. Casters included formobility.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
36”W x 13”D x 26”H

ELR-0450 Cabinet with Back $200
ELR-0451 Cabinet without Back $190

ELR-0450
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CANVASBOOKDISPLAYS
Display your children’s favorite stories using theECR4KidsFabric
Book Display.Availableas either a single (5-pocket) or double-sided
(10-pocket) version, the extremely lightweight display is a great alterna-
tive to a traditional heavyhardwood book shelf. The durable birch frame
features an attractive neutral canvas rather than the traditional wooden
shelving to show books. TheECR4KidsFabricBook Display caneasily
bemoved from room to room.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-17108 Single-Sided 28”W x 13”D x 28”H $110
ELR-17109 Double-Sided 28”W x 24”D x 28”H $200

Bookcases

HELPFUL LITTLETEACHERSTOOL
Thedurable birch hardwood TeacherStool is the perfect addition to any classroom for story or circle time.Two
convenient shelvesand a cubby belowallow teachers to keep books and supplies stored within reach.Two
side pockets and a hook and loop pouch complement the comfortable 2” thick cushion in an attractiveneutral
canvas.TheECR4KidsHelpful LittleTeacherStool includes four casters formobility.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-15327 16”W x 16”D x 18”H $150

BOOK DISPLAYWITHSTORAGE
TheBookDisplaywith Storagehasa trick up its sleeve!Shelveskeepbooks
organized and on display on one side, and compartments on the other side
provide extra storage for toys, games, andmore. Birch hardwood unit features
fiveeasy-to-reach shelvesand two 12” deep compartments that accommodate
our storage bins.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0429 BookDisplaywith Storage 36”W x 24”D x 30”H $300

TODDLERBOOKDISPLAY
TheECR4KidsToddler Book Display is perfect for displaying and storing books. Ideal
for small spaces, that toddler book display can be placed on a table or on the ground
for little ones to access. Birch hardwood unit features four easy-to-reach shelves.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-17104 30”W x 16”D x 14”H $130

DISPLAY&STOREMOBILEBOOK CART
Keepall of your story time favorites neatly organized andeasily accessible
while also storing toys and supplies! Five easy-to-reachbook display shelves,
compartments in the top, and shelveson the back make this the ideal classroom
storage solution. Solid birch construction with smooth edges and durable finish
to compliment any classroom.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-17103 30”W x 16”D x 14”H $350

Bi
rc
h
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PICK-A-BOOK STAND
When inspiration strikes, this book stand is ready!Children can choose their
favorite books on one side, and drawnew stories and pictures on the other.
Perfect for gamesor reading lessons. Birch hardwood unit features five easy-to-
reach bookshelves, and awhite board on the reverse sidewith storage cubby
underneath for markers anderasers. Unit has smooth edges for safety.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-083 32”W x 16”D x 27.50”H $200

CLASSICBIRCHBOOKCASES
Children’sfavorite books and toys are right at homeon these sturdy birch
bookcases. Availablein three heightswith adjustable shelves to accommodate
keepsakes of all shapes and sizes. Bookcases feature an integrated anti-tipping
wallmounting bracket, and a pre-assembled reinforced base for extra durability
and simpler assembly! Shelvesadjust on a 1.25” spacing. All units are36”W x
12”L with your choice of 36”, 48”, or 60” height. Thebase shelfof each book-
casemeasures10.25”deep; all other shelveshave adepth of 11”.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-17100 36”W x 12”D x 36”H $270
ELR-17101 36”W x 12”D x 48”H $290
ELR-17102 36”W x 12”D x 60”H $380

BIGBOOK DISPLAYANDSTORAGE
Bring something special to your reading circle! Birch hardwood display unit stores
oversized books and posters, and a display shelf holds an open book for everyone
to see.Your handswill be free to bring story time to life on the dry-erase activity
board. Use as a storage unit or as a podium when folded down. Casters included
formobility.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0690 24.5”W x 15.25”D x 30.25”H $260

BOOKDISPLAYS
Little ones can seeall of their favorite books ondisplay in easy-to-reach
shelvesthatmake story time simple. Book displays aremadeof birch
hardwood and have smooth edges for safety. Choose single or double-sided.
Double-SidedBook Displaycomeswith casters formobility.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0335 Double-SidedBookDisplay 36”W x 19”D x 30”H $230
ELR-0339 Single-SidedBook Display 36”W x 15”D x 30”H $180

Bookcases
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Dramatic Play

BENTWOODCOMFORT FURNITURE
Everyonecan have a seat on these comfortable Bentwood Chairs. Single,double, and adult size birch hardwood chairs are perfect for reading or chatting about your
day together. Removablecushions are filledwith 1.5” thick foamon the adult chair and 1" thick foamon the children's sizes. Braceson the legs help reduce tipping.
75lb. weight limit for children’schairs, 250lb. for the adult comfort chair.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Adult Chair:26.75”W x 26”D x 42”H , Chair: 17”W x 19”D x 25”H, Double Chair:31.5” x 19”D x 26.50”H, Table: 11”DIA x 11.75”H

ELR-0344 3-PieceChairs with Table Set (2Single Chairsw/ Table) $125
ELR-0345 DoubleChair $105
ELR-0368 4-PieceCombo Comfort Set (1DoubleChair, 2SingleChairs&Table) $230
ELR-15501 Adult Comfort Chair $130
ELR-SPC-15405 5-PieceCombo Comfort Set (1Adult Comfort Chair,1DoubleChair, 2SingleChairs&Table) $360

PLAYHOUSECUBE
Little oneswill love this funPlayhouseCube! Itmakes a perfect reading nook for two, but at playtime
it quickly transforms into a secret hideaway, a rocket ship, or a dragon’s lair. Thebirch hardwood
cube has solid panelson top, bottom and back, with three fun circularcutouts for doors. Thecube is
availablewith a comfortable and durablemat to create a cozy reading nook.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Cube: 30”W x 30”D x 30.5”H, Mat: 28”W x 28”D x 1”H

ELR-17500 PlayhouseCube Frame $270
ELR-17506 PlayhouseCubeFramewith Mat $330
ELR-16200 Mat $60

DISCOVERYCOVE
Is it a house?Abear’s cave?A tent on top ofMount Everest?Imaginationswill
soar in theECR4KidsDiscoveryCoveplayhouse.Birch hardwood unit features
amagical hiddenplay areawith two shelf storage units on either side for holding
important expedition supplies. Removable, washable curtains. Intended for
indoor useonly.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0452 80”W x 37”D x 49.75”H $500
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Dramatic Play

PLAYKITCHEN
ThisPlayKitchenhaseverything young chefs need to whip upa culinarymasterpiece! Little oneswill
love cooking in this fun and realistic birch kitchen set that’s just their size. Andparentswill love it even
more as it arrives fullyassembled! Stove has four burners, six rotating knobs, an acrylicwindow and
interior shelf perfect for makebelieve birthday cakes. Sink featureswater sprayer, turn faucet, and stor-
age shelves.Cupboard and refrigerator include storage shelves for dishes and ingredients.Washer/
Dryer includes two knobs to allow little ones to pick their setting for washing and drying. Kitchen set
featuresmagnetic closureswith full-length piano hinges.The 4-in-1 Kitchen includes a stove, sink,
microwave oven, and cupboard.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0430 PlayStove 20”W x 15”D x 26.75”H $240
ELR-0431 PlaySink 20”W x 15”D x 26.75”H $240
ELR-0432 PlayCupboard 20”W x 15”D x 35.25”H $250
ELR-0433 PlayRefrigerator 20”W x 15”D x 35.25”H $255
ELR-0434 4-in-1 Kitchen 35.75”W x 15”D x 35.25”H $480
ELR-0442 Washer/Dryer 20”W x 15”D x 35.25”H $255
ELR-0502 3-PieceKitchen Set Stove,Sink,Refrigerator $720
ELR-0501 4-PieceKitchen Set Stove, Sink, Cupboard, Refrigerator $960

ELR-0442

LIVINGROOM SET
At the end of a long day, little ones can sit down and relax in their veryown
livingroom.Perfect for home, school, or office use, durable birch hardwood
seatingmakes a fun and comfortable place to read or play. Coffee table and
end table keep books andgameshandy. Seating features cushions filled
with 2” thick foamand vinyl covers that areeasyto clean.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0681 Sofa 37.25”W x 20”D x 25.25”H $280
ELR-0682 Chair 19.75”W x 20”D x 22.50”H $180
ELR-0683 CoffeeTable 25”W x 15”D x 13”H $70
ELR-0684 EndTable 15”W x 15”D 13”H $65
ELR-0680 4-PieceLivingRoom Set $595
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DRESSUP ISLAND
Is there a doctor in the house?Thebirch hardwood DressUp Islandkeeps costumes
and accessories on hand and ready for action on amoment’s notice. The rack fea-
tures 10hooks (fiveon each side), an easy-to-reach shelf on top for hats and helmets,
and a storage tray at the base for shoes and boots. Two full length acrylicmirrors
on both ends allow little ones to check out their costume creations. Four convenient
casters are included tomove this item from room to room.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0700 48”W x 14”D x 35”H $270

DOUBLE-SIDEDBI-DIRECTIONALMIRROR
Littlemonsters and fairy zebra princesseswill love to see themselves dressedup in this full-length
mirror! The hardwoodbirch frame features double-sided safetymirrors somultiple children can
play at once. Stand themirror up for dress up timeor lay it horizontally for tummy time. Mirror
easilychanges from horizontal to vertical orientationwith removable feet.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0701 14.50”W x 16”D x 48”H $145

ROTATINGDRESSUPCAROUSEL
Take this carousel for a spin, and let playtimebegin!Revolving carousel keeps
dress up clothes on hand and organized. Birch hardwood unit features coat
hooks, storage cubbies, two large storagebins, and two full-lengthmirrors.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0702 20”W x 20”D x 50.25”H $330

PUPPET THEATER
It’s opening night! All theworld’s a stage for little performerswith this
sturdy and funPuppet Theater fromECR4Kids.Greatfor playtime, the
theater includes stage curtains with amarquee board above and pres-
entation board below the “stage.” Choose you favorite finish:flannel
for displaying felt letters or a dry-erase board to draw the show’s stars.
Made frombirch hardwood, the puppet theater features fiveshelvesto
store accessories neatly away andwooden braces for stability.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
49”W x 20”D x 49”H

ELR-0693 Puppet Theater - Flannel $300
ELR-0695 Puppet Theater - Dry-EraseBoard $300

ELR-0693 ELR-0695
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Colorful Essentials
CASTERS
HardRubberWheels,Non-Marring
ZincPlatedSteel
60lbCapacity per Caster

PIANOHINGES
Full-LengthHinges for Added Safety andDurability

EASYTOCLEAN
StainResistant Laminate

ROUNDED EDGES
ForAdded Safety

PRE-ASSEMBLEDKICK PLATES
Simpler Assembly
Sturdier Construction

CARB CERTIFIED

CPSIACOMPLIANT

GREENGUARDCERTIFIED

ADULTASSEMBLY REQUIRED

MAPLEWITHSIDEPANELCOLOR OPTIONS:

Red – RD Blue –BL

Colorful Essentials Features
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48
BOOK STANDWITHSTORAGE
Single-sided book stands offer easy-to-reach shelves.Standard book stand offers four addi-
tional storage cubbies at the bottom. Easy-to-clean stain resistant laminate. Featuresamaple
finishwith your choice of side panel accent color. Bins sold separately.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Colors: Blue (BL) or Red (RD)

ELR-0720-XX Single-SidedStandard 47.25”W x 12”D x 35.50”H $275
ELR-0721-XX Single-Sided Toddler 35.50”W x 12”D x 24”H $225

STORAGECABINETS
Our storage cabinets are just the place to keep books, toys and games
organized—perfect for use in school and at home!Easy-to-clean stain resistant
laminate cabinets feature amaple finish,with your choice of side panel accent
color. Availablewith either five or eight compartments with three heights, which
accommodate our storage bins for easystoring of odds and ends. Compart-
mentsmeasure14” deep to accomodate a varietyof items. Bins
sold separately.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Colors: Blue (BL) or Red (RD)

ELR-0711-XX 5Compartment 48”W x 15.75”D x 24”H $260
ELR-0712-XX 5Compartment 48”W x 15.75”D x 30”H $280
ELR-0713-XX 8Compartment 48”W x 15.75”D x 36”H $330

5-SECTION COATLOCKERWITHBENCH
Nomoremissing boots, lost coats, or classroomclutter! Coat lockers are the
perfect place for children to store jackets, boots, lunch boxes, backpacks,
andmore. Cubbies hold hats,mittens, and special treasuresbrought from
home.Each unit features 10 coat hooks and five cubbies above and below
to accommodate belongings for up to 10 children. Bench seat for easyon-off
of shoes and boots. Lockers feature amaple finishwith your choice of side
panel accent color. Bins sold separately.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Colors: Blue (BL) or Red (RD)

ELR-0714-XX 54”W x 15”D x 48”H $490

Storage

ELR-0713-RD

ELR-0720-BL
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Book Displays
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2-SIDEDBOOK STAND
Little ones can easilyfind their favorite books and toys on this double-sided book
stand. Shelves alongthe top hold books in place, cubbies below hold everything
else!Availablein standard and toddler size.Warmmaple finish laminatewith your
choice of side panel accent color. Bins sold separately.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Colors: Blue (BL) or Red (RD)

ELR-0717-XX Double-Sided Standard 48”W x 20”D x 36”H $380
ELR-0718-XX Double-Sided Toddler 36”W x 20”D x 24”H $200

Accessories

ELR-0722-XX LargeStorage Bin $10
10.25”W x 13.75”D x 8.25”H, Case pack of 6
ELR-0723-XX LargeStorageBin with Lid $12
10.25”W x 13.75”D x 8.25”H, Case pack of 4
ELR-0724-XX Small Storage Bin $8
10.25”W x 13.75”D x 4.25”H, Case pack of 8
ELR-0725-XX Small StorageBinwith Lid $10
10.25”W x 13.75”D x 4.25”H, Case pack of 6

ELR-0800-XX Square Tray $16
ELR-0801-XX SquareTraywith Lid $20
15”W x 15”D x 6.9”H, Case pack of 4
ELR-0802-XX Quarter CircleTray $16
ELR-0803-XX QuarterCircle Traywith Lid $20
15”W x 15”D x 6.9”H, Case pack of 4
ELR-0804-XX FanTray $16
ELR-0805-XX FanTraywith Lid $20
22”W x 16”D x 6.9”H, Case pack of 6

ELR-0717-BL

BIGBOOK DISPLAY
TheBigBook Display keepseveryone’sfavorite books organizedand ready
for story time! Single-sided unit with four shelves. Easy-to-clean stain resistant
laminate inmaple finish,with your choice of side panel accent color.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Colors: Blue (BL) or Red (RD)

ELR-0719-XX 35.50”W x 16”D x 31.75”H $180

ELR-0727-RD

BOOK DISPLAYWITHSTORAGE
Books, toys, and games stay organized all in one place. Single-sided book display has four easy-to-
reach shelvesto keep favorite books, with additional storage cubbies below for puzzles, blocks, and
more.Choose three or six storage compartments. Easy-to-clean laminate inmaple finish, with your
choice of side panel accent color. Bins not included.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Colors: Blue (BL) or Red (RD)
47.25”W x 15.75”D x 35.50”H

ELR-0727-XX 6Compartment $250
ELR-0728-XX 3Compartment $250

ELR-0728-BL
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Dramatic Play

PLAYKITCHEN
Play kitchens built to endure endless hours of fun! Little oneswill love beingmaster chefs in this realistic kitch-
en set. Doors have see-through panels, full length piano hinges, and rounded edges for added safety. Stove
includes removable “hot” burner covers. Easy-to-clean stain resistant laminateinmaple finishwith your choice
of accent color.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Colors: Blue (BL) or Red (RD)

ELR-0744-XX PlayWasher/Dryer 15.75”W x 15.75”D x 36”H $180
ELR-0745-XX PlayCupboard 23.75”W x 15.75”D x 36”H $200
ELR-0746-XX PlayStove 15.75”W x 15.75”D x 22.75”H $140
ELR-0747-XX PlaySink 15.75”W x 15.75”D x 22.75”H $140
ELR-0748-XX PlayRefrigerator 15.75”W x 17”D x 34.75”H $180
ELR-0749-XX PlayMicrowave Oven 15.75”W x 15.75”D x 22.75”H $130
NEWELR-17510-XX 3-PieceKitchen Set Cupboard, Stove, Sink $460
ELR-17504-XX 4-PieceKitchen Set Cupboard, Stove, Sink, Refrigerator $660
ELR-17505-XX 5-PieceKitchen Set Cupboard, Stove, Sink, Refrigerator,Microwave $790
ELR-17510-XX 3-PieceKitchen Set Cupboard, Stove, Sink $460

4-IN-1 PLAYKITCHEN
Everythingyou need to cook up a delicious feast! Play kitchen includes a two door
refrigerator/freezer, sinkwith basin, shelves for storage, and a stove. Stove has remov-
able “hot” burner covers and oven featuresa see-throughwindow to keep an eye on
your soufflé. Easy-to-clean laminate inmaple finishwith your choice of accent color.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Colors: Blue (BL) or Red (RD)

ELR-0750-XX 47.25”W x 17.50”D x 37.25”H $350

ELR-0744-RD



Rest Time
NEWNAPCOMPANION
TheNapCompanion fromECR4Kids is the perfect cozy napping friend for your little one to take to daycare, preschool or grandma's house. Featuring aquilted
lining, attached lightweight fleece blanket, carrying handle, and removable pillow, the all-in-one solution is a great alternative to bulky pillows andblankets. Designed
with your little one inmind, the NapCompanion rolls up easily,securingwith the attached elastic bands. Personalizeeach companion with the convenient name
tag holder. Caring for theNapCompanion is a breeze, simply removethe pillow andmachinewash cold and tumble dry low. Pair with anyECR4Kidsstandard
sized cot or mat for a peaceful and comfortable rest time.

Must order in case pack quantities of 4

ELR-16203-LL 51.5”W x 22.5” x 0.5"D $40

Rest TimeFeatures

Rolls UpEasily -
Secureswith the
attached elastic bands.

FitsRestMats andCots -
Nap companion is compatible with
all Sleepy-TimeRestMats andCots.
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Sleepy-Time Folding Rest Mats
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SLEEPY-TIMEFOLDING RESTMATS
TheSleepy-TimeRestMats are a comfortable anddurable rest time solution
for preschool age childrenwith superior features and functionality. Themats
aremadeof the highest quality, offering a cozy, dense foam corewith a ra-
dio-frequency heat-sealed covering to resist liquid and prevent bacteria growth.
Maintain sanitaryconditionswith the dual-colored mats by placing one color on
the floor and using the other side for sleeping.

Clean and care: Cleanwith a damp cloth or sponge usingwarmwater and
mild soap, wipe dry. For difficult stains, use a common household cleaner or
rubbing alcohol. Do not use bleach or ammonia base cleaners.

PREMIUM FOLDINGRESTMAT
Theheavy-dutyPremiumFoldingRestMats feature a12mil covering that
resists tears helpingmats last longer. Personalizeeach restmat with the
convenient built-in clear name tag holder. Premiummats come in your
choice of three or four fold versions.

Must purchase in case pack quantities of 5

ELR-0574 1” Thick - 3 FoldMat 48”W x 24”D x 1"H $24
ELR-0575 2” Thick - 3 FoldMat 48”W x 24”D x 2"H $32
ELR-0576 2" Thick - 4-FoldMat 48”W x 24”D x 2"H $32

NEWVALUEFOLDING RESTMAT
TheValueFoldingRestMat is a low-cost rest time solution for preschool age
childrenwith superior features and functionality. The 4-section mat comes in
your choice of 5/8 or 1-inch dense foamcorewith an 8mil covering.

Must purchase in case pack quantities of 5

ELR-0880 4-Section, 45”W x 19”D x 5/8"H $13
ELR-0881 4-Section, 45”W x 19”D X1"H $15

Premium Everyday Value

MatColor Red/Blue Grey/Blue Grey/Blue

Folds 3&4 3 4

Mil 12 10 8

Thickness 1" & 2" 1" & 2" 5/8" & 1"

FOLDINGRESTMATS
Sleepy-TimeRestMats fold for space
saving storagewhennot in use.

8MIL - water-resistant vinylcovering is 60%
thicker than the competitionwhich helps to
resist tears andmakes mats easy to clean.

PERSONALIZE
ECR4KidsSleepy-Time Premium
RestMats have a built-in clear
plastic name tag holder.

NEWEVERYDAYFOLDING RESTMAT
The3-section EverydayFoldingRestMat offers a cozy 1or 2-inch dense foam
core covered in a radio-frequency heat-sealed 10 mil covering.Maintain sanitary
conditionswith the dual-colored grey/bluemats by placing the blue side on the
floor and the grey side for sleeping.

Must purchase in case pack quantities of 5

ELR-0882 3-Section, 48”W x 21”D x 1"H $20
ELR-0883 3-Section, 48”W x 24”D x 2"H $28
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RAINBOWRESTMATS
Little ones will dream of rainbowswhen they curl up on these
mats at rest time! Bright, colorful mats are strong, durable, and
comfortable. Eachmatmeasuresa full2” thick, with a resilient,
furniture-density foam core, and heavyweight waterproof covering
with polyester backing. Mats feature inside stitching for smooth
edges, and a built-in clear plastic name tag holder. RainbowRest
Mats are availblein your choice of a 5-piece assorted set or a
5-pack of solidcolors.

Must purchase in case pack quantities of 1
Colors: Blue (BL), Green (GN), Red (RD), Yellow (YE), Purple (PU), and
Assorted (AS)

ELR-0573-XX 48”W x 22”D x 2”H $175

RESTMAT TROLLEY
When rest time is over, little ones canhelp put theirmats awayon thismat
trolley. Theconvenient,mobile storage unit holds 40 1”-thick mats or 20
2”-thick mats thatmeasure up to 25”L x 50”W. Thedurable steel framed
trolley has six casters formobility, with four locking casters for safety.
Availableas a packagewith assorted or solid packs of ECR4KidsRainbow
RestMats.

Must purchase in case pack quantities of 1
Colors: Blue (BL), Green (GN), Red (RD), Yellow (YE),Purple (PU), and Assorted (AS))
51”W x 27”D x 49.25”H

ELR-0668 RestMat Trolley $150
ELR-16310-XX Trolleywith 20Rest Mats $850
ELR-16311-XX Trolleywith 20Rest Mats andSheets $1,050
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Rest Mats and Accessories

www.ecr4kids.com (855) ECR-4KIDS
(855)327-4543

SolidPacks-5-pack RainbowRest
Mats areavailable in your choice of
attractive colors including: Blue (BL),
Green (GN),Red (RD),Yellow (YE),
Purple (PU),and Assorted (AS).

Casters- Six casters areincluded for
mobility tomove restmats from room
to room. When it’s time to store them
away, simply pushdown the lever and
lock four casters in place.

RESTMAT SHEET
Fits allrestmats up to 48" long by 24" wide. Pouch style ends.
White, 65/35Cotton/Polyester blendwith 200+ thread count.Intend-
ed for usewith folding restmats aswell as rainbow.

Must purchase in case pack quantities of 10

ELR-16202 48”L x 24”W $10
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STACKABLEKIDDIECOTS
Cheerfulcots in primary colorsmake rest time a happy time! Little oneswill be cozy and comfortable onwipeable fabric that
fits tightly to the cornerswithminimal gaps. Cots stack to save spacewhen not in use. Each cot features powder coated steel
poles and sturdy plastic corners, and conforms toCA-117 guidelines.Intended for use by children as arest cot only. Choose
assembledor ready-to-assemble (RTA).

Standard: 52”W x 23”D x 5”H; Toddler: 40”W x 23”D x 5”H
Only available in Blue (BL)

ELR-010-5 Standard - Assembled Single $55
ELR-010-5-C Standard - Assembled Cot Carrier $65
ELR-0231-5 Toddler - Assembled Single $50
ELR-0231-5-C Toddler - Assembled Cot Carrier $60
ELR-16111-BL Standard - Assembled Case pack of 5 $50
ELR-16112-BL Standard - RTA Case pack of 6 $42
ELR-16113 Toddler - Assembled Case pack of 5 $45
ELR-16114 Toddler - RTA Case pack of 6 $38
ELR-16121 Standard with Cot Sheet - RTA Case pack of 6 $48
ELR-16122 Toddler with Cot Sheeet - RTA Case pack of 6 $44

Cot Carrier - StackableKiddieCots are
availablewith four cot casters to conveniently
transport from room to room. 20 cots can safe-
ly stack on the cot casters. Not assembled.

Only availablein standard size: 52”W x23”D x5”H
Colors: Green (GN),Red (RD),Yellow(YE),Sand(SD).

ELR-16125-XX Assembled Single $55
ELR-16125-C-XX Assembled Cot Carrier $65
ELR-16126-XX Assembled Case pack of 5 $50
ELR-16127-XX RTA Case pack of 6 $42
ELR-16128-AS Assembled Set of 4: BL,GN,RD,YE $200
ELR-16129-AS Assembled Set of 5:BL, GN,RD,YE,SD $250
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STREAMLINECOTS
Cozy, comfortable rest cots will havelittle ones drifting off to dreamland in no time.
Soft, wipeable fabric is stretch-resistant and fits tightly to the corner with NOgaps.
Cots stack to save space—streamlinecots take up 20% less verticalspace than
standard cots (can stack six high in the samespace as five standard cots). Fabric
attacheswith loop & lock closures at both ends. Cots featurepowder coated steel
poleswith plastic ends. 5” H. Intended for use by children as arest cot only.

Must order in case pack quantities of 6
Standard: 52”W x 23”D x 5”H; Toddler: 40”W x 23”D x 5”H
Color: Blue

ELR-16118 Standard - RTA $44
ELR-16117 Standard - Assembled $50
ELR-16120 Toddler - RTA $40
ELR-16119 Toddler - Assembled $46

Single - Must order in case pack quantitiesof 1
ELR-16123 Standard - Assembled $60
ELR-16123-C Cot Carrier $70
ELR-16124 Toddler - Assembled $54
ELR-16124-C Cot Carrier $64

Accessories

ELR-023 CotCaster Set $16
Set of 4 caster for use with any ECR4Kidscots

*Cot casterswork with both Streamline
andStackable KiddieCots
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Streamline Cots and Accessories

SAVESPACE!
ECR4KidsStreamlineCots can stack six high in the
same space as fivestandard cots, taking up 20%
less vertical space!

ELR-0234 ToddlerCot Sheet $9
40”L x 21.75”W, Case pack of 12
ELR-024 StandardCot Sheet $11
48”L x 21.75”W, Case pack of 12

6 Stackable KiddieCots 6 StreamlineCots

Hook and Loop - Meshfabric
fits tightly to the solid ends of the
StreamlineCotwith hook and loop
extensions to prevent gaps.

Cot Corners - Designedto
convenientlystack cots high to save
space for storage. Replacement cot
corners areavailablefor purchase.

Cot Sheets - Availableforboth
standard and toddler sizeStackable
andStreamlineCots. Elastic straps fit
snug around cot corners.

Cot Carrier - StreamlineCots areavail-
ablewith four cot casters to conveniently
transport from room to room. 20 cots
can safelystack on the cot casters.

ELR-026 RestTimeBlanket $13
58”L x 36”W, Case pack of 12
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ELR-009-AS

Cartsand Organizers Features

Classroom Organization

FUNCTIONALITY INCOLOR

Weknow that storage is important, but style and fun shouldn't be ignored
in the quest for organization. Theassorted color palette features a variety of
attractive colors including red, orange, green, blue and purple. Childrenwill
love to have these bright colors in their bedroom, playroomand craft space.
You can even use the colors to signify the contents: green for graph paper,
red for ribbons, etc. Thepossibilities areendless.

The soft smoke, grayscale, andwhite options are perfect for the
sophisticated craft room, office and yes, the garage too. It's a great and
convenientoption for accessiblestorage that won't draw too much
attention, keeping your belongings organized in style.

SIMPLY STRONG

Storage is nothing if it doesn't last. Eachmobile organizer has a steel frame
and rails that aredesigned towithstand continuous use.Our products are
tested to ensure drawers slide in and out effortlessly, staying on their tracks,
with knobs securelyin place.Twoof the four casters are locking to hold the
unit firmly in place. Tomove the organizer, simply unlock the casters and roll
it to the next location!
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MOBILE ORGANIZERS
TheECR4KidsMobileOrganizers are designed to makeorganizing your life easier andmoreattractive. Eachdrawer is carefully thought out in size,weight capacity
and ease of use tomake storing your belongings quick and stress-free. Don’t forget about the additional surface areaon top for easy access! Thecompact size
of this organizer features significant storage in a small footprint. Thismakes it possible to fit almost anywhere, keeping your files, papers, art supplies, crafts, tools,
toys, andmore safely stored away.

Eachmobile organizer has asteel frameand rails that are designed to withstand continuous use.Our products are tested to ensure drawers slide in and out
effortlessly, stayingon their tracks, with knobs securely inplace.Twoof the four casters are locking to hold the unit steady.Tomove the organizer,simply unlock the
casters and roll it to the next location! Cart capacity is 50 lbs (23kg).

Must purchase in case pack quantities of 1
Drawer Dimensions:11.25”W x 15.4”D x 2.75”H (Standard),11.25”W x 15.4”D x 5.25”H (Extra-Deep)
Choose Drawer Colors: Assorted (AS)or Smoke (SM), Grayscale (GY),or White (WH)

ELR-20102-XX 6DrawerMobile Organizer Frame:12.75”W x 15.4”D x 32”H $80
ELR-009-XX 10Drawer MobileOrganizer Frame:12.75”W x 15.4”D x 38”H $90
ELR-0261-XX 12Drawer MobileOrganizer Frame:24.75”W x 15.4”D x 25.75”H $115
ELR-20104-XX 12Drawer MobileOrganizer Frame:24.75”W x 15.4”D x 31.75”H $150
ELR-20101-XX 14Drawer MobileOrganizer Frame:24.75”W x 15.4”D x 31.75”H $150
ELR-20103-XX 15Drawer MobileOrganizer Frame:24.75”W x 15.4”D x 38”H $170
ELR-011-XX 20Drawer MobileOrganizer Frame: 24.75”W x 15.4”D x 38”H $170

ELR-20102-AS

ELR-20103-GYELR-20101-AS

ELR-0261-SM

ELR-011-WH

Carts and Organizers
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NEWTRAYMOBILE ORGANIZER
TheTrayMobileOrganizer fromECR4Kids is designed to makeorganizing your life easier andmoreattractive. The sturdy sand colored rack has rounded edges for
safety, casters formobility, and cross-bars for added strength and durability. The assorted trays keep art supplies,manipulatives, crafts, toys andmore stored safely
away in your classroom, playroom, or home. The removablebins slide in andout effortlessly, staying on their tracks. Thereis additional surface area on top to display
items or provide extra storage space.Move the unit from room to room using the four durable casters or replace casterswith glides to protect floors.

Must purchase in case pack quantities of 1
Drawer Dimensions:12.25”W x 16.75”D x 3”H (Small),12.25”W x 16.75”D x 6”H (Large)

ELR-20300-AS 5-TrayMobile Organizer 14.8”W x 18.5”D x 28.8”H $150
ELR-20310-AS 10-TrayMobile Organizer 28.3”W x 18.5”D x 28.8”H $200
ELR-20320-AS 15-TrayMobile Organizer 41.8”W x 18.5”D x 28.8”H $300
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Carts and Organizers

NEWBIN MOBILE ORGANIZER
TheMobileOrganizerwith Assorted Bins fromECR4Kids is designed to makeorganizing your life easierandmore attractive. The sturdy sand colored rack has
rounded edges for safety, built-in handles for easymobility, and cross-bars for added strength and durability. The assorted color bins keep art supplies,manipula-
tives, crafts, toys and more stored safelyaway in your classroom, playroom, or home. The removablebins slide in andout effortlessly, staying on their tracks. There
is additional surface areaon top to display items or provide extra storage space.Move the unit from room to room using the four durable casters.

Must purchase in case pack quantities of 1
Drawer Dimensions:11.5”W x 8”D x 2.75”H (Standard)

ELR-20210-AS 10-Bin MobileOrganizer 18.6”W x 13.3”D x 33.6”H $140
ELR-20220-AS 15-Bin MobileOrganizer 27.5”W x 13.3”D x 33.6”H $220

Protective Glides-
Included to help protect
floors and to hold the unit
firmly in place.

Protective Glides-
Included to help protect floors
and to hold the unit firmly in place.
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UNIVERSALROLLINGCARTANDORGANIZERBAG
Perfect for carrying school supplies, files, classroomequipment andmore!Cart accommodates letter or legal sizefolders,
hanging files, andbinders, and features built-in handgrips for easymoving and lifting. Double rails lock sides securely.The
saddlebag-style canvas cover features over 30 different storage compartments, and can be easilyadded or removed from
the cart. Pockets have zipper and hook & loop closures for securing supplies and files during travel. Cart folds flat to 3”!
Telescoping handleextends to 23” from the cart and locks in three positions for easymobility on rubber wheels. Cart capacity
is 65 lbs (29 kg). Accessories not included.
Must purchase in case pack quantities of 1
Cart: 16.5”W x 15”D x 16”H
Bag: 17”W x 16”D x 2.1”H

ELR-0547B UniversalRollingCart $40
ELR-0549B UniversalRollingCart andOrganizerBag ,Black $65

Colors: Blue (BL), Green (GN), Red (RD), and Yellow (YE)
NEWELR-0550B-XX UniversalRollingCart andOrganizer Bag $65

MAGNETIC DRY-ERASEBOARDSET
Anessentialfor school, home, and office!Magnetic dry-erase board is great for notes,
messages, lists, photos andmore. Board features a sturdy aluminum frame, and
Versa-Trakhanging system for easymounting in portrait or landscape orientation. Set
includes two double-ended dry-erasemarkers in assorted colors, full-sizemagnetic
eraserwith two bullet-tip markers, six colorfulmagnets, and an 80ml bottle of board
cleaner.
Must purchase in case pack quantities of 1
0.625” Thick

ELR-0488 24” x 36” x .625"H $55

NEW
COLORS!
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Plastic Storage

NEWBENDI-BINS
Organizetoys, games, housewares andmore in the colorful and flexible ECR4Kids bendi-bins with
handles. Bins aresoft and flexibleto not crack or break but durable to hold up to every-day use. Bins
featurerounded edges for safetywith convenient handles to transport from room to room. Bendi-bins
come in a variety of attractive colors including: blue, green, orange, purple, red and yellow.Whennot
in use, bins stack to save space.
Must order in case pack quantities of 12
Colors: Blue (BL), Green (GN), Red (RD), Yellow (YE),Purple (PU))and Orange (OR)
ELR-20509-XX 11"W x 7.75"D x 4.5"H Small $5
ELR-20510-XX 12.5"Wx 9.75"D x 5.25"H Medium $7.50
ELR-20511-XX 14.5"W x 11"D x 6.5"H Large $10

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Assorted pack includes one of each: Blue (BL), Green (GN), Red (RD), Yellow (YE),Purple (PU)
and Orange (OR)

ELR-20516-AS 11"Wx 7.75"D x 4.5"H Small $30
ELR-20517-AS 12.5"Wx 9.75"D x 5.25"H Medium $45
ELR-20518-AS 14.5"W x 11"D x 6.5"H Large $60 AssortedPack

3-TIERSTORAGEORGANIZERWITHBINS
Organizeand decorate your classroomor playroomwith this functional storage
solution fromECR4Kids.The sturdy rack is easy-to-clean, has rounded edges for
safety, built-in handle cut-outs for easymobility, and steel reinforcedcross-bars for
added strength and durability. Childrenwill appreciate clean-up time for their toys with
this 12-bin organizer. Therack has a low profile so kids caneasily access the bins.
Each bin is transportable, and can be positioned two ways.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Colors: Assorted (AS)or Sand (SD)
Frame:37.5”W x 14”D x 27.5”H, Bins: 12”W x 8.25”D x 5.25”H

ELR-0216 Blue Frame $100
NEWELR-0217-XX SandFrame $100

STACKABLE STORAGETRUNK
Brightly colored ECR4KidsStackableStorageTrunks areperfect for storing toys,
games, and supplies. The 18-gallon trunks havematching dome lids and locking
handles;more importantly, they stack easilyto save space!The four attractive primary
colorswill brighten up any classroom, daycare, or playroom.Clean-up time is easy
and funwhen little ones know the blocks go in the blue trunk, and race cars go in the
red one. Locking lids keep things stowed securelywhenplaytime is over.
Must order in case pack quantities as listed below
27.25”W x 13.5”D x 17.25”H
Colors: Blue (BL),Green (GN),Red (RD),and Yellow (YE).

ELR-0659-XX Storage Trunk Case pack of 4 $40
ELR-0167 StorageTrunkAssorted - 4-Piece Case pack of 1 $160

Stackable!

4-TIERSTORAGEORGANIZERWITHBINS
Storage rack keeps toys andgames ready for playtime! Perfect for use at homeor in
school, easy-to-reach shelveswith bins hold loose items and supplies. Eight small and
four large scoop front bins are easyfor little hands to carry. Rack featuresmetal support
bars for durability.Organizer feet are specifically designed for stability to keepeverything
upright while bins and their contents get tossed around. Convenientcut out handles
located oneach side help to easilymovearound the organizer.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Colors: Assorted(AS) or Sand (SD)
Frame:37.5”W x 14”D x 33”H, Small Bins: 12”W x 8.25”D x 5.25”H,
Large Bins:16.5”W x 12”D x 5.25”H

ELR-20401 BlueFrame $140
NEWELR-20404-XX SandFrame $140

ELR-0217-SD

ELR-20401
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Plastic Storage

SCOOPFRONTBINS
Straighten up your homeor classroomwith theScoop Front StorageBins fromECR4Kids.
Great on theirown or combinewith awide assortment of storage units, including both
Colorful Essentials andBirch. Durable, versatile and sturdy, thesepolypropylene bins are
great for storing toys, personal items, art supplies, andmore. Featuringrounded edges
for safety, bins can be stacked whennot in use.TheseScoopFront StorageBins fit all
ECR4Kidsstorage units, aswell asmost standard cubbie units that are 12 inches deep.
Must order in case pack quantities of 10
Colors: Blue (BL), Green (GN), Red (RD), Yellow (YE),Sand (SD), White (WH), Clear (CL)

ELR-0482-XX 8”W x 11.8”D x 5.3”H $5

TRAYS&LIDS
Brightly colored trays in fun shapes and sizes are perfect for playroomsor classrooms!
Versatileand convenient storage trays keep toys andgameson handwith safe, easy-
to-carry rounded edges. Availablewith or without clear lids. Trayscan be used for
stand-alone storageor as replacement bins for ECR4KidsSandandWaterTables.

Must order in case pack quantities listed below
Colors: Blue (BL), Red (RD), or Yellow (YE)
Square and Quarter Tray:15”W x 15”D x 6.9”H
Fan Tray:22”W x 16”D x 6.9”H

ELR-0800-XX SquareTraywithout Lid Case pack of 4 $16
ELR-0801-XX SquareTraywith Lid Case pack of 4 $20
ELR-0802-XX QuarterCircleShapedTraywithout Lid Casepack of 4 $16
ELR-0803-XX QuarterCircleShaped Traywith Lid Case pack of 4 $20
ELR-0804-XX FanShapedTraywithout Lid Case pack of 6 $16
ELR-0805-XX FanShaped Traywith Lid Case pack of 6 $20

STORAGEBINS ANDLIDS
Sturdy, versatile bins are great for storing and organizing toys, games, and supplies!
Red, blue, and clear bins are designed for usewith Birch and Colorful Essentials
classroomstorage units and availablewith or without lids to keep items stored neatly
away.Madewith heavy-duty polypropyleneplastic, binswon’t crack or breakwith
every dayuseand feature rounded edges for safety.
Colors: Blue (BL), Red (RD), or Clear (CL)
SmallBin: 10.25”W x 13.75”D x 4.25”H
Large Bin:10.25”W x 13.75”D x 8.25”H

ELR-0722-XX LargeStorageBinwithout Lid Case pack of 6 $10
ELR-0723-XX LargeStorageBinwith Lid Case pack of 4 $12
ELR-0724-XX Small StorageBinwithout Lid Case pack of 8 $8
ELR-0725-XX Small StorageBinwith Lid Case pack of 6 $10

STACK &STORETUB
Great for storing art supplies and other loose items at school or at home! Bins fitmost
standard cubby units to keep belongings organized and accessible. Availablewith or
without matching lids. Heavy-duty plastic with rounded edges for safety.
8.5”W x 13.5”D x 5”H
Must order in case pack quantities of 6
Colors: Blue (BL), Red (RD), Yellow (YE),or Clear (CL),
ELR-0101-XX Tubwithout Lid $7
ELR-0102-XX Tubwith Lid $9

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Assorted (AS)includes Blue, Red and Yellow

ELR-20505-AS 15-Piece Tubwithout Lid $105
ELR-20506-AS 12-Piece Tubwith Lid $108
ELR-20507-AS 6-Piece Tubwithout Lid $42
ELR-20508-AS 6-Piece Tubwith Lid $54

Trays - Thesebrightly colored
anddurable bins are also used in
ECR4KidsSandand WaterTables
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Plastic Bins and Trays

3COMPARTMENTSMALL ARTCADDY
SmallArt Caddy is perfect for storing or transporting artmaterials. Threecompartments (two
small and one large)hold paint brushes, crayons,watercolors andmore.Made of durable
plastic that is easy to clean. Includes oneeach: blue, red, yellow, and green.

Must order in case pack quantities as listed below
9.25”W x 9.25”D x 5.25”H
Colors: Blue (BL), Green (GN) ,Red (RD), or Yellow (YE)

ELR-0467 4-PieceSmall Caddy,Assorted Case pack of 3 $20
ELR-0176-XX SmallCaddy Case pack of 12 $5

COLLAPSIBLE CRATE
Keep art supplies, toys, projects andmore organized in themulti-colored collapsible
crate. The bright unit features built-in handles for easy transport and locks open for
safety and durability. Folds flat for easy storage!Crates stack both open and closed.

Must order in case pack quantities of 12
ELR-0170 19”W x 13.75”D x 9.5”H $18

2COMPARTMENT LARGEARTCADDY
LargeArt Caddy has plenty of room for paints, brushes, crayons, and anything else
young artistsmight need for theirmasterpieces!Two large compartments keep
supplies organized.Handles on top of the unit allow children to carry it easily from
storage to their workspace. Made of durable plastic that is easytowipe clean.

Must order in case pack quantities as listed below
12.5”W x 11”D x 6.75”H
Assorted pack includes one of each: Blue (BL), Red (RD), Yellow (YE),or Green (GN)
Colors: Blue (BL), Red (RD), Yellow (YE),or Green (GN)

ELR-0454 LargeCaddyAssorted - 4-Piece Case pack of 3 $36
ELR-0177-XX LargeCaddy Case pack of 12 $9

27PIECESMALL PAINTCRATESET
Paint the town red…or blue, or purple, or yellow!Youngartistswill love bringing
their imagination to lifewith a rainbowof bright colors and assorted brushes. A
colorful, collapsible crate keeps supplies organized and on hand. Set includes
crate, seven 8oz. bottles ofwashable paint in assorted colors, seven bilingual,
non-spill paint cups with hinged, flip-top lids, sevenpaint brushes, three foam
brushes, and two foam rollers. TheECR4Kids27-PiecePaint Setwith Col-
lapsibleCrate is a greatway to inspire creative play andencourage little ones to
haveagreat timewhile learning colors, building self-confidence andexpressing
themselves. Painting canhelp improvebrain development, social skills, and it’s a
whole lot of fun.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1
ELR-0207 19”W x 13.75”D x 9.5”H $55

*Accessories
sold separately.

*Accessories
sold separately.

*Accessories
sold separately.
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Blocks and Manipulatives

“ Manipulatives can be important tools in helping students to think and reason inmore meaningfulways. By giving students concrete ways to compare and operate on
quantities, such manipulativesas pattern blocks, tiles, and cubes can contribute to the development of well-grounded, interconnected understanding of mathematical
ideas.” -Stein and Bovalino (2001)

BENEFITS
Thebenefits ofManipulatives inmathematics development in earlychildhood education has beenproven to be very important. In fact, California,NorthCarolina,Texas and
Tennessee,havemandated the use of Manipulativeswhen teachingmath. Afew of the benefits include the development of handeye coordination, problemsolving skills,
creative thinking, spatial relations, decisionmaking, observation,

Closures - On both ends of the bin, blue closures
help keep the lid securely in place for storage and
Manipulatives safe from spilling.

Individual or Set - Manipulativesare
sold as a pack of four with your choice
of the same set or as an assorted pack
(Manipulative Mania Sets 1 and 2).

Age Recommendation - The ECR4KidsManipulative
Sets are safefor ages 18+ months but are intended for
use by ages 3+. ELR-19209 3+ only.

Bin With Lid - Each manipulativeset comes
in a durable clear plastic bin with lid for
storage. The lid features a convenient handle
to move the pieces from room to room.

Pieces - Each bin contains
approximately84-400 pieces
depending on the set.

Blocks&Manipulatives Features
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Manipulatives

MANIPULATIVES
Provideexciting and educational activities for your early learningor homeenvironmentwith theECR4KidsManipulatives.Childrenwill challenge themselves to
construct sky scrapers, animals, andmorewith the nine differentmanipulativecollections. Sets encourage the development of hand-eye coordination, motor skills,
mathematics and creativity. Eachgroup of manipulativesis packaged in a clear tubwith convenient lid and handle that stack to save space.

Carry Container:15.5”W x 11”D x 6”H
Must order in case pack quantities of 4

ELR-19201 SillyStarConnectors 116-Pieces $40
ELR-19202 3DBuildingBlocks 84-Pieces $40
ELR-19203 Criss-CrossConnectors 400-Pieces $50
ELR-19204 TotallyTubularPipes andSpouts 80-Pieces $40
ELR-19205 GearsGalore 160-Pieces $40
ELR-19206 Twist and LockNuts andBolts 64-Pieces $40
ELR-19207 Caterpillar Bits and Pieces 160-Pieces $50
ELR-19208 CubeCreators 72-Pieces $40

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-19220 ManipulativeManiaSet 1 $170
Includes: SillyStar Connectors, 3D Building Blocks, Criss-Cross
Connectors and Totally TubularPipes and Spouts

ELR-19230 ManipulativeManiaSet 2 $170
Includes: Gears Galore,Twist and Lock Nuts and Bolts,
Caterpillar Bits and Pieces, and Cube Creators

MANIPULATIVEMANIA SET1

MANIPULATIVEMANIA SET2

Silly StarConnectors3DBuilding Blocks

Gears Galore

Caterpillar Bits and Pieces

Criss-Cross Connectors

Twist and Lock Nuts andBolts

Criss-Cross Connectors

Totally Tubular Pipes
and Spouts

Actual colors may vary. ©2017 ECR4KIDS

NEWTRANSPARA-BRICKS
Transpara-Bricks help little ones develop hand-eye coordination,
spatial thinking, and creative problem-solving skills.TheTranspara-
Bricks enable children to snapmultiple pieces into place to create
shapes, animals, andmore. Intended for children ages 3 andolder.

Carry Container:15.5”W x 11”D x 6”H
Must order in case pack quantities of 4

ELR-19209 Transpara-Bricks 128-Pieces $40
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Solid Hardwood Unit Blocks

SOLIDHARDWOODUNITBLOCKS
Imaginationscomealivewhen theseblocks comeout to play! Solid hardwood blocks bring
creativity and fun into the classroomor the living room.As children build kingdoms and
roadwaysand really,reallytall towers, theywill develop reasoning skills,motor skills—evenmath
skills!Smooth, hand-sanded blocks have bevelededges and rounded corners for safety, and are
allbased on a uniform 1.25” width for easy building. Referto the block chart for what shapes are
included in each set.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Basic Unit Block: 5.50”W x 2.75”D x 1.25”H

ELR-078 BasicAdd-On Set 75-Pieces, 16 Shapes $150
ELR-079 Starter BuildingBlock Set 118-Pieces, 24 Shapes $325
ELR-080 ClassroomBlock Set 170-Pieces, 29 Shapes $450
ELR-081 DeluxeClassroomBlock Set 340-Pieces, 29 Shapes $900

Description ELR-078 ELR-079 ELR-080 ELR-081

Quarter Pillar 4 4 8 16

HalfPillar 4 6 8 16

Pillar 4 6 8 16

HalfUnit 9 13 16 32

Unit Block 20 30 40 80

DoubleUnit 6 12 24 48

QuadrupleUnit 2 5 6 12

RoofBoard 0 2 4 8

DoubleRoofBoard 0 0 2 4

Column 6 6 8 16

LargeColumn 0 2 2 4

Diagonal 4 6 8 16

Triangle 6 6 8 16

DoubleUnit Triangle 0 2 2 4

Ramp 4 6 8 16

HalfArch 1 1 1 2

Small Buttress 1 1 1 2

RomanArch 1 1 1 2

SmallHalfCircle 1 1 1 2

LargeButtress 0 1 1 2

QuarterCircularCurve 0 2 2 4

ElongatedCurve 0 0 2 4

HalfCircularCurve 0 0 1 2

LargeHalfCircle 0 1 2 4

QuarterCircle 2 2 2 4

“V” Switch 0 0 1 2

Gothic Door 0 1 1 2

“Y” Switch 0 1 1 2

“X” Switch 0 0 1 2

Total 75 118 170 340

www.ecr4kids.com (855) ECR-4KIDS
(855)327-4543

ELR-080
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BlockPlay
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48-PIECE ARCHITECTURALBLOCK SETWITHCARRYCASE
Frank LloydWright had to start somewhere…your little architectswill dreambigwith these
blocks designed especially to build houses, skyscrapers, and more!TheECR4Kids48-Piece
Architectural BlockSetwith carry case includes 11 different shapes for hours of building fun.
Blocks are constructed using solid hardwoodwith a hand-sanded finish and rounded edges for
safety. This isn’t your ordinary block set—columns, roofs, and arches addaunique element
to this set. Flip the storage/carry case over and use it as a base for your next building project.
Whenplaytime is over, clean-up is a breeze. Simply place all the blocks in the included storage
case and transport using the convenient handles.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-19003 14.75” W x 12.25”D x 3.75”H $70

18-PIECEWOODENHOLLOWBLOCK SET
Big blocks for big ideas! Little oneswill love building ramps and citieswith these
over-sized blocks. Set includes a variety of shapes and sizes, andblocks have
rounded edges for added safety.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Basic Unit: 7.8”W x 3.9”D x 3.9”H

ELR-0342 $260

64-PIECEUNIT BLOCK SETWITHCARRYCASE
Inspiring creativityand improving dexterity, the classic wooden block set and carry case includes
14 different shapes for your children to build to their heart’s content. Their imaginationwill runwild
creating uniquemasterpieceswith the variety of shapes, each the perfect size for children to handle:
square, rectangle, circle, half-circle, triangle, cylinder, arch, and more!The 64-piece hardwood
set is a staple for every classroom, daycare, andhome.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
14.75” W x 17.75”D x 8”H

ELR-19001 64-PieceSet, 14 Shapes $70

BEGINNERBLOCK SET
The solid hardwood beginner block set brings creativity and fun for toddlers; a necessity
for any early learningenvironment. Little ones start by learning to stack blocks and
play together developing language, reasoning andmotor skills. Smooth, hand-sanded
blocks have bevelededgeswith rounded corners for safety. This set includes four
shapeswith the following quantities: half unit (60), full unit (64),double unit (20), and
cylinder (10).

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Basic Unit Block: 5.50”W x 2.75”D x 1.25”H

ELR-19000 154-PieceSet, 4 Shapes $360

WOODENTUNNELS &ARCHES
For kidswho think outside the box! Thesecurved blocks are perfect for building
tunnels, bridges, or the LochNessmonster. Set of birch blocks comeswith four
different widths. The 10 piece set includes four small, twomedium, two large, two
extra-large arches.Quantities are doubled for 20 PieceSet.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
X-Large- 11”W, Large- 5.5”W, Medium- 3.75”W, Small- 2.20”W; .5”H

ELR-19101 10-PieceSet $70
ELR-0333 20-PieceSet $130



WOODENUNITBLOCK CART
Keep blocks organized and easilyaccessible in our hardwood block storage cart.
Cart ismade of solidwood and has rounded corners for safety. Built-in handles
on each side and four casters for easymobility. Blocks sold separately.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0341 21.50”W x 21.50”D x 16.50”H $140

BLOCK STORAGECARTS
Perfect for keeping block sets of any size organized!Multiple cubbies keep
blocks easilyaccessible, and make clean-up a snapwhenplay time is over.
Availablein three different sizes to accommodate small to large block sets.
Designed specifically for usewith ECR4KidsUnit Blocks.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-17200 Small 24”W x 13”D x 24” H $180
Accommodates the 75-Piece or 118-Piece Block Sets
ELR-17201 Medium 36”W x 13”D x 24”H $240
Accommodates the 170-Piece Block Set (largest block sizeto rest on top of the cart)
ELR-17202 Large 48”W x 13”D x 24”H $280
Accommodates the 340-Piece Set

Casters - Four castersare
included formobility tomove
blocks from room to room in
the convenient block cart.

TRANSPORTATIONVEHICLES
Beep, beep—coming through!When there’sa lot of work to do around town, solid hardwood TransportationVehicleswill get the job done.
BigRig, FireTruck, FlatbedTruck, andBus each come with two wooden people to drive through the city. Vehiclesand people feature
smooth, sanded, solid wood construction with beveled edges and rounded corners for added safety. Designedfor usewith theECR4Kids
block collection, blocks not included.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-19102 Big Rig 27”W x 7”Dx 11.5”H $120
ELR-19103 FireTruck 23”W x 6.5”D x 9.5”H $120
ELR-19104 Flatbed Truck 27”W x 8”D x 9”H $100
ELR-19105 Single-DeckerBus 23”W x 6.5”D x 9”H $115
ELR-19106 Set of FourTransportation Vehicles $450
ELR-19107 6PieceHardwood People 1.25” Diameterx 2.75”H $18

BlockPlay and Storage
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FOAMCORE
Soft &Sturdy

EASYTOCLEAN
Wipe cleanwithmild soap and water solution
For difficult stains, use a common household cleaner or rubbing alcohol
(IsopropylAlcohol); do not use bleachor ammonia based cleaners.

ROUNDED EDGES
ForAdded Safety

CALIFORNIATB117 STANDARDS
Fireretardancy

CPSIACOMPLIANT

GREENGUARDCERTIFIED

ADULT SUPERVISIONREQUIRED

Select Units feature our unique hands and feet SoftZone®

pattern. Look for this symbol.

SoftZone®

NEWFLIPFLOPCHAIR
Create a comfortable and fun seating environment in a play space, reading room, or librarywith the
ECR4KidsFlip-FlopChair. Themulti-purpose chair can be used as a club chair with ottoman, flip it over
to create a relaxinglounger, or stack it up for a play space. The two piece set is lightweight for children to
maneuver into their favorite configuration. The soft and sturdy polyurethane foamcore is covered in your
choice of attractive color including: Blue (BL),Green (GN),Red (RD)orPurple (PU).

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Chair: 26”W x 26”D x 16”H, Ottoman: 17”W x 14”D x 8”H, Flat: 52”W x 26”D x 8”H

ELR-12711-XX $250

SoftZone® Features

68
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NEWRELAX-N-READBEAN BAGCHAIR
TheRelax-N-ReadBeanBagChair fromECR4Kids provides a soft and cozy seat for a reading nook
in a library, classroom, daycare or home environment.Thebeanbag chair features two soft arm rests
with convenient storage pockets, back support, and a liningunderneath to prevent the bean bag
fromsliding. The sturdy seat hasdouble-stitched seams for durability and two locking-zippers to keep
beads safely inside. BeanBag chair is recommended for use by children ages 2+.

NEWCLASSIC BEANBAG CHAIR
TheClassicBeanBag fromECR4Kids is a fun and comfortable place for children to curl up and
read abook. Perfect in a classroom, daycare or homeenvironment, the sturdy beanbag features
double-stitched seams for durability and two locking-zippers to keep beads safelyinside. The
junior size hasa 26" diameter and is recommended for use by children ages 2+.

NEWDEWDROPBEAN BAG CHAIR
TheDewDropBeanBag fromECR4Kids is a fun and comfortable place for children to curl up and
read abook. Perfect in a classroom, daycare or homeenvironment, the sturdy beanbag features
double-stitched seams for durability and two locking-zippers to keep beads safely inside. TheDew
DropBeanBagChair is recommended for use by children ages 2+.

Must order in quantities of 1
Colors: Blue (BL), Green (GN), Red (RD), andAssorted (AS)
ELR-12801-XX 21”W x 12”D x16”H $52

Must order in quantities of 1
Colors: Blue (BL), Green (GN), Red (RD), andAssorted (AS)

ELR-12802-XX 30”W x 30”D x24”H $82

NEWBEANBAG CHAIR ANDOTTOMAN
TheBeanBagChair andOttoman Set fromECR4Kids is a fun and comfortable place for chil-
dren to sit back, relax, put your feet up, and read their favorite story.Great for use in a classroom,
daycare or homeenvironment, the sturdy bean bag and ottoman featuresdouble-stitched
seams for durability and two locking-zippers to keep beads safelyinside.TheBeanBagChair
andOttoman Set is recommended for use by children ages 2+.
Must order in quantities of 1
Colors: Blue (BL), Green (GN), and Red (RD)

ELR-12803-XX 38”W x 23”D x28”H $102

NEWBEANBAG REFILL
WhenBeanBags compress with use, replenish themwith theECR4KidsBeanBagRefill to
bring them back to their original coziness.Therefillbag includes 2 cubic feet of expanded
polystyrene beads that can be added to anyECR4KidsBeanBag.

ELR-12899 $20

Must order in quantities of 1
Colors: Blue (BL), Green (GN), Red (RD), andAssorted (AS)

ELR-12826-XX Junior (26") 26”W x 26”D x11”H $62
ELR-12835-XX Classic (35") 35”W x 35”D x19”H $82

69
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Seating

NEWEXPRESSIONCUSHIONS
Children canexpress themselves and learn about their emotions with
theadorable ExpressionSeatingCushions from ECR4Kids.Each
cushion comes in a different color and displays the nameof the emotion
on the back. Make it a gameby having children guess the nameof the
emotion from looking at the face or have themmake the face of the
emotion they read on the back of the cushion.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1
13.5”W x 13.5" x 1.75"D
Set 1: angry, bored, excited, hungry, sick, and silly.
Set 2: embarrassed, happy, sad, shy, sleepy, and surprised

ELR-12687 Set1 6-Piece $140
ELR-12688 Set2 6-Piece $140
ELR-12695 Set 1 and2 12-Piece $240
ELR-12704 Set 1 and 2 with cart 12-Piece $360

NEWTRILINGUALEXPRESSIONDONUTCUSHIONS
Children canexpress themselvesand learn about their emotionswith the
adorableExpressionDonutCushions from ECR4Kids. Eachdonut cushion
comes in a different color and displays the nameof the emotion on the back
inEnglish,Spanishand French.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1
13.5”W x 13.5" x 1.75"D
Set 1: angry, bored, excited, hungry, sick, and silly.
Set 2: embarrassed, happy, sad, shy, sleepy, and surprised.

ELR-12689 Set1 6-Piece $140
ELR-12690 Set2 6-Piece $140
ELR-12696 Set 1 and2 12-Piece $240
ELR-12698 Set 1 and 2with cart 12-Piece $340
ELR-12700 Two sets of 1 and 2 with cart 24-Piece $620

NEWCOLORFUL DONUTCUSHION SET
TheECR4KidsColorful Donut Cushions provide a comfortable alternative to
sitting on the floor.Made of cozy and durable 2-inch thick foam, children can
carry the lightweight cushions to their favorite place for circle time or story
time. The attractive round cushions come in two-tone primary and second-
ary colors to brighten up any home, daycare or classroomenvironment.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Colors: Assorted
13.5”W x 13.5" x 1.75"D

ELR-12685 6-Pack $120
ELR-12697 Twosetswith small cart $300
ELR-12699 Four setswith large cart $540

NEWCOLORFUL CUSHIONS
TheECR4KidsColorfulTwo-ToneSeating Cushionsprovide a
comfortable alternativeto sitting on the floor.Made of cozy and durable
2-inch thick foam, children can carry the lightweight cushions to their
favorite place for circle time or story time.The attractive round cushions
come in two-tone primary and secondarycolors to brighten up any
home, daycare or classroomenvironment
Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Colors: Assorted
13.5”W x 13.5" x 1.75"D

ELR-12686 6-Pack $120
ELR-12703 Twosetswith cart $320



Casters - Four castersare
included formobility tomove
cushion from room to room in
the convenient cushion cart.

ELR-12704
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CARRYMECUSHION
The four piece cushions provide a comfortable alternativeto sitting on the
floor.Made of durable 3” thick foam, preschool age children can carry the
lightweight cushions using the attached handle to their favorite place for
story time, snack time, or just to relax. Thesecushions come in your choice
of brightly colored squares or circles.
Each pack includes 4 of each color: Blue (BL), Green (GN), Red (RD), Yellow (YE).
Assorted (AS)pack includes one of each color.
15”W x 15”D x 3”H

ELR-12643-XXRound 4-Piece $90
ELR-12644-XX Square 4-Piece $90
ELR-12705-XX Round Two setswith cart $260
ELR-12706-XX Square Two setswith cart $260

ELR-12705-AS

ELR-12706-AS

NEWWOODCUSHION CARTS
Keep your seating and donut cushions organized, off the floor, and stored neatly away on the durable
hardwood CushionStorageRackswith Casters fromECR4Kids.TheDonutCushionStorageRacks
featuretwo dowel rods to place up to 12 lightweight donut cushions on the small rack and up to 24
lightweight donut cushions on the large rack. Combinewith ECR4KidsExpressionDonutCushions or
theColorful DonutCushions for a complete set. TheSeatingCushionStorageRack can store up to
12ECR4KidsColorful Cushions, 12ExpressionCushions, or 8CarryMeCushions. Each cart features
rounded edges for safety and includes four convenient casters making it easy tomove the rack in for
story time or store themneatly awaywhen play time is over.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-17507 SmallDonutCushion Cart 28”W x 15”D x 20”H $100
ELR-17508 LargeDonutCushionCart 28”W x 15”D x 32”H $120
ELR-17509 Cushion Cart 32”W x 15”D x 15.5”H $120

ELR-12700

ELR-12698

www.ecr4kids.com (855) ECR-4KIDS
(855)327-4543
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SOFTROCKER
Rock safely back and forth as you reada story or play your favorite
game!TheECR4KidsSoft Rocker is the perfect seating solution
for children andadults in your classroom, daycare, or home.The
lightweight chair is finishedwith an attractive tufting to increasestyle
and comfort.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Colors: Blue (BL), Red (RD),Green (GN) or Black (BK)

ELR-15650-XX 17”W x 28.5”D x 33”H $130
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Seating

8-PIECESECTIONAL
Create a center of attention for any learning environment or play roomwith
this comfy softscape sectional. With bright and comfortable seats in an island
design, it is ideal for toddlers to rest, read, and do activities, both alone and as
agroup! All eight separate pieces easily attach to create one large sectional or
separate to create your own configuration.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Chair: 14.5”W x 18”D x 20”H, Ottoman: 18”W x 18”D x 10”H

ELR-0838 8-PieceSectional $600
NEWELR-12707-XX 2-Pack chair $175

YOUTH SEATINGSET
Create a comfortable learning environment or play roomwith theECR4Kids
Four PieceYouthSeatingSet. Aperfect place to read or do activities, the
attractive set includes two chairs, a table and love seat.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1
YellowTable: 24”W x 24”D x 12”H
Blue Love Seat:36”W x 18”D x 24”H
Red Chair:24”W x 18”D x 24”H

ELR-12648 2Pack YouthChair $250
ELR-12649 4-Piece YouthSeatingSet $650

CONVERTIBLEKIDSFURNITURE
TheECR4KidsConvertibleKidsClub Chair andCouch areperfect for anyearly
learning playroom, classroom, or reading space. The cozy children’s furniture
can convert from a traditional club chair and sofa into a lounging space for
reading andmore.The lightweight furniture folds up to store neatly away.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12680 Kids Club Chair 21”W x 20”D x 22” H $120
ELR-12681 Kids Couch 37”W x 20”D x 22” H $170

NEW
COLORS!
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CARRYMECUBE
Daycareand preschool age childrenwill enjoythis bright, colorful, and comfortable
alternativeto sitting on the floor! Combine the 4-piece children’s set with the adult
cube to create an attractive seating combination for your playroom, classroom
or reading nook. Children and adults can carry the lightweight cubes using the
attached handle from room to room.

ELR-12645 Child 12”W x 12”D x 9.5”H Set of 4 $130
ELR-12646 Adult 16”W x 16”D x 12”H Single $95

CUDDLECORRAL
Themulti-purpose ECR4KidsCuddleCorral is a cozy and safe place for children to
sit back and relax! TheCuddleCorral converts from a chair with ottoman to a chair
and table set. Place the ottoman on top of the seat to create a perfect half-circle for
additional play space. Whenplaytime is over the lightweightCuddle Corral stores
neatly away. Suggested for use by ages 2-7 years.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12679 36”W x 18”D x 15”H $260

CARRYMECHAISELOUNGE
Childrenwill loveto stretch out on the brightly colored chaise lounge. Perfect
for relaxing or reading a story. Carry the chaise using the attached handle.
Folds up for easy storage.
Must order in case pack quantity of 1
ELR-12647 34”W x 15”D x 14”H Pack of 2 $250

SITANDSUPPORTRING
Encourage your little one to sit up tall. The bright and colorful ring provides 6”
of comfort and support allowing little onesto feel independent. For useon the
floor only.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12627 24”W x 18”D x 6”H $75

STEPUP
Daycareand preschool age children will reach new heights with the SoftZone®Step
Up stool fromECR4Kids, which features an extra-wide platform for safety and stability.
Lightweight and easyto move from room to room, this SoftZone® Step Upstool
encouragesmovement andmuscle action that help to develop grossmotor skills as
well as social interaction.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12651 24”W x 16”D x 12”H $115
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NEWSPEEDBUMPS ANDSLIDE
Climbup and down theSpeedBumps &SlideClimber fromECR4Kids. Little ones
will love climbing up and down as they explore and imagine on this durable and soft
safe space. Encourage climbing, crawling and social interaction as they develop
grossmotor skills.

ELR-12718 43”W x 20”D x 12”H $180

NEWHANDS& FEETPLAY CUSHION
Stagger the round hands and feet cushionswith non-slip backing as youmake
your way across the playroom.Madeof durable 1.25” thick foam, preschool age
children can carry the lightweight cushions to their favorite place for story time,
snack time, or just to relax.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12692 12”W x 12”D x 12”H 12-Piece (6 hands, 6 feet) $70

NEWMATCHN' LEARNDOMINOES
Match the soft extra-large domino tiles –2with 2, 3with 3, andmore as you prac-
tice number recognition andcounting with the ECR4KidsMatch N’ LearnDom-
inoes 28-piece set. One side featuresthe traditional dominoes gamewith dots
and the other has large numbers. The fun foamdomino tiles haveaheavy-duty
covering in fun primary and secondary colors.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12691 10”W x 20”D x 1”H $250

Gross Motor Play

NEWMINI-MOUND CLIMBER
Up, down and all around!Little ones can climb up and down the
ECR4KidsMini-MoundClimber. This beginner climber is perfect for
encouraging climbing, crawling, and social interaction as they develop
grossmotor skills.

ELR-12714 54”W x 20”D x 10”H $150
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BARRELSOFFUN
Twochildrenat once canenjoyBarrels of Fun!Encourage safe playwith the
brightly colored soft barrel and cylinder. Childrenwill loveto crawl through the
cylinder, climb on the barrel or simply roll around for fun! The cylinder fits inside
the barrel perfectly for convenient storage.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12634 22”W x 22”D x 24”H $260

ROLEYPOLEYSOFTZONE
Practice balanceon thenew RoleyPoleySoftZone. Childrenwill lovegoing
fromblock to block either crawling orwalking. Designed specificallyfor use on
the floor to ensure a safe and funplaytime.Whenplaytime is over, roll up the
RoleyPoleyfor convenient storage.

ELR-12636 72”W x 12”D x 3”H $130

STEADYSTEPPERBALANCE BEAM
One foot in front of the next as little onesmake their way across theECR4Kids
SoftZone®Steady Stepper. Childrenages 3-7 will practice their balance on the soft
and durable beam that measures9” highwith an extra-wide base for stability. This
soft beam is used formotor skill development. For use on the floor only, theSteady
Stepper features a non-skid base for safety.

ELR-12678 48”W x 18”D x 9”H $120

SIT&PLAY RAINBOWCATERPILLAR
Whowants a ride on the giant rainbow caterpillar? I do, I do! Cheerful caterpillar
invites little ones to climb aboard for playtime.Multiple brightly colored rainbow
blocks are soft and sturdy, with room for two ormore children. Caterpillarcan be
turned on its side for added stability. Designed specificallyfor use on the floor to
ensureasafeand fun playtime.

ELR-12630 Large 48”W x 8”D x 8”H $125
ELR-12650 Small 36”W x 6”D x 6”H $100

SPEEDBUMP CLIMBER
Up, down and all around! Little ones can climb up and down theECR4KidsSoftZone®
SpeedBump Climber. This beginner climber is perfect for exploring and imagining.
Encourage climbing, crawling, and social interaction and develop grossmotor skills.

ELR-12633 36”W x 24”D x 12”H $165

Gross Motor Play
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DISCOVERYCENTERWITHTUNNEL ANDSLIDE
Crawl through the tunnel and see howmuch there is to discover! Little
oneswill love pulling themselves up to find bells,mirrors and loops as they
move around the discovery circle. Climb up and slide down when playtime
is over. Stimulating center has padded floor and soft edges for safe and
comfortable play.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12637 76”W x 56”D x 16”H $630

DISCOVERYCIRCLE
Little ones will loveto be in the ECR4Kids SoftZone®Discovery Circle. Thisstimulat-
ing ring provides a safe environmentwith bells, shapes, and pockets to hide things!
Practice pulling up on the circle's soft edges. Whenplaytime is over,fold theDiscovery
Circle up and store.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12638 36”W x 36”D x 8”H $280

DISCOVERYPLAYCUBE
Peek-a-boo, I see you!As they crawl through the brightly colored play cube, little ones
will find bells, shapes, andmirrors along theway. Encouragemotor skills and practice
peek-a-boo through the cutout window. Padded floor for comfort and safety.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12626 36”W x 24”D x 24”H $350

NEWMY SAFESPACE - CAR
TheMySafeSpaceCar fromECR4Kids provides a soothing place for children.
With imaginative features such asa licenseplate holder to personalize each
vehicle, soft steeringwheel, and fun rear-viewmirror childrenwill loveplaying
makebelieve.Whenplay time is over, the car folds neatly away for storage.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0885 24”W x 18”D x 16”H $130

STEADYSTEPPINGSTONES
Assemble theECR4KidsSteadySteppingStones inmultiple configurations for little
ones to climb, crawl and sit upon. The sixbrightly colored hexagons create a safe
space for toddlers to developmotor skills.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12677 20”W x 17.3”D x 12”H $400
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PICTUREMEPLAYMAT
Peek-a-boo, I seeyou! Help little onesget comfortable on their tummywith the
ECR4KidsPictureMePlayMat.The circularmat with six brightly colored panels features
amirror in the center and six clear 4”x6” pockets to hold images of your choice. Themat
will encourage sensory exploration, excellent for developing image cognition, speech or
justmaking funny faces.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1
ELR-12629 36”W x 36”D x 1” $110

PULLUP MIRROR
Little ones can be a star andwatch themselves on their own television shapedmirror
with crushable corners for safety. Perfect for pulling up and self-esteem. Excellent for
developing infant/toddler image cognition, speech therapy or justmaking funny faces!
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0862 17.5”W x 16”D x 18”H $100

Sensory Exploration

PADDEDMIRRORS
ECR4KidsSoftZone® PaddedMirrors areperfect for developing facial
recognition, hand-eye-coordination, interactive skills, andmore in any daycare
or preschool setting. They arealso perfect formaking funny faces. Mirrors are
availablewith ‘innie’ bubbles, ‘outie’ bubbles or flat for extrasillyfun andsensory
stimulation. ECR4KidsPaddedMirrors are sold individually or as a set of three.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12665 Flat 34”W x 34”D x 2.2”H $160
ELR-12666 BubbleOutie 34”W x 34”D x 3.4”H $230
ELR-12667 Bubble Innie 34”W x 34”D x 3.4”H $260
ELR-12668 3Pack of of Padded Mirrors $600
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WHEELOFMIRRORS
Little oneswill find this stimulating pentagon full ofmirrors fascinating! Fold it up and
move it around or unfold it for added funwith themirrors. Kidswill build finemotor
skills, learn about their own facesand the expressions theymakeall while having
ablast. Great for encouraging imagination.Themirrors used are of a highquality,
highly shatter resistant, flexible and bendable material calledPET.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0860 12”W x 59.5”D x 8.5”H $160
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NEWCLIMB ANDCRAWL PLAYSET
The5-piece SoftZone® Climb andCrawl PlaySet fromECR4Kids isa great
addition to any daycare, preschool or homeenvironment. Little ones can ex-
plore by climbing steps and sliding down the soft and safewedge. The5-piece
set includes a square, rectangle, wedge, round, and half-moon shape.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12683 24”W x 16”D x 8”H $170

NEWSTEPAND SLIDECLIMBER
ThesimpleStepand SlideClimber fromECR4Kids provides
a safe and soft place for little ones to explore.Onearm
in front of the next as they climb up the three stairs to the
raised platform.Once at the top, childrenwill love sliding
down the durable foam slide. Intended for use in a daycare,
preschool or homeenvironment.

ELR-12713 42”W x 20”D x 12”H $170

NEWSINGLETUNNEL CLIMBER
Over andunder, in andout – somanyways to goon theECR4Kids
SingleTunnelClimber.Childrenwill loveexploring as they climb to the
top of the tunnel and slide down the other side. Discover the tunnel
channel and pass through one side to the next.

ELR-12717 60”W x 20”D x 15”H $300

NEWTWO-STEPCLIMBER
The funhourglass shaped Two-Step Climber fromECR4Kidswill provide endless
fun for littleones. Step up and down on the two-tiered platforms practicing color
recognition: blue, green, red and yellow. This beginning climber encouragesmove-
ments and actions of themuscles to developmotor skills.

ELR-12715 40”W x 40”D x 8”H $250

NEWTHRILL-SCAPECLIMBER
The threepieceThrill-ScapeClimber fromECR4Kids hasdifferent soft foam
pieces combined for hours of fun. Climbto the top with the two-step stairs,
roll to the slide, and explore yourway down.

ELR-12719 60”W x 20”D x 10”H $230
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360 Climbers

RAINBOWPETALCLIMBER
Safe formultiple users, childrenwill love to climb ononeof the sevenprimary
colored platforms set at different heights. Encourage climbing, crawling, and social
interaction and help develop gross motor skills.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12625 58.5”W x 64”D x 12H” $580

RAINBOWPETALCLIMBERWITHBALL POOL
Arainbow petal climber perfect for beginnerswith a ball pool for added adventure!Childrenwill
love to climb on one of the six brightly colored petals set at different heights. The climbers center
is a ball pool with attached flooring, filledwith an assortment of brightly colored, long-lasting, poly-
ethyleneballs.Don’t have space for thepetals? This item is also available as theball pool only!

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12624 RainbowPetalClimberwith Ball Pool 58.5”W x 64”D x 12”H $720
ELR-12670 MiniNestBall Pool 36”Diameter x 12”H $330
ELR-12602 SoftZone® PEBalls - 120Piece $30

TRI-LEVELCLIMBER
Abeginner climberwith bright, primary colors and shapes to create a center of
attention for any space!The threelevelsallow children to climb to the top of this
comfy and stimulating learning environment.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12616 44.25”W x 44.25”D x 15”H $550

WHEELSOFTZONE
Theperfect learningscape for little ones!Designedwith crawlers andnewwalkers
inmind, the 19 piece unit is only 12 inches high to encourage the youngest children
to explore up and down safely.TheSoftZone®Wheelcomes complete with steps,
slides, speed bumps, and safetymats. Separate loop-lock attachments allow differ-
ent configurations to customize for each unique space.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0836 87”W x 87”D x 12”H $1,470

ELR-12624

TUNNELMAZES
Over and under, in and out—which waywill you go?Bright shapes and colors
make fun pathways and tunnels for beginning climbers to choose their own
adventure.Childrenwill be captivated by the endless possibilities of the ECR4Kids
SoftZone® TunnelMazes. The brightly coloredmazes features tunnels, slides and
staircases formultiple children to play at once. Perfect to encourage active play for
crawlers andwalkers at homeand in daycares or preschools.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0837 TunnelMaze 95”W x 95”D x 18”H $1,260
ELR-12652 Single TunnelMaze 70”W x 64”D x 18”H $460
ELR-12656 TripleTunnelMaze 64”W x 64”D x 18”H $600

ELR-12652
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SLIDEAND CRAWLSET
Little oneswill be encouraged to climb, explore, and learn as they play on
this colorful 6-piece set. TheSoftZone®Slide and Crawl Set hasmany
engagingand fun features, including a tunnel, a slide, a safetymirror, and
steps. TheSlideandCrawl Set is the perfect place for crawlers, cruisers,
and newwalkers to climb and play.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12607 70”W x 70”D x 20”H $520

FUN FORTWO
Crawl up the side stairs or go down the uniquely patterned slide on theFunFor
Two! This beginner climber is perfect for two children to explore at once!Cozy
corners provide the perfect place to relaxwith a cushioned back.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12617 61.5”W x 63”D x 12”H $450

RAINBOWCLIMBER
Up, up, and away! Little oneswill soar to newheights at each brightly colored platform
on their way to the top. Made up of five primarybrightly colored platforms set at different
heights, the climberwill help develop gross motor skills as they explore.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12615 54”W x 54”D x 15”H $510

360 Climbers

Actual colors may vary. ©2017 ECR4KIDS

RAINBOWSOFTZONE®
Overthe rainbowwe go! TheRainbow SoftZone® set encourages toddlers to
safely climb, crawl andbalance in a soft, stable environment. The sevenfoam
bolsters set at different heights hook to the rainbowarcheswith loop lock attach-
ments to prevent pieces from sliding apart during use. 1” thick green bumper
pads sold seperately add anextra levelof safety to this exciting climber.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0835 RainbowSoftZone® 74”W x 37”D x 18.5”H $1,050
ELR-0864 GreenBumper Pad 72”W x 16”D x 1”H $115

LINCOLNTUNNELCLIMBER
Toddlerswill be captivated by the fun tunnel and cozy corners in this unique climber.
TheLincolnTunnelFoamClimber features brightly colored mats, multi-level steps, a
slide, and a tunnel to explore. Follow the footprints up the stairs and down the slide for
a stimulating and fun adventure. This beginner climber is perfect to encourage active
play for crawlers andwalkers at homeand in daycares or preschools.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12612 59.25”W x 59.25”D x 15”H $520

ROUNDABOUT
Climb, crawl, slide, step, roll, balance, sit and jump—theRoundabout climber has it all! Kidswill
gain confidence and grossmotor skills as theymovearound the circle to explore different surfaces
and fun obstacles. 15 foam bolsters in different shapes provide endless hours of safe play.The set
includes two staircases, slides and variousplatforms for multiple children to play at once.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12606 79”W x 74”D x 10”H $945
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HIGHRISECLIMBER
Aperfect challengeformore experienced climbers! Kids have the opportunity to grow
andexplore under and around this exciting spiral staircase and tunnel combination.
TheECR4KidsSoftZoneHigh-RiseFoamClimber features colorful high-density foam
mats and shapes, with two tunnels and steps in different sizes

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12608 63”W x 63”D x 28”H $800

LITTLEMECLIMB ANDSLIDE
Watchme, watch me! Little oneswill gain confidence andhave fun as they learn
to climb and slide on this brightly colored beginning climber.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12653 LittleMeClimband Slide 40”W x 20”D x 10”H $160
ELR-12654 LittleMeWallClimbandSlide 60”W x 40”D x 10”H $410
ELR-12682 LittleMeCornerClimb andSlide 40”W x 40”D x 10”H $280

PEAKS&PASSAGES
Futuremountain climbers rejoice!A more challenging climber for older
pre-schoolers. Childrenwill get to explore hidden passages and visit far away
lands as they climb and crawl their way aroundnew peaks andpassages. Tun-
nels havehigher-density foam to keep kids safewhile they’re exploring!

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12611 79.25”W x 60”D x 31.75H” $1,025

ELR-12654

NEWSUPERCLIMB ANDSLIDE
Little oneswill gain confidence andhave fun as they learn to climb
and slide on theSuperClimb &Slide fromECR4Kids. Intended for
use against awall, the climb and slide is intended for use bymore
than one child at a time to encourage social interaction.

ELR-12721 60”W x 40”D x 10”H $410
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CLIMB ANDSLIDE
What goes upmust comedown—little oneswill loveclimbing up and sliding
down on sturdy, brightly colored foamplatforms. Perfect for crawlers and climb-
ers to build motor skills and havelots of fun!

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12610 68”W x 57”D x 24”H $920

CORNERTUNNELMAZE
Little oneswill love to climb and crawl up, over, under, and all around this colorful
foam structure. TheSoftZone® Corner TunnelMaze featuresbrightly colored
mats,multilevel steps, and two tunnels to explore. This beginner climber is perfect
to encourage active play for crawlers and walkers at homeand in daycares or
preschools.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12655 60”W x 60”D x 18”H $610

NEWRAINBOWCORNERCLIMBER
TheECR4KidsRainbowCornerClimber is a bright and colorful addition to any
space. The climber features threesteps for toddlers to explore. Encourages
movements and actions of themuscles to developmotor skills; for use in daycare,
preschool, or homeplayroom. Designed specifically for use in any corner to ensure
safe and fun playtime; not intended for freestanding use.

ELR-12710 36”W x 36”D x 15”H $250

NEWSWOOP&SLIDECLIMBER
The four-pieceSwoop &SlideClimber has four different soft foam
pieces connected using hook and loop extensions. Childrenwill loveto
explore the variety of soft shapes as they climb and crawl and develop
grossmotor skills.

ELR-12720 40”W x 40”D x 10”H $295
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ROLLINGHILLSCORNERCLIMBER
TheECR4KidsRollingHillsCornerClimber featuresmultiple uniqueclimbers and
platforms for endless fun. This beginner climberwill encourage children to safely
climb,crawl and balance in a soft, stable environment.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12609 60”W x 60”D x 15”H $600

PRIMARYCORNERCLIMBERS
Little oneswill love to climb up, down, and all around as they play on these
colorful sectional sets. TheECR4KidsSoftZone® PrimaryCorner FoamClimb-
er andClimberwith Ball Pool feature brightly coloredmulti-leveled steps and
surfaces, a platform, and a slide. Perfect for crawlers andwalkers in preschools,
daycares, and playrooms.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0834 PrimaryCornerClimber 59”W x 56”D x 18”H $780
ELR-0833 PrimaryClimberwith Ball Pool 60”W x 60”D x 18”H $740

LITTLEMECORNER
This beginnerclimber is designed to stimulate your child to climb, crawl and balance. It
encourages young ones to explore and hone their grossmotor skills and includes four
unique pieces in bright primary and secondary colors.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12618 39.5”W x 39.5”D x 10”H $300

TINYTWISTINGCLIMBER
Abeginner climberwith a spiral staircase, platform for relaxing, anda slide.Offering
a funand captivating selection ofshapes and bright colors, this SoftZone® play
structure encouragesmovement andmuscle action that help to develop gross
motor skills aswell as social interaction.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12669 60”W x 60”D x 18”H $280

WATCHMEGOCLIMBER
TheuniqueER4KidsWatchMe GoClimber is the perfect beginner climber for any
space. Featuring bright primary colors the climber includes a speed bump stair case
and soft slide.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12614 48"W x 45”D x 16”H $620

Corner Climbers
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PATCHWORKTODDLERMATANDBLOCKS
Exceptionallysoft and plush, the primary color Patchwork ToddlerMat is great for both
active play and rest time.The1-inch thickmat provides a comfortable, cozy space to
rest and listen tomusic, hear a story or roll around. Infants and young toddlers at home
or in daycarewill love the bold colors – including red, yellow, blue, green, orangeand
purple.Add thematching soft toddler blocks for the perfect play time set. Toddlerblocks
are just the right size for tiny hands!Teachmanualmanipulation and color recognition by
encouraging childrentomatch the blocks to the colors in themat.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-031 Patchwork ToddlerMat 58”W x 58”D x 1”H $160
ELR-033 Soft Toddler Blocks 5.5”W x 5.5”D x 5.5”H $100
ELR-0215 PatchworkMat and Blocks $250

84

DRESSMEUP ANDLEARN
Shoelaces, buckles, and zippers, oh my!DressMeUpandLearnwill help teach little
ones skills to last a lifetimewhile theyare having funat playtime.Covered foambase
featureszippers, lacing, buttons, bow ties, hook& loop, and chrome closures that are
excellent for developing finemotor skills.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0863 Cube 16.5”W x 16.5”D x 16.5”H $240
ELR-0858 Panel 16.5”W x 3.5”D x 16.5”H $78
ELR-12628 Pentagon 19”W x 18”D x11.5”H $130

JUMBO SOFTBLOCKS
Designed for young architects, engineersand builders! Little ones can build up,
out and all aroundwith these lightweight jumbo blocks. Encourages social inter-
action, imagination and invention aswell as gross and finemotor skills.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Block SizeRange:12.0” x 12.0” x 6.0” to 17.0” x 12.0” 34.0”

ELR-12603 14Piece JumboSoft Blocks $690
ELR-12604 21Piece JumboSoft Blocks $945
ELR-12605 35Piece JumboSoft Blocks $1,560

7-PIECEBIGBLOCKS
Imagine being able to buildwith blocks your own size.WithECR4KidsSoftZone®
BigBlocks, that’s preciselywhat your kids can do! Seven big, bright and chunky
blocks in three different shapes and sizes stimulate children’s creativity and stacking
skills. Playingwith blocks is a treasured pasttime that helps develop gross motor
skills in children.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
4pcs - 8.0” x 8.0” x 8.0”, 2pcs - 16.0” x 8.0” x 8.0”, 1pc - 16.0” x 16.0” x 8.0”

ELR-0832 7PieceBigBlocks $180
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Explorethe Floor Mats

TUMBLINGMATS
Childrenwill enjoyactive play on the brightly colored, multi-panel tumbling
mats fromECR4Kids. Perfect for doing forward rolls and cartwheelswith adult
supervision or gathering for story time; a necessity for any preschool, daycare or
home. Each tumblingmat ismade up of four sections, each highlighted in one of
four bright, primary colors. The entiremat is constructed of 2” thick dense foam
to maximize resiliencyanddurability. Color and stabilitymake for the idealmat for
amultitude of settings. Tumblingmats easilyattach to one another to extend the
fun across the room.Use the convenient hook and loop extensions to connect
mat to mat and keep the tumbling at amaximum.When it’stime to pack up
the fun, your job is a breeze.Mats clean upwith a quick soap andwater wipe
down. They fold in half andare easilycarried away to storageusing the sewn-in
handles.All Mats: 2” H
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0651 4’W x 4’D x 2”H $150
ELR-028 4’W x 6’D x 2”H $200
ELR-0649 4’W x 8’D x 2”H $250

So
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Convenient Handles -
Twoconvenient handlesare
sewn into each end to carry
themats from room to room.

NEWCARTWHEELANDBALANCE
BEAMPRACTICEMAT
TheECR4KidsCartwheel andBalanceBeamPractice Mat is
a fun guide to assist beginner tumblers as they learn how to do
a cartwheel and walk the balance beam. One-side features a
fun hands and feet pattern that can be used to teach correct
placement for right or left-handed cartwheels. The other side has
awhite balance beamstripewith a foot pattern to guide them in
this basic gymnastics skill.Whennot in use, theECR4Kids practice
mat folds in thirds to measure24"Wx24"L x 3"H for space saving
storagewhen not in use.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12693 72”Wx24”D x 1”H $80

NEWBABY ROLL&CRAWLMAT BLUE
TheECR4KidsBabyRoll &CrawlMat is agreat place to safely prac-
tice tummy time.With a slight incline on the outside edges of themat,
little oneswill love having their own personal safe place to crawl, roll,
andmore. The dense 2.75-inch thickmat is coveredwith reinforced,
phthalate-free vinyl in attractive primary and soft-tone blue.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12694 17.3”W x 21.25”D x 2.75”H $80
52"
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PLAY&STOREMAT
Themulti-purpose SoftZone® Play& StoreMat fromECR4Kids is acombination play
mat and soft storage bin. Keep toys stored inside andwhen it’s time to play, open the
storage bin into a soft and safe playmat. Little ones can roll around on the comfortable
and durablematwith your choice of primary and soft-tone colors or fun hands and feet
patterns. Whenplay time is over,clean-up is a breeze!Simply fold themat back into the
bin securingwith hook and look closures and store safely away.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Colors: Blue (BL) or Red (RD)

ELR-12671-XX Two-Tone 48”W x 48”D x .5”H $60
ELR-12672-XX Handsand Feet 48”W x 48”D x .5”H $60

HANDS &FEETPLAYMAT
Brightly colored Handsand FeetPlayMats from ECR4Kids create a safe and com-
fortable place for little ones to lay andplay.Whether they are used in a home, daycare
or classroomenvironment, the playmats are a great addition for story time or tummy
time. Playmats come in your choice of blue or redwith attractive and fun hands and
feet pattern. Thedense 1.5-inch thick mat is perfect to create a comfortable and
stimulating learning environment.Mats are availableas 2-fold or 4-fold for convenient
storage. Intended for use by ages 9months +.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Colors: 2-Fold is available in Blue (BL) or Red (RD).4-Fold is available in assorted only.

ELR-12674-XX 2-Fold 50”W x 50”D x 1.5”H $150
ELR-12675 4-Fold 50”W x 50”D x 1.5”H $150

MY TIMEFOLDINGPLAYMAT
TheECR4KidsFoldingPlayMat is great place for readingand relaxing.Thepersonal
sizedmat featuresa 4-foldmethod with two handlesto carry from room to room.
The playmat folds intomultiple configurations formulti-use: extend on the floor, fold
against thewall to create a soft seat or stack for storage. Little oneswill love having
their own personal safe place.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12676 48”W x 24”D x 1.5”H $120

PEEK-A-BOOBIN
Peek-A-Boo Bins fromECR4Kidsprovide roomy storage to keep toys and acces-
sories organized in style. Built-in handles allow for easy transport fromstorage to
play.A clear pocket inside the bin is perfect for children and adults to seewhat’s
inside. The pocket can also be used to display a child’s picture or image of the
itembeing stored. Peek-A-Boo Bins are availablein primary blue or redwith a soft-
tone lining inside. Bins are the perfect complement to ECR4KidsColorful Essential
storage units and flat packed to save on shipping!

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Colors: Blue (BL) or Red (RD)

ELR-12673-XX 12”W x 12”D x 12”H $60

FoldsUp- The playmat folds up to
keep toys organized.Move them to
another roomand open up themat for
a safe space for little ones to roll around.
Foldsup to be 12” x 12” x 12”.

Explorethe Floor Mats
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Pocket- Convenient clear
pocket to insert your child’s
photo or the name of the
product being stored.
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Active Play
EASYTOCLEAN
Heavy-DutyPlastic

ROUNDED EDGES
ForAdded Safety

FADEANDWEATHERRESISTANT
Indoor orOutdoor Use

CPSIACOMPLIANT

GREENGUARDCERTIFIED

ADULTASSEMBLY REQUIRED
Hardware Included forEasyAssembly

PHANTYPIC-N-ROCK
PhantyPic-N-Rock byECR4Kids is a greatway to keep children entertained during
play time and lunch time.One side is a comfortable picnic tablewhere up to four chil-
dren can enjoy a snack, lunch or activity time. Flip it over and it's a safe and fun rocker
that can accommodate up to four children. In rockingmode, Phanty’s eyesmove back
and forth as childrenwork together to get her to rock. Made of brightly colored blow
molded plastic this item is fade andweather resistant for use indoors or outdoors.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-040 45.50" x 27.20" x 22.00" $200

Indoor/Outdoor Features
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Indoor/Outdoor

“GUS” CLIMB-N-CRAWL CATERPILLAR– 4-SECTION
Climb in, on, or around “Gus” theClimb-N-Crawl Caterpillar fromECR4Kids!Childrenwill
have somuch fun discovering this charismatic caterpillar climber specially designed for use
indoors or out. Featuringfour brightly colored body segments, a happy face and tail, this
climber can be assembled in numerous configurations to entice preschoolers to climb, crawl
and interact. Large boot-shaped “feet” hold the unit firmly in place for safetyand stability.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-035 39.5”W x 85.5”D x 42.5”H $420

VIBRANT“GUS” CLIMB-N-CRAWL CATERPILLAR
Adaycare favorite is now availablein vibrant blue, green, pink andorange!Designed
exactly the sameas traditionalGus, each body segment is speckled with holes for
children to peer into and out of during playtime.Configure and re-configure sections
in various order to keep the look fresh, new and cheerful all around.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12520 39.50”W x 85.5”D x 42.5”H $420
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www.ecr4kids.com (855) ECR-4KIDS
(855)327-4543

NEWJUMBO PRINCESSPALACE
The Jumbo PrincessPalace fromECR4Kidshas a large footprint designed for multiple
children to play at once. The castle facade features nineturretswith two flags, five open
windows, and amake-believeclock. The largefront door has aworking doorbell with
playful sounds (batteries not included).Once inside children canhaveplenty of room to
enjoy hours of imaginative play.The JumboPrincessPalace is constructed using brightly
colored, blow-molded plastic ideal for indoor or outdoor use.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12525 78”W x 58”D x 98.5”H $800

NEW JUNIORPRINCESS PALACE
TheJuniorPrincessPalace fromECR4Kids hasapetite designpacked with features!The castle
facade has two turrets with noble flags, windows that open and close, and an opening in the back.
The largefront door has aworking doorbell with playful sounds (batteries not included) and amail slot
to drop princess posts. Once inside childrencan do art projects, enjoy snacks or role playfor hours
of fun. Thepetite size of the Junior PrincessPalacemakes it ideal for use in a bedroom, playroomor
outdoors for imaginative playby children ages 2 and up.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12526 49”W x 34”D x 64.5”H $500
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PEEK-A-BOO CATERPILLAR
Climb in, on, or around the Peek-A-Boo Caterpillar!Asmallerversion of “Gus” for the little
ones.Childrenwill enjoy counting the caterpillars brightly colored feet anddiscover a varie-
ty of livelycolors. Preschoolerswill be enticed to climb up onto thePeek-A-Boo Caterpillar
and hug its head and neck, or crawl through the sunlit tunnel. Theycan perch on top to
sing songswith friends or listen to a story; what a neat place to gather. ThePeek-A-Boo
Caterpillar is great for active preschoolers to stretch their legs and imaginations!

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12511 56.25”W x 37”D x 47.75”H $320
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TREETOPCLIMB ANDSLIDE
Active children will lovethe ECR4Kids' Vibrant TreeTop Climb and Slide! Thefun climber
featuresapple trees onboth sides so kids will feel like theyare reallyin a tree. Twoside
laddersmade it easy to access the platform, reach the tree tops andwavy slide.Take a
break fromclimbing and sliding on the sturdy benchwith a backrest, conveniently locat-
ed in the back of the tree house.Themultipurpose table reversesto become a sand pit.
Thepossibilities are truly endless!Parentswill love theeasy to clean treehouse. Overall
weight capacity of 220 pounds.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
ELR-12524 78.75”W x 49”D x 54.75”H $550

BUCCANEERBOAT
Ahoymatey! Imaginationswillsoarwhen kids jumpaboard theBuccaneerBoat from
ECR4Kids.This brightly colored boat has everything youneed to begin your nautical
adventure including a pirate flag andmoveablewheel.With the captain on the deck and
crew in the cabin, thisBuccaneer Boat will create a realistic experience for any imaginative
child. Constructed using blowmolded plastic; the boat can be used indoors or outdoors to
encourage active play and socialization. Nomore than one child at a time should be at the
helmof the ship.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12508 54”W x 31”D x 57”H $250

Indoor/Outdoor

VIBRANTCLIMB ANDSLIDE
Children can climb, hide, crawl and slide on and around the VibrantClimband
Slide fromECR4Kids.The straight slide reversesandbecomes a set of stairs
that leads to a platform. Childrencan climb through the back door and up to the
platform using the stability bar alone. Fade resistant, theVibrantClimband Slide
is great for indoor or outdoor use.Overallweight capacity of 66 pounds.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
ELR-12523 66”W x 33”D x 40”H $320
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JUNIOR 4-TO-SCORE
ECR4KidsJunior 4-To-Score is perfect for turning play time into learning time.The
gameencourages cooperation and teamwork, aswell as problemsolving and
basic matching skills. Players of all ageswill gain social skillswhile interacting one-
on-one or in teams, and kids canplay again andagain as they discover endless
patterns and possibilities. Ideal for use in classroomsandafter-school programs.
Fadeandweather resistant.
Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12509 46.25”W x 23.6”D x 34.5”H $230

JUMBO 4-TO-SCORE
Kids of all ages lovethis oversized version of the classic game!Guaranteed to be ahit with family and friends at birthday parties, family reunions, community centers,
after-school programs, andmore.Young players build teamwork and cooperation skills whilethey learn tomatch four to win. This interactive game is great for 2 play-
ers, and alsoworkswith teams for epic kids vs grown-ups championshipmatches. Fadeandweather resistant.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
48”W x 22.5”D x 46”H

ELR-12507 Jumbo 4-To-Score $300
ELR-12521 Jumbo 4-To-Score - Vibrant $300

Indoor/Outdoor

Accessories

ELR-23201 Jumbo 4-To-Score 20-PieceReplacementRings $60
ELR-23202 Junior 4-To-Score 20-PieceReplacementRings $50
ELR-23203 Jumbo 4-To-Score Vibrant 20-PieceReplacementRings $60
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Sand and Water Tables

ELR-12401

SAND &WATERTABLES
Promote tactile discovery, finemotor skills, and social interaction with theECR4KidsSand&WaterTables. Each
station features brightly colored basins that are removeable for easydraining and cleaning.Translucent lids are
included to keep sand,water and toys securely in the unit when not in use. Stations feature strong steel legs that
adjust to three heights: 20”, 22.5” and 26.” Connect a variety of ECR4KidsSand&Water Tablestomake your
own unique configuration.

ECR4KidsSand&WaterTablesshould not be left outside, metal legs can rust.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-12401 2Station SquareSand&WaterPlayTablewith Lids 14.75”W x 30”D $150
ELR-0798 4Station RoundSand&WaterPlayTablewith Lids 30”W x 30”D $250
ELR-0799 4Station SquareSand&WaterPlayTablewith Lids 30”W x 30”D $250
ELR-0796 6Station Sand&WaterPlayTablewith Lids 49.5”W x 49.5”D $350
ELR-0797 8Station Sand&WaterPlayTablewith Lids 60”W x 30"D $450
ELR-0795 10Station Sand&WaterPlayTablewith Lids 75”W x 45”D $580

ELR-0797

ELR-0795

ELR-0799ELR-0798 ELR-0796

Actual colors may vary.
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DOUBLE-SIDEDBI-DIRECTIONALMIRROR
Who’s that? Little oneswill lovemaking faces at that baby in the mirror during
tummy-time! Double-sided, birch hardwood framed safetymirror. Removeable
feet allow themirror orientation to be changed fromvertical to horizontalmaking
thismirror attractive to both young and older children alike.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0701 14.50”W x 16”D x 48”H $145

HORIZONTALCHANGING STATION
TheECR4KidsHorizontal ChangingStation provides a comfortable place to changebaby!
Designed specifically for use in a commercial environment including schools, restaurants, and
business environments. Thechanging station features two convenient hooks for diaper bags,
purses andmore, aswell as a safety strap and pneumatic cylinder to provide a controlled, slow
opening and closing of the changing station. Aqualified professional should install theHorizontal
ChangingStation, hardware not included. The desired installationlocation and wall typewill
dictate the requiredmounting hardware.

Purchase theHorizontal ChangingStation and ChangingPads together to save!

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Open: 35.5”W x 19”D x 19”H
Closed: 35.5”W x 4”D x 19”H

ELR-18004 Horizontal ChangingStation $230
ELR-18009 Horizontal ChangingStationwith 500Liners $280

Accessories

ELR-003 2-PlyChanging liners $50
19”W x 13”D, Case pack of 500

BABY CHANGER
Thespace savingBaby Changer fromECR4Kids is amust for anynew parent. This
pad features gently sloping sideswhich cradle your baby during the changing process
providing both comfort and safety. The best part is there is no assembly required!

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-029 28.75”W x 17.75”D x 5.5”H $50

ECR4Kidswill provideone freeaccessory pack annuallyperHorizontal
ChangingStation.Accessory pack includes: safety straps, 2 screws, warning
label, safety instructions. To redeem, please register at
www.ecr4kids.com/changingstation
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ARTEASELSWITH STORAGE
Keepart supplies organized and ready to go whenever inspiration strikes.
Double-sided birch hardwood easelhas plenty of room for little ones to paint
and draw together. Each station has a dry-erase board, trays for paint cups,
easelclips, and additional storage below. Bins not included.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0691 2Station 27”W x 26.50”D x 46.50”H $350
ELR-0692 4Station 53”W x 26.50”D x 46.50”H $480

3-IN-1 ARTEASEL
TheECR4Kids3-in-1 Art Easel has everything your child needs to create their very own
masterpiece.Made of durable hardwood, the easel featuresamagnetic dry-erase board on
one side and a chalkboard on the other. On top, the roll of paper can be pulled down and
securedwithmagnets to paint and draw. The convenientstorage tray is the perfect place
to keep the included accessories: three paint cups, multi-color chalk, dry-erasemarker, six
magnets and erasers.When finished, the easelfolds up for storage.

Theeaseladjusts to accommodate children of all heights. Simply unscrew the star detailing
and slide the easel to the desired height using the alignment guides. Screw the stars back in
and youare ready to draw.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-17401 23”W x 19.5”D x 36”H $79

ELR-0692

Easels

Combinewith Large
StorageBins
ELR-0722-XX;
SoldSeparately.

www.ecr4kids.com (855) ECR-4KIDS
(855)327-4543
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ADJUSTABLEEASELANDARTSUPPLIES
Children canexplore their creative sidewith theECR4Kids double-sided adjustable art easel featuring a
chalkboard on one side and dry-erase board on the other. The easelincludes two paint trays to help keep
children organized and four red easel clips to hold artwork in place.Great in the homeor for school use, the
easel is heavy-dutywith solid hardwood legs. Legs are adjustable for three different heights including 18”,
20” and 22.5” from the floorto the bottom edge of the board.

Paint the town red…or blue, or purple, or yellow!Youngartistswill love bringing their imagination to lifewith a
rainbowof bright colors and assorted brushes.A colorful, collapsible crate keeps supplies organized and on
hand. Set includes crate, seven 8oz. bottles of washable paint in assorted colors, seven bilingual,non-spill
paint cups with hinged, flip-top lids, seven paint brushes, three foambrushes, and two foam rollers. Paintis
washable frommost clothing, but may stain porous household items.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1
Art surfaces: 24”W x 24”H
Paint Colors: Blue, Green, Red, Yellow, Purple, White, & Black,

ELR-008 Double-Sided AdjustableEasel 25.25”W x 25”D x 47”H $160
ELR-0207 Small PaintCrate Set 13.75”W x 9.50”D x 6.75”H $55
ELR-0330 Easelwith Small PaintCrateSet 24”W x 48”H $200

ELR-008

Classroom ArtSupplies
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CLASSROOM SCISSORSETWITHRACK
TheECR4Kids24-piece Cutting Edge® classroom scissor set and hardwood
rack is the perfect solution for right or left-handed children learningto cut. 5
inch scissors feature stainless steel bladeswith a blunt tip for added safety and
comfortable brightly colored handles designed for little hands. The blue, green,
yellow, and red scissors comewith a hardwood display rack/storage container.
The hardwood container features 24 holes to display the scissorswhile keep-
ing edges safely away. Slidethe lid open and scissors fit comfortably inside.
Scissors are a tool, not a toy; adult supervision is recommended. Suggested
for use by ages 4+; colors may vary.

Must order in case pack quantities of 6

ELR-13203 Blunt $35
ELR-13204 Point $35

KRAFTEDGERS®
Create beautifulborders and unique designs for scrapbooks, photos, invita-
tions, andmore! Kraft Edgers® areeasyto use and perfect for art projects
at homeor in the classroom. Patterns include: Pinking,Wave, Scallop, Lace,
Victorian, Bubbles, Bounces, Cloud, DragonBack, Mini-Scallop, Zipper, and
Sunflower.TheECR4KidsKraft Edgers offer endless designpossibilities for
scrapbooking, art, or photo projects. Edgers areavailblepacked in a hanging
vinylstorage pouchwith "loop-lock" closure, or a 18 piece hardwood rack.
Stylesmay varyand are subject to changewithout notice. Ages 4+.

Must order ELR-0129 in case pack quantities of 6

ELR-0129 Classpackwith StoragePouch, 12-PieceSet $16
ELR-0239 Caddy, 18-Piecewith Hardwood Rack $40

ELR-0239

POINT BLUNT

ELR-0129
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HARDWOODUTILITYCART
Art supplies stay organized and easilyaccessible on this hardwood utility cart. Perfect
for storing paints, bottles, brushes, andmore! Hardwood unit has three easy-to-clean
shelves,with two handles and four casters for easymobility (two locking casters).
Accessories not included.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-076 34.50”W x 21.25”D x 32.50”H $200

27PIECESMALL PAINTCRATESET
Paint the town red…or blue, or purple, or yellow!Youngartistswill love bringing
their imagination to lifewith a rainbowof bright colors and assorted brushes. A
colorful, collapsible crate keeps supplies organized and on hand. Set includes
crate, seven 8oz. bottles ofwashable paint in assorted colors, seven bilingual,
non-spill paint cups with hinged, flip-top lids, sevenpaint brushes, three foam
brushes, and two foam rollers.

Must order in case pack quantities of 1

ELR-0207 19”W x 13.75”D x 9.5”H $55

CRAFTTAPEDISPENSERWITH 10-PIECE TAPEROLL
Arainbow of creativity at your fingertips! Perfect for scrapbooking, art projects, andmore. The set
includes hardwood tape dispenserwith safe plastic cutting edge, and 10 rolls of Craft Tape in assorted
colors. Dispenser holds up to 12 1” rolls of tape, so youwill haveextra room to keep standard masking
tape on hand.

Stock up on your favorite craft tape colors. A10-pack of Craft Tape rolls inyour choice of 10 brilliant
colors. Specify color. ELR-0352 assorted 10-pack includes: black, white, blue, green, orange, pink,
purple, red, turquoise, and yellow.Replacement rolls availablein assorted packs.

13.5”W x 6”D x 6.25”H; EachRoll:1”W x 60yds

ELR-0359 Craft TapeDispenserwith 10-Piece Assorted TapeRoll Casepack of 1 $80
ELR-0163 Craft TapeDispenserOnly Case pack of 1 $40
ELR-0352 AssortedPackColored MaskingTape Case pack of 12 $40

TEACHERSTAMPS
Recognizea job well done or request a parent’s signature. TheECR4Kids8PieceTeacherStamp Set
includes the phrases “WayToGo”, “Super Star” or “Parent Signature.” The stamps are great for grading
homework, to use in the classroom, or for art projects. Each stampmakes 30,000+ impressions and
features amatching cap to keep the ink fresh andhelp prevent drying out. Stampsare acid and lignin free.

Must order in case pack quantities of 12
Tray:2.25”W x 2.75”D x 8”H; Stamp: 2”W x .875”D x 2.5”H

ELR-0349 8-PieceTeacher Stamps - Set 1 $20
ELR-0361 8-PieceTeacher Stamps - Set 2 $20

ELR-0359

Classroom ArtSupplies
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SCHOOL STACKCHAIRS

Purple – PUBurgundy – BYBlue – BL Navy – NVGreen – GN Hunter Green – HG

Red – RD Yellow –YESand - SD Black - BK
18” Only

Grey - GY
18” Only

ADJUSTABLEACTIVITYTABLES:EDGE BANDING

Black - BK Blue – BL Red – RD Yellow –YENavy – NVGreen – GN

RESINTABLES ANDCHAIRS

Red – RD Yellow –YEBlue – BL Green – GN Black - BK
18” Only

Navy- NV
18” Only

Sand - SD

ProductColorForproduct colors please refer to anECR4Kids product PMScolor sheet.Due to
printing and computer monitor limitations, we cannot be held liable for variations in color. If colormust
be precise, please consult a PMSchart or request a random sample of the product color.

ADJUSTABLEACTIVITYTABLES: TABLETOP

Oak - OK Maple - MP Grey - GY Dry Erase- DE
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Adjustable ActivityTable Color Guide
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*Actual colors may vary.

Contour Color Guide

CONTOURCHAIRS

COUNTOURTABLETOP

Oak - OK Maple - MP Grey - GY

CONTOURTABLEEDGE BANDING

Light Grey - LG

Black - BK

Eggplant - EP

Red - RD

Seafoam - SF

Burgundy – BY

Tangerine - TG

Grey – GY

Squash - SQ

Navy – NV

Powder Blue - PB

Blue - BL

Light Grey - LG

Black - BK

Eggplant- EP

Red - RD

Seafoam - SF

Burgundy – BY

Tangerine - TG

Grey – GY

Squash - SQ

Navy – NV

Powder Blue - PB

Blue - BL
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Terms & Conditions

WE STANDBEHINDOURPRODUCTS
ECR4Kidsstands behind the quality of all of our products. For extendedwarranty information, please visitourwebsite at
www.ecr4kids.com.
SAFETYISOUR #1 PRIORITY
Total lead, lead in surface coating, phthalates and toy safety arejust some of the standards that theCPSChas set forth in
theConsumerProduct Safety ImprovementAct of 2008. ECR4Kidscontinues to meet and exceed these standards to
ensurethat our customers can be confident in the safety of our products. Any inquirieson testing and safety standards
should be directed to theECR4KidsComplianceDepartment at compliance@ecr4kids.com

ECR4KIDS CATALOG—GENERALINFORMATION&PRINTING/PRODUCT DISCLAIMERS
The2017 ECR4Kidscatalog provides general information about products manufactured and/or offered byECR4Kids
and does not constitute a contract. ECR4Kidsreservesthe right without prior notice to: change, delete, supplement or
otherwise amend at any time the information, images, and specifications contained in this catalog or other documents.
Information contained in this catalog is not necessarilycomplete. For further information please consult with anECR4Kids
SalesRepresentative viaemail at sales@ecr4kids.com or telephone (855)ECR-4KIDS.
• Pricing

All prices listed in this catalog areManufacturer’sSuggested Retail Price (MSRP).In somecases, the MSRP
represents the actual (or approximate)market selling price. In other situations, due to industry standards, the
MSRPmaybe significantly higher than actual market conditions would dictate. In allcases, the MSRP is provided
merely asa reference/convenience.
Although our stated policy is to maintain consistent pricing throughout the calendar year,we reservethe right
to make price adjustments for all products and offers due to changingmanufacturing/availability (asa result of
product discontinuation, rawmaterialprice changes, currency fluctuations, etc.), freight and/or fuelsurcharges,
errors in advertisements and other extenuating circumstances.
Volumepricing is available.Contact yourSalesRepresentativefor additional information and terms.

• ProductColor
For product colors please referto anECR4Kidsproduct PMScolor sheet. Due to printing and computer monitor
limitations,we cannot be held liable for variations in color. If color must be precise, please consult aPMSchart or
request a randomsample of the product color.

• Scuffs&Scratches(Plastic)
It is the natureof plastic to scuff and scratch when stacked and shipped. Clearand darker colored plastics show
this themost. Thesescuffs and scratches arenot considered a defect.

• Trademarks
All artwork used in this catalog andprovided to ECR4KidsDealers,must be utilized in full compliancewith all
applicable laws regarding trademark, licensing, copyright, right of privacy, patent or similarprotection.

• Accessories
Unlessdescribed as includedwith the product being offered, accessoriesshown in photos arenot included.

• Availability
All itemsoffered in this catalog are subject to availability.

• Contryof Orgin
Asingle itemmay consist of severalcomponents fromdifferent countries. Thecountry of origin information is
listedon the packaging and/or product.

Bits and Pieces
Weunderstand accidents can happen. Andwhen they do, we’ve got you covered. Keep inmind that we may offer additional parts not listed here.
Giveusacall if you haveanyquestions.

ELR-23105 Bentwood ReplacementBoots,16-Piece $20
ELR-17303 Hooks for Lockers,10-Pack $20
ELR-23104 Kiddie Cot Corners,12-Pack $25
ELR-12602 SoftZonePEBalls,120-Piece $30
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ITEM NUMBER PAGE ITEM NUMBER PAGE ITEM NUMBER PAGE ITEM NUMBER PAGE ITEM NUMBER PAGE ITEM NUMBER PAGE ITEM NUMBER PAGE

ELR-003 92
ELR-008 94
ELR-009-XX 57
ELR-0101-XX 61
ELR-0102-XX 61
ELR-010-5 54
ELR-010-5-C 54
ELR-011-XX 57
ELR-0129 94
ELR-0163 95
ELR-0167 60
ELR-0170 62
ELR-0176-XX 62
ELR-0177-XX 62
ELR-0192-XX 21
ELR-0193-XX 21
ELR-0194-XX 21
ELR-0195-XX 21
ELR-0207 62, 94, 95
ELR-0215 84
ELR-0216 60
ELR-0217-XX 60
ELR-023 55
ELR-0231-5 54
ELR-0231-5-C 54
ELR-0234 55
ELR-0239 94
ELR-024 55
ELR-026 55
ELR-0261-XX 57
ELR-028 85
ELR-029 92
ELR-031 84
ELR-033 84
ELR-0330 94
ELR-0333 66
ELR-0335 43
ELR-0339 43
ELR-0341 67
ELR-0342 66
ELR-0344 44
ELR-0345 44
ELR-0349 95
ELR-035 88
ELR-0352 95
ELR-0359 95
ELR-0361 95
ELR-0368 44
ELR-040 87
ELR-0419 40
ELR-0420 40
ELR-0421 40
ELR-0422 40
ELR-0423 40
ELR-0424 40
ELR-0425 36
ELR-0426 38
ELR-0426-AS 38
ELR-0426-CL 38
ELR-0426-SD 38
ELR-0427 38
ELR-0427-AS 38
ELR-0427-CL 38
ELR-0427-SD 38
ELR-0428 39
ELR-0428-AS 39
ELR-0428-CL 39
ELR-0428-SD 39
ELR-0429 42
ELR-0430 45
ELR-0431 45
ELR-0432 45
ELR-0433 45
ELR-0434 45
ELR-0442 45
ELR-0450 41
ELR-0451 41
ELR-0452 44
ELR-0453 36
ELR-0454 62
ELR-0467 62
ELR-0482-XX 39, 61
ELR-0488 59
ELR-0501 45
ELR-0502 45
ELR-0547B 59
ELR-0549B 59
ELR-0550B-XX 59
ELR-0573-XX 53
ELR-0574 52
ELR-0575 52
ELR-0576 52
ELR-060 27
ELR-061 27
ELR-063 27
ELR-064 27
ELR-0649 85
ELR-065 27
ELR-0651 85
ELR-0659-XX 60
ELR-066 27
ELR-0668 53

ELR-067 27
ELR-068 27
ELR-0680 45
ELR-0681 45
ELR-0682 45
ELR-0683 45
ELR-0684 45
ELR-069 27
ELR-0690 43
ELR-0691 93
ELR-0692 93
ELR-0693 46
ELR-0695 46
ELR-0696 41
ELR-0697 41
ELR-0698 41
ELR-0699 41
ELR-070 27
ELR-0700 46
ELR-0701 46, 92
ELR-0702 46
ELR-071 27
ELR-0711-XX 48
ELR-0712-XX 48
ELR-0713-XX 48
ELR-0714-XX 48
ELR-0717-XX 49
ELR-0718-XX 49
ELR-0719-XX 49
ELR-072 27
ELR-0720-XX 48
ELR-0721-XX 48
ELR-0722-XX 39, 49, 61
ELR-0723-XX 39, 49, 62
ELR-0724-XX 39, 49, 63
ELR-0725-XX 39, 49, 64
ELR-0727-XX 49
ELR-0728-XX 49
ELR-0744-XX 50
ELR-0745-XX 50
ELR-0746-XX 50
ELR-0747-XX 50
ELR-0748-XX 50
ELR-0749-XX 50
ELR-0750-XX 50
ELR-076 95
ELR-078 65
ELR-079 65
ELR-0795 91
ELR-0796 91
ELR-0797 91
ELR-0798 91
ELR-0799 91
ELR-080 65
ELR-0800-XX 49, 61
ELR-0801-XX 49, 61
ELR-0802-XX 49, 61
ELR-0803-XX 49, 61
ELR-0804-XX 49, 61
ELR-0805-XX 49, 61
ELR-081 65
ELR-083 43
ELR-0832 84
ELR-0833 83
ELR-0834 83
ELR-0835 80
ELR-0836 79
ELR-0837 78
ELR-0838 72
ELR-0858 84
ELR-0860 77
ELR-0862 77
ELR-0863 84
ELR-0864 80
ELR-0880 52
ELR-0881 52
ELR-0882 52
ELR-0883 52
ELR-0884 21
ELR-0885 76
ELR-12401 91
ELR-12507 90
ELR-12508 89
ELR-12509 90
ELR-12511 89
ELR-12520 88
ELR-12521 90
ELR-12523 89
ELR-12524 89
ELR-12525 88
ELR-12526 88
ELR-12602 79, 98
ELR-12603 84
ELR-12604 84
ELR-12605 84
ELR-12606 79
ELR-12607 80
ELR-12608 81
ELR-12609 83
ELR-12610 82
ELR-12611 81
ELR-12612 80

ELR-12614 83
ELR-12615 80
ELR-12616 79
ELR-12617 80
ELR-12618 83
ELR-12624 79
ELR-12625 79
ELR-12626 76
ELR-12627 73
ELR-12628 84
ELR-12629 77
ELR-12630 75
ELR-12633 75
ELR-12634 75
ELR-12636 75
ELR-12637 76
ELR-12638 76
ELR-12643-XX 71
ELR-12644-XX 71
ELR-12645 73
ELR-12646 73
ELR-12647 73
ELR-12648 72
ELR-12649 72
ELR-12650 75
ELR-12651 73
ELR-12652 78
ELR-12653 81
ELR-12654 81
ELR-12655 82
ELR-12656 78
ELR-12665 77
ELR-12666 77
ELR-12667 77
ELR-12668 77
ELR-12669 83
ELR-12670 79
ELR-12671-XX 86
ELR-12672-XX 86
ELR-12673-XX 86
ELR-12674-XX 86
ELR-12675 86
ELR-12676-BL 86
ELR-12677 75
ELR-12678 75
ELR-12679 73
ELR-12680 72
ELR-12681 72
ELR-12682 81
ELR-12683 78
ELR-12685 70
ELR-12686 70
ELR-12687 70
ELR-12688 70
ELR-12689 70
ELR-12690 70
ELR-12691 74
ELR-12692 74
ELR-12693-XX 85
ELR-12694-XX 85
ELR-12695 70
ELR-12696 70
ELR-12697 70
ELR-12698 70
ELR-12699 70
ELR-12700 70
ELR-12703 70
ELR-12704 70
ELR-12705-XX 71
ELR-12706-XX 71
ELR-12707-XX 72
ELR-12710 82
ELR-12711-XX 68
ELR-12713 78
ELR-12714 74
ELR-12715 78
ELR-12717 78
ELR-12718 74
ELR-12719 78
ELR-12720 82
ELR-12721 81
ELR-12801-XX 69
ELR-12802-XX 69
ELR-12803-XX 69
ELR-12826-XX 69
ELR-12835-XX 69
ELR-12899 69
ELR-13203 94
ELR-13204 94
ELR-14101-XX 8
ELR-14102-XX 8
ELR-14103-XX 8
ELR-14104-XX 8
ELR-14106-XX 8
ELR-14107-XX 8
ELR-14108-XX 8
ELR-14109-XX 8
ELR-14110-XX 8
ELR-14111-XX 8
ELR-14112-XX 8
ELR-14113-XX 8
ELR-14114-XX 8

ELR-14115-XX 8
ELR-14116-XX 8
ELR-14117-XX 8
ELR-14118-XX 8
ELR-14119-XX 8
ELR-14120-XX 8
ELR-14121-XX 8
ELR-14122-XX 8
ELR-14123-XX 8
ELR-14124-XX 8
ELR-14125-XX 8
ELR-14126-XX 8
ELR-14127-XX 8
ELR-14128-XX 8
ELR-14201-XX 10
ELR-14202-XX 10
ELR-14203-XX 10
ELR-14204-XX 10
ELR-14206-XX 10
ELR-14207-XX 10
ELR-14208-XX 10
ELR-14209-XX 10
ELR-14210-XX 10
ELR-14211-XX 10
ELR-14212-XX 10
ELR-14213-XX 10
ELR-14214-XX 10
ELR-14215-XX 10, 13
ELR-14216-XX 10
ELR-14217-XX 10
ELR-14218-XX 10
ELR-14219-XX 10
ELR-14220-XX 10
ELR-14221-XX 10
ELR-14222-XX 10
ELR-14223-XX 10
ELR-14224-XX 10
ELR-14225-XX 10
ELR-14226-XX 10
ELR-14227-XX 10
ELR-14228-XX 10
ELR-14229-XX 10, 13
ELR-14230-XX 10, 13
ELR-14231-XX 10, 13
ELR14405P4X16-XX 29
ELR14405P6X10-XX 29
ELR14405P6X12-XX 29
ELR14405P6X14-XX 29
ELR-14405-XX 28
ELR14406P4X12-XX 29
ELR14406P4X14-XX 29
ELR14406P4X16-XX 29
ELR14406P8X10-XX 29
ELR-14406-XX 28
ELR14407P4X16-XX 29
ELR14407P5X14-XX 29
ELR14407P6X10-XX 29
ELR14407P6X12-XX 29
ELR-14407-XX 28
ELR14409P4-XX 14
ELR14410P4-XX 14
ELR14411P4-XX 14
ELR14412P4-XX 14
ELR14413P6-XX 14
ELR14414P6-XX 14
ELR14415P8-XX 14
ELR14416P8-XX 14
ELR-14506-XX 25
ELR-14507-XX 25
ELR-14510-XX 25
ELR-14511-XX 25
ELR-14512-XX 25
ELR-14514-XX 25
ELR-14515-XX 25
ELR-14516-XX 25
ELR-14517-XX 25
ELR-14519-XX 25
ELR-14520-XX 25
ELR-14521-XX 25
ELR-14523-XX 25
ELR-14525-XX 25
ELR-14526-XX 25
ELR-14601-XX 12
ELR-14602-XX 12
ELR-14603-XX 12
ELR-14604-XX 12
ELR-14606-XX 12
ELR-14607-XX 12
ELR-14608-XX 12
ELR-14609-XX 12
ELR-14610-XX 12
ELR-14611-XX 12
ELR-14612-XX 12
ELR-14613-XX 12
ELR-14614-XX 12
ELR-14615-XX 12, 13
ELR-14616-XX 12
ELR-14617-XX 12
ELR-14618-XX 12
ELR-14619-XX 12
ELR-14620-XX 12
ELR-14621-XX 12

ELR-14622-XX 12
ELR-14623-XX 12
ELR-14624-XX 12
ELR-14625-XX 12
ELR-14626-XX 12
ELR-14627-XX 12
ELR-14628-XX 12
ELR-14629-XX 12, 13
ELR-14630-XX 12, 13
ELR-14631-XX 12, 13
ELR-14701-XX 17
ELR-14702-XX 17
ELR-14703-XX 17
ELR-14704-XX 17
ELR-14706-XX 17
ELR-14707-XX 17
ELR-14708-XX 17
ELR-14709-XX 17
ELR-14710-XX 17
ELR-14711-XX 17
ELR-14712-XX 17
ELR-14713-XX 17
ELR-14714-XX 17
ELR-14715-XX 13, 17
ELR-14716-XX 17
ELR-14717-XX 17
ELR-14718-XX 17
ELR-14719-XX 17
ELR-14720-XX 17
ELR-14721-XX 17
ELR-14722-XX 17
ELR-14723-XX 17
ELR-14724-XX 17
ELR-14725-XX 17
ELR-14726-XX 17
ELR-14727-XX 17
ELR-14728-XX 17
ELR-14729-XX 13, 17
ELR-14730-XX 13, 17
ELR-14731-XX 13, 17
ELR-14900-XX 14
ELR-14908-XX 14
ELR-14922-XX 14
ELR-14927-XX 14
ELR-15102 21
ELR-15104-XX 21
ELR-15107-AS 21
ELR-15107-ASG 21
ELR-15108-AS 21
ELR-15108-ASG 21
ELR-15110-AS 21
ELR-15110-ASG 21
ELR-15111-AS 21
ELR-15111-ASG 21
ELR-15112-AS 21
ELR-15112-ASG 21
ELR-15120-AS 21
ELR-15120-ASG 21
ELR-15134-AS 28
ELR-15135-AS 28
ELR-15136-AS 28
ELR-15137-AS 28
ELR-15140-AS 21
ELR-15140-ASG 21
ELR-15141-AS 21
ELR-15141-ASG 21
ELR-15316 27
ELR-15318 27
ELR-15320 27
ELR-15322 27
ELR-15324 27
ELR-15326 25
ELR-15327 42
ELR-15330 26
ELR-15332 26
ELR-15334 26
ELR-15336 26
ELR-15338 26
ELR-15340 26
ELR-15341 26
ELR-15342 27
ELR-15343 26
ELR-15410-XX 28
ELR-15412-XX 28
ELR-15414-XX 28
ELR-15416-XX 28
ELR-15418-XX 28
ELR-15501 44
ELR-15612-XX 30
ELR-15612-XX 30
ELR-15615-XX 30
ELR-15615-XX 30
ELR-15618-XX 30
ELR-15618-XX 30
ELR-15620-XX 30
ELR-15620-XX 30
ELR-15650-XX 72
ELR-15700-NT 24
ELR-15710-NT 24
ELR-15712-NT 24
ELR-15714-NT 24
ELR-15716-NT 24

ELR-15912 19
ELR-15914 19
ELR-16111-XX 54
ELR-16112-XX 54
ELR-16113 54
ELR-16114 54
ELR-16117 55
ELR-16118 55
ELR-16119 55
ELR-16120 55
ELR-16121 54
ELR-16122 54
ELR-16123 55
ELR-16123-C 55
ELR-16124 55
ELR-16124-C 55
ELR-16125-C-XX 54
ELR-16125-XX 54
ELR-16126-XX 54
ELR-16127-XX 54
ELR-16128-AS 54
ELR-16129-AS 54
ELR-16200 44
ELR-16202 53
ELR-16203-LL 51
ELR-16310-XX 53
ELR-16311-XX 53
ELR-17100 43
ELR-17101 43
ELR-17102 43
ELR-17103 42
ELR-17104 42
ELR-17108 42
ELR-17109 42
ELR-17200 67
ELR-17201 67
ELR-17202 67
ELR-17206 40
ELR-17207 40
ELR-17208 40
ELR-17209 38
ELR-17209-XX 38
ELR-17215 38
ELR-17215-XX 38
ELR-17216 39
ELR-17216-XX 39
ELR-17217 39
ELR-17217-XX 39
ELR-17218 39
ELR-17218-XX 39
ELR-17230 36
ELR-17231 36
ELR-17232 36
ELR-17233 36
ELR-17252 38
ELR-17252-XX 38
ELR-17253 40
ELR-17254 38
ELR-17255 39
ELR-17255F-XX 39
ELR-17256 38
ELR-17257 38
ELR-17257F-XX 38
ELR-17300 36
ELR-17301 36
ELR-17303 98
ELR-17304 37
ELR-17304-XX 37
ELR-17305 37
ELR-17306 37
ELR-17307 37
ELR-17401 93
ELR-17500 44
ELR-17504-XX 50
ELR-17505-XX 50
ELR-17506 44
ELR-17507 71
ELR-17508 71
ELR-17509 71
ELR-17510-XX 50
ELR-18004 92
ELR-18005 27
ELR-18006 27
ELR-18007 27
ELR-18009 92
ELR-19000 66
ELR-19001 66
ELR-19003 66
ELR-19101 66
ELR-19102 67
ELR-19103 67
ELR-19104 67
ELR-19105 67
ELR-19106 67
ELR-19107 67
ELR-19201 64
ELR-19202 64
ELR-19203 64
ELR-19204 64
ELR-19205 64
ELR-19206 64
ELR-19207 64

ELR-19208 64
ELR-19209 64
ELR-19220 64
ELR-19230 64
ELR-20101-XX 57
ELR-20102-XX 57
ELR-20103-XX 57
ELR-20104-XX 57
ELR-20210-XX 58
ELR-20220-XX 58
ELR-20300-XX 58
ELR-20310-XX 58
ELR-20320-XX 58
ELR-20401 60
ELR-20404-XX 60
ELR-20505-AS 61
ELR-20506-AS 61
ELR-20507-AS 61
ELR-20508-AS 61
ELR-20509-XX 60
ELR-20510-XX 60
ELR-20511-XX 60
ELR-20516-AS 60
ELR-20517-AS 60
ELR-20518-AS 60
ELR-2192-XX 21
ELR-2193-XX 21
ELR-2194-XX 21
ELR-2195-XX 21
ELR-22101 27
ELR-22201-AS 25
ELR-22202 24
ELR-23104 98
ELR-23105 24, 98
ELR-23201 90
ELR-23202 90
ELR-23203 90
ELR-24101 23
ELR-24102 23
ELR-24103 22
ELR-25112-XX 16
ELR-25114-XX 16
ELR-25116-XX 16
ELR-25118-XX 16
ELR-261 21
ELR-26118-XX 21
ELR-FE902-34A 34
ELR-FE902-54A 34
ELR-FE903-34A 34
ELR-FE903-54A 34
ELR-FE904-34A 32
ELR-FE904-54A 32
ELR-FE905-34A 32
ELR-FE905-54A 32
ELR-FE906-34A 32
ELR-FE906-54A 32
ELR-FE907-34A 34
ELR-FE907-54A 34
ELR-FE908-27A 32
ELR-FE908-71A 32
ELR-FE909-27A 33
ELR-FE909-34A 33
ELR-FE909-54A 33
ELR-FE909-71A 33
ELR-FE910-34A 34
ELR-FE910-54A 34
ELR-FE911-35A 33
ELR-FE911-55A 33
ELR-FE912-35A 33
ELR-FE912-55A 33
ELR-SPC-15405 44
ELR-SPC-22201 36
ELR-SPC-24001 23
ELR-SPC-24002 23
ELR-SPC-24003 23
ELR-SPC-24004 23
ELR-SPC-24005 23
ELR-SPC-24006 23
ELR-SPC-24007 23
ELR-SPC-24008 23
ELR-SPC-24009 23
ELR-SPC-24010 23
ELR-SPC-24011 23
ELR-SPC-24012 23
ELR-SPC-24013 23
ELR-SPC-24014 23
ELR-SPC-24015 23
ELR-SPC-24016 23
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855-ECR-4KIDS (855) 327-4543 www.ecr4kids.com ecrcs@ecr4kids.com


